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It was then, it's now. - S.E. Hinton life, death and rebirth are inevitable. - Rig Veda Warhammer: Age of Sigmar high fantasy to the extreme. This is the new non-Warhammer Fantasy setting that was formed after the world sundering events of the End Times, but with everything in the old setting turned up to 11. These Winds of Magic? Now these are their own
spheres, each of which is a huge and almost infinite world, each of which is formed around and dictated by their own specific wind. It has beasts the size of mountains that fight the gods in a dead end, a coal city the size of a country with a moat of lava, and worlds that denote the whole life and death itself. Forces that used to be considered armies are now
footnotes in chronicles of war, and events like those in The End Times are now classified as Tuesday. In short, if your problem with the old setting is that the scale was all too small, then this is the setting for you. The poor start to editing since its opening Age of Sigmar was doomed to a rocky start. he had fans who were more than a little crazy that their entire
universe had just squatted, so bringing them to GW would need something great, a gaming system that paid tribute to the Old World while still paving the way for this new setting. To say that they did not would be a huge understatement. When AoS opened it had a small pamphlet of rules that would apply to all armies, and while many people enjoyed how it
cut the massive rules of the past, a lot of tactical nuance was lost in the process. It didn't help when many of the actual rules of the army were written, as if it were to be a joke, being more at home in something like Munchkin than in a serious setting. The rules also lacked any points of value or balancing mechanics, leading to many games that were
ridiculously one-sided with no way to prevent it. This was further compounded by the new posterboys and the very first new release settings, which were the equivalents of AoS in space Marines, supposedly made to show a new tone, visual aesthetics and direction settings, but they didn't initially resonate with WHFB veterans because they were so different
from anything that was in the old setting. Using something new to demonstrate the new system, they ended up alienating fans of that old system and people just couldn't get over new names like Bloodsecrator. If the setup was unveiled with something as safe as The Empire fighting the orcs with mentions of new guys in the background, then their booster's
new set of boxes later would make for an easier transition. Unfortunately, the writers at the time made it clear that they didn't care much for the material they and even showed disdain for his own fans, who further stoked the nerd's fury. On top of that, everything The entire WHFB faction has been removed from the rules, making the army many veteran
players assembled obsolete in the new game. With all this in mind, going from one recently destroyed setting to another is like jumping from a hot tub into icy water, and many have been turned off by prospects, some on the scale of Khornate. The community of Fantasy was divided between those who followed through in the Sigmar era, and those who
responded to the End Times metaphorically burning the bridge by simply refusing to cross and the remaining Fantasy players who did not recognize Age as a successor. Hostility waned and flowed between the two communities. Some terms which douchebaggy Fantasy fans have come up to refer to age include: Nuhammer Age Shitmar Age Shilmar Ugh
Sigmarhammer Groundmarine 40k Goldmarin Sigmar and Friends of Sigmarines vs. Rob Liefeld s Chaos Warriors (guest starring WFB special characters) Warhammer Lite Fucking Bullshit Testicular Cancer: Wargame Skub: War Game Age Smegma Sigmar Big Day of The Age of Skubmar Warhammer 40k : In fantasy! Age Sigmarines Skubhammer 40k
Age Houserules Warhammer: New COKE SPACE MARINES OOOOON THEEEE GROUUUUUUUUUND! Why you should never feel bad Buying Chinese Recasts EA Games Gifts: Warhammer Why We Can't Have Good Things, of course douchebaggery goes both ways (usually thanks to the same people), and Age players also have terms to refer to
fantasy players. These include: Grognards These Oldfags (But Not in a Good Way) Potato Backpacks If you come through anyone using any of these terms at the moment it is really considered a sign to stop talking to them, chances are that you will be happy when this discussion ended less than GW's decision to revive the WHFB. something very unlikely.
Fortunately, Sigmar's age endured its own rocky start, and eventually the army books and additives gradually turned it into a genuine shootout game that cared more about a fair match between players rather than who had the biggest army and least stupid special rules (at least before all the code creep crept in). The general's handbook has helped a lot in
this aspect, as gw's new policy no longer treats its customers like crap. Once the points were introduced and it was clear GW would try to make a fair and balanced game of skirmishes with the usual fixes and updates, some of which stayed away eventually coming over. Unfortunately, the hostility that was dying spiked back up by the announcement that GW
brings the Old World back, and many groups belonging either to those like AoS and see the Old World as a competitor who steals the attention of THE father of GW, and those who do not see AoS as worthy want the Old World to come back and claim that it should never have been destroyed. There is certainly a smaller third party that is still like AoS and is
happy to take the Old World as a style erus erus Today Age of Sigmar is an installation and game system that survives more or less on the merits, although you will still find a few fans who use nothing but square bases because they don't want to let go of what they had and still play more WHFB games using the old rules than they are AoS. Mechanics' 'edit'
Age of Sigmar's selling point was that it emphasizes the narrative aspect of the military experience by encouraging the game of story-driven scripts, recreating battles from knowledge, and player-created history, which lasted a full half of the edition and completely disappeared by the time the hit 2nd edition (except for recreational battles). This is due to the
aforementioned lack of any balancing mechanics, all you had you could field without any restrictions, so any kind of fight that happened will always be with who spams out most OP units or who had the largest army. Being a shootout game Age Sigmar uses round bases and no longer has block blocks like Warhammer Fantasy. When initially released, GW
said that the use of square models was good because all measurements had to be made from the model itself; The second edition replaced this glaring backwardness by a measure from where the edge of the round base will be measured from base to base. Motion trays can still be used. Rules (aka What book is it anyway?) (edited) GW likes to trumpet that
basic rules and Warscrolls (all rules for using one unit in one document) for Age of Sigmar are free by way of the Age of Sigmar smartphone app. This is technically true, but in practice you are going to buy a physical core rulebook anyway, because all the rules outside the minimum to play the base game are extras not included in the app. Battletomes
include fluff, all Warscrolls for faction, and Allegiance Abilities that give you a positive effect for a field force consisting solely of that faction, so you're going to buy that too or be at a disadvantage. On top of that you have additives for the area, extra magical items, and so on and so forth. It's kind of like one of those crappy smartphone games you hear /v/bitch
about constantly but out of dead trees and costing ten times as much. Unlike the WHFB, where players will have to wait years to get frequently asked questions for rule questions and entire editions to update the balance sheet, Age of Sigmar gets frequently asked questions and errata published online every few months and updated rules and scores are
published once a year in the General's Handbook series. Naturally, in order to have the latest rules and therefore be able to play in any remotely competitive place, you buy the newest GHB every year. Three ways to play (edit) One of the features of the marquee for Age of Sigmar, so central in the eyes of GW that it was ported to 40k for its 8th edition, is
three ways to play the system. Providing three separate frames that change change The basic rule of the theory is that GW can maintain different levels of play with one set of rules, from children playing on the kitchen table to national tournaments. The practice is somewhat different. Match Play: Build your army using a points system like in any sane
wargame. That's what everyone plays. Narrative game: Build your army based on a script from the official campaign guide™. The scenario usually includes additional special rules that reflect the state of the campaign. This allows more flexibility in presenting different forces than the Matched Play points system usually allows. Open Play: Do whatever fuck
you want. When The Age of Sigmar was first revealed much of the simplicity of the pitch was that this rule was the only rule. This led to a lot of fury and ridicule that caused GW to quickly turn to a three way to play the circuit in the first General's Handbook. Millions of voices shouted in horror ... When Age of Sigmar first came out, GW published free
Warscrolls on its website for almost all models available in the 8th edition of WHFB and advertised that you can start playing right away. Most likely because it was the minimum needed to keep WHFB players from storming Nottingham with catapults and axes. While these warscrolls are technically still valid, good luck trying to run an army with them as they
have never been updated and the good old-fashioned Creep Code means that any attempt to field the Warscroll Compendium Army will be like on-the-ground witch hunters against the 7th edition of Taudar. If you play Tomb Kings or Brettonia, you may not even be able to buy new models. The slogan in fluff reads: Not everyone died in the destruction of the
world. Hidden in shadow kingdoms, alternative dimensions or protected by fallen magic, they survived the darkness of emptiness and reappeared. Warhammer Age of Sigmar revisits these legendary heroes and notorious villains, although not everything will come back as you remember them. While some old characters like Morata have new models and
rules as part of the 2nd edition of the GW Kick spit out some updated rules for the name, but from printing characters under Warhammer Legends Gravy... But not for a match game. The name of each classic Warhammer race has been changed, factions have been divided and some have been expanded. The game consists of four factions known as the
Great Alliances - Order, Chaos, Destruction and Death. Factions in these Great Alliances can join forces such as elves, dwarves and people sn down in the same army, or you can focus on a particular faction and gain factional abilities. The second edition of AoS was released in June 2018. Ghosts were involved. Nerfs and buffs abound, new magic, new
rules, specific places, actual fluff this time, the whole shebang. Installation to edit the universe of the Sigmar era basically consists of eight mortal worlds, compressed from The winds of magic: they are the kingdoms of light, heaven, metal, life, beasts, fire, shadow and death, and each of them takes its appearance and properties away from its magical
aspect. For example, volcanoes, lava pits, arid and harsh regions are raging in the kingdom of Akshi (fire), and people born there tend to be aggressive and resolute; Meanwhile, the Kingdom of Hish (light) is a vivid and geometric dimension where symbolism can be perceived throughout, and people are prone to science and introspection. Cosmologically
speaking, Realms are contained in massive Realmspheres, each of which has a core that is solidified in continental land and oceans, as well as other easily recognizable geographic features. The borders, on the other hand, are made of almost pure magical material that becomes imitative for normal life, the farther you get from the center. If this reminds you
of how elementary planes are described in the DMO, then well, you pay attention, although the effects can be a little more aggressive and/or insidious than just drowning you in a lake fire. The fact is, Gyran, the realm of life, borders on the endless jungle, where animals can mutate into flora (think the film Annihilation). Also, while the planar configuration is
considered common, not all realms are flat masses. For example, Chamon (Kingdom of Metal) is seen as a set of different utility spaces of arbitrary size and shape hanging in space and connected to each other randomly through portals and magical paths. These eight realities are interconnected through Realmgates, dimensional portals of various
appearances that suggestive the kingdom they are in, for example, Realmgate of Shish, the kingdom of death, can be seen as a large skeletal structure of bones and festooned with cadaverous gargoyles and skulls. Realmgates are important to set up because they are the fastest way to travel between kingdoms, making them important economic and
military assets. Many cities are built around them, becoming centers of civilization. Some of these portals may even be inside the oceans, in the form of vortexes through had underwater farters can travel. There is much speculation about what or who created the Realmgates: perhaps they are the remnants of the Webway used by the Old World, that-was,
perhaps they are inherent in the cosmic laws of mortal worlds, or perhaps they were made by the long-forgotten masters of God-King Sigmar and his divine dragon buddy at the beginning of the new universe. There are also magical ways to travel through the kingdoms, such as the reality of rift gnawholes made by skaven or lightning strikes unleashed from
the ring of the city of Sigmarabulum, but to date Realmgates are the safest and most effective way to travel the worlds and therefore the target of conflict between rival interests. The realms of the kingdom in the Essential Void, the dimension of the unconscionable magical incredibleness in life, and is given the lighting of Hisham, who, in turn, alternates the
orbit with Ulgu, the realm of shadow, allowing day and night to exist. Between them is the twilight subrealima Ul-Gysha, where Slaanesh is imprisoned. Azir stands above other kingdoms, bringing starry skies and celestial phenomena, while Shish is below other worlds, receiving the dead in his countless underground worlds. There are other sub-families with
their own sets of rules and residents. With the return of the Dark Gods, entire parts of the Kingdoms and their Realmgates (except Azir) were damaged and twisted by an alternate dimension known as the Kingdom of Chaos. This area corresponds to the will and whims of the five gods of Chaos representing Fury, Ambition, Despair, Ecstacy and Ruins.
Wherever chaos is leveled by forces to take hold, the region begins to mutate into the likeness of its patron saint god: for example, where Nurglite forces thrive, the earth becomes fecundate with mutated and bloated life, sea and plague until the area is eventually subsumed into the Nurgle Garden (again, think Planescape, and the way places in the outer
planes can physically change the location or even the plane depending on their current plane). Thus, in general, the new setting can be summed up as a strange fusion of Stargate fan fiction, Scandinavian myths, and your classic cosmology of DDD. And of course a lot of Murcock threw in, but it's a game-master setting. It was a given. Although this
marvelous new universe is still not as well developed as the world of Warhammer Fantasy Battle, at the meta-level it is more flexible for both campaign settings and for the novels of the Black Library, a little in the spirit of the Warhammer 40,000 galaxy. After the end of time edit Fucking Chaos bullshit drawing the last turn of victory out of their ass ... It was the
End of Time. There is no more peace, torn by betrayal and chaos. And yet... the endings give rise to a beginning. Listen carefully. Can you hear it? The atrocious laughter of the dark gods? He dances in the wind between the worlds, striving to be heard, for the destructive forces were easy, and they are relentlessly looking for new realities to win. Where
there is life, Chaos will find it, and soon there will be suffering and bloodshed. The world is gone, but not all can be lost. Descendants of the Old ones left before the moon of Chaos destroyed their homeland, which much can be said for sure. But where did they go? And if they ran away, did anyone else? Can something that the dead ever really die? Who
remains lost in the void? What's he clinging to? And when the world dies...... What happens next? Before we begin, we need to clarify that some of the following narrative is subject to the universe of legend and meta-divergence, along with the surviving rumors before the official material has been released. Below is the synthesis updated to The second
edition is a setting that also takes information from the black library of novels and previous official sources. Perhaps over time we may have one, talking about the Genesis of the Age of Sigmar, so we can better understand what happened, but until then, here is (in broad strokes) the narrative we are currently available to. After falling along with Archaon
through the planet-ending vortex deformation in the ruins of Middenheim, Sigmar (still wielding Gal-Maraz and separated from his nemesis) was thrown into the abyss and eventually gained control of the surviving metal core of the warhammer world. Together, the god and the celestial body were thrown beyond time and space, which no longer existed
because of the destruction of the Oak of the Ages and the victory of Chaos. After all, after an eon impossible to measure (perhaps because time has literally lost all meaning), both entities, now constantly connected on a metaphysical level, entered the Mortal Worlds-newborn plane of existence aligned and condensed from the winds of magic due to the laws
of the Cosmos. It was in the sky of Nadyr Sigmar and the nucleus were finally caught by Dracothion, Star Drake, one of the zodiac beasts and the creature of creation and order. Feeling the same aligned spirit, Dracotion helped Sigmar recover and make friends with him. Legends also say that some creatures that did not join the Chaos managed to escape
the end of the world: the lizards traveled on their voids through the abyss for atemporal eons, slowly dying, until only Slann remained. These survivors were eventually found by Dracothion, who led them to The High Azir, the outer space of mortal worlds, where Slan used their magic, born in the star, to remember the race of the lizards, The Pond of Amy and
the Doctor. The inhabitants of the long-lost Lustia, now a creature of heavenly energy, renamed Serafon, set themselves the task once and for all to defeat Chaos from Cosmos. The sources of the Black Library also suggest that some dwarf clans managed to literally dig their way into the newborn universe, allowing their societies to survive the End of Time
and arrive in the Mortal Kingdoms. Given that Skaven can do this, it's not far-fetched to assume dwarf runecrafting can create tools capable of reducing space and time, though why they won't use it more often can be the source of many interesting debates. It can also be argued that some powerful magicians may have been capable of similar inter-
dimensional feats. At this point it should also be noted that, given the cyclical nature of the setting (the so-called cycle of stars, perhaps?), the highly increased power of non-Chaos deities, and the fact that one of the mortal realms is the functional afterlife of life-humans can be reincarnated, reborn from the dead, or otherwise reborn in new iterations, allowing
meta-level meta-level back not only Lizards and Chaos aligned creatures, but also other mortal beings. In other words, your Dudes and other old characters of all stripes (people, orruks, duardine, aelwa, lizards, chaos, skaven, vampires, etc.) may come back from oblivion, perhaps a little altered, but ultimately the same in the soul. Even Bretonnia and The
Tomb Kings, whose rules for AoS are available for free on Games Workshop, can be returned. In fact, because of the almost infinite immensity and magic of the Mortal Kingdoms, you are basically allowed to create or justify almost anything you want, with its appropriate set of rules, something that the authors of the rules take advantage of in the fluff section:
for example, in addition to Godbeasts, the existence of the Crimson Monarchy allows the Furry Army of the Tomb Kings, and bringing the Breton themed armies too easily, as were the descriptions of the kingdoms in some of the same terms as the knights of the kingdoms. The Black Library writers came to the rescue too, with the Soul Wars novel basically
bringing Balthasar Gelt reborn as Stormcast Mag and Gotrek Gurnisson entering mortal realms in search of Felix Jaeger, along with various other suggestive hints and references like the fleeting mention of Lord Celestant Setrus of Imperishables. The Age of Myth , Sig Sigmar, guided by Dracotion, traveled through the kingdoms using Realmgates, inter-
dimensional portals akin to those once built by the Old. There he found tribes of humans and other species rising from their original wild state and had already battled many horrors, such as beasts whose origins in new realms would be the subject of much speculation from scientists setting up, maybe they too were thrown through space and time like
Sigmar? Or maybe Chaos has already gnawed at a new reality? Sigmar also found the Incarnate, the gods of the World-That-Was, who were associated with the Winds of Magic that formed the Mortal Kingdom, as well as other deities and beings of great power. He set himself to free them and force them to join his new Pantheon to fully fill his great vision,
for Sigmar decided to bring the peace, order and prosperity he once desired for the now long-defeated Empire into all the Mortal Kingdoms. By guiding many of his followers to his arrival in Azir, Sigmar built Azirheim, the Eternal City, which would eventually eclipse Altdorf and Hemry in size, dynamism, and prosperity. Over time, many other cities, kingdoms
and enclaves will be built too, guided and protected by the Pantheon. This period of time is poorly defined in terms of both length and historical detail, again to allow you to fill it with what you like. Let's talk a little more about these gods: Grimnir and Grunney were found chained to grief in the Kingdom of Fire, and refused to give any explanation for how they
got there You know, it must be embarrassing). After his release, they both swore at him in the service. Grungni, who is now a crippled blacksmith god (Gotta love that GW creativity), taught various mortals metalworking and brought their overall technological level back to the point where it was up to AoS. He then gathered the dwarves, now called Duardin, to
himself and forged a new mountain hold called an iron karak so they could live in. Both were destroyed during the conflict, breaking into thousands of pieces that rained over the realm of fire (while Grimnir's beard was on fire). Fragments of Vulcatrix have created volcanoes that dot the Kingdom of Fire (which apparently for some reason was not any
preliminary and need an explanation to exist), while fragments of Grimnir-ETA INFORMATION WAS PRICE BY ORDER SIGMAR, ON BEHALF OF THE DUARDIN: LONG LIVE SIGMAR, LONG LIVE SIGMAR, LONG LIVE GRUNGNI He is blind and can only see with Teklys' eyes. Malekit woke up as the god of Knowledge of Shadows and now calls himself
Malerion, completely alone. He searched for other creatures and eventually found his mother Morata, who has changed and has the communion of the Daemons out of pure shadow. Eventually they too joined Sigmar (no word on if they were taking back old family practices). These two, along with the Twins, will eventually join forces to accomplish the great
task. Alarielle woke up alone, though she still had the magical seeds of the old setting. She planted them all over the place and created fae creatures as well as new treefolk, and although she joined Sigmar eventually, she nonetheless shunned others in favor of her pod of people, Sylvaneth. Gorkamorka, united by Gork and Mork (or is it Mork and Gork?),
was found by Sigmar trapped in a disguised amber named Dracatoa, who claimed the kingdom of beasts for himself. The two ended up with an armwrestling match. Eventually, Gorkamorka settled down and became Sigmar's hunter, killing all sorts of monsters and hostile creatures throughout the Kingdom of Death. Nagash survived because he was largely
the god of Death at that time. Sigmar reluctantly revived it because he needed help with the underworld or something, and also knew that he could provide a tireless and endless labor force to raise cities and towns for mortal tribes to live and study civilization. So of course Nagash immediately went about eating all the other gods of Shish's death (which begs
the question why Sigmar didn't just go with one of the instead of a sociopathic, backstabbing asshole, which he apparently already had a bad feeling about) and getting all selfish as he does. Nagash also resurrected some of his mortars, even Mannfred, feeling safe, knowing that, like the God of Death, he could impose his will on any undead (and thus
proving that, despite all his egos, he is as stupid as Sigmar). Recent knowledge as an alternative suggests that he was the first to be released by Sigmar at a time when realms were still forming from the raw winds of magic, and that together they fought the eldritch horrors that would have given even the chaos of the gods pause, with their victories making
space safe enough for mortal races to flourish. This actually explains why they both called each other a traitor and became so bitter after the Allpoints disaster, but not why Sigmar decided to free Nagash instead of getting help from any of the other death gods, especially since Nagash began planning to betray Sigmar immediately (something anyone with two
functioning brain cells would have predicted). Eventually, Sigmar established the place of his Pantheon on Mount Azir in Celestian, near Azirheim, although the gods also had their own residences in other Mortal Kingdoms. At first everything went well: Nagash formed the correct afterlife, which does not include the chaos of the soul, and the undead do most
of the construction work. Grungni continued to teach mortals and blacksmiths, and Gorkamorka continued his task of killing dangerous wild creatures that entertained the god Grinskin. Thus, the Mortal Kingdoms prospered, ultimately surpassing the kingdoms of the world before. The source expands further on the civilizations of the Mortal Kingdoms, their
rivalry, their trade and industry, and their artistic and cultural development, with concepts such as progress, tolerance and peace promoted by God-King. This utopia will not last. The gods of Chaos attacked, sowing corruption among the inhabitants of the Mortal Kingdoms and persuading them to open a metaphysical gate to launch an invasion in exchange
for power and immortality. Soon the great invasions and cloaks of the army devastated the Mortal Kingdoms, putting entire civilizations on the sword. But the new pantheon was as strong as their servants, and Chaos was driven back. For a while the Pantheon kept the forces of Chaos at bay, but then the cracks began to manifest, and the Gods of Chaos
brought the Archaon (now with the title of the Elevated Grand Marshal of the Apocalypse, who... fair) to make his own will worsening the situation as he forced the disparate forces of Chaos to work together while the Pantheon began to disintegrate. Gorkamorka, fully SICK of sigmar's sissy civilizational construction, broke out of the pantheon, forming one god
WAAAGH through all eight kingdoms and deformations, then on the way back in the same way, until Sigmar broke him back to Gork and Mork (or Mork and Gork?), at which point they settled in the realm of beasts to fight each other forever. Alarielle left the realms defense in favor of only fighting within her own Realm, Realm of Life, in order to protect him
from Nurgle using guerrilla warfare and ambush tactics, a decision that cost her and her realm dearly. The Order's efforts were further weakened when Tyrion and Malerion left to find Slaapesh. While most of the gods of Chaos, including the now ascending Great Horned Rat, have already played the Great Game, Slaanes was too gluttonous by the souls of
Aelph, becoming vulnerable to the machinations of other deities. He/she/she tried to hide to better digest all of his many sacrifices, which turned out to be a terrible mistake, as the deities of Elven succeeded in the great ritual that captured the Dark Prince and forced him/her/her to spew the devoured souls of the Aelph race. The Age of Chaos is finally in the
battle for a place containing Realmgate to every kingdom, Nagash predictably backstabbed Sigmar and the rest of the order because of (uncertain and probably minor, as is what Nagash does) the manipulation of Tzeentch and Archaon, as well as his own inevitable grievances, that Sigmarliterally someone was in charge, not Sigmar Nagash in anger, before
realizing OH FUCK, THE FIGHT!, and returned to see that Sigmarliterally was led by, not Sigmar Nagash in anger, before realizing OH FUCK, THE FIGHT!, and returned to see that Sigmarliter was in charge of the kingdom. Sigmar, disgusted, urged Tyrion and Malerion to take a moment from kicking Slaanesh's tummeh and help him and mortals forge a
magical barrier preventing Chaos from entering Azir (or everyone seeing Tzeentch see past him), then close the gates to the kingdom and began preparing to defend themselves from an incoming siege (which makes you wonder why hell he didn't think he thought he'd do the same). Nagash returned to the Kingdom of Death, thinking he had won, only to find
the fucking Scaven had blown up his Black Pyramid. Once again. Then the Archaon appeared and blew up Nagash, though Nagash's soul survived (he controls the afterlife now, where the hell would he go? After Azir closed his gates, Chaos squandered the seven remaining Mortal Kingdoms and destroyed all civilizations built in the Myth era, leaving only
hidden fortresses and runaway enclaves. Sigmar gave up fighting them and retreated to Azirheim to build his Army Stormcast Eternals. Running away from things to kill, Horne then attacked THE ENTIRE REST OF CHAOS, allowing the inhabitants of the worlds a little respite. The Great Horned Rat is now the God of Chaos. The other three Gods of Chaos
thought very little of him, although Scavenblaite was allowed to become part of the Kingdom of Chaos (due to Scaven's mistakes, however, he was half-immersed back into the material plane, which in turn gives Scaven the opportunity to appear in any of the kingdoms in his own account). Even Archaon, the president of the Chaos Fan Club, finds Skaven
unworthy of respect, and he spits right in the face of the Great Horned Rat. Although, given the fact that being miserable, oppressed and despised may now be their schtick on a metaphysical level, he may perversely think it's heresy to do anything else. Age of Sigmar edit Goldmongers VS Ragemonsters. It's like poetry, it rhymes. The history of the game,
based on the players, begins 5 centuries after the beginning of the StrifeChaos era, when the triumph of the gods of Chaos begins to weave reality. It was during these years that Sigmar began to strangle warriors doomed to heroic last stands against Chaos from all corners of the Deadly Kingdoms, turning these brave souls into the massive floating city of
Sigmarabulum in his Stormcast Eternals. They must be the super-soldiers necessary to save the Mortal Kingdoms - they are immortal, incorruptible, able to relate to the servants of Chaos thanks to the divine power of the King God, and they will know no fear. Finally, The Tempest of Sigmar is unleashed on the Mortal Kingdoms. This is a wave of numerous,
simultaneous and destructive defensive teleportations of Stormcast Eternals to enemy territory, their original goal is to bring back the sealed Realmgates, allowing Azyr to deploy more and more of its centuries-old forces through these portals without taxing the energy of the God-King. In a very win-or-death move, it is also the only way any of Stormcast can
return home alive. It also has the side advantages of creating beach heads where the aforementioned surviving refugees can find refuge, and eventually become enclaves of renewed civilization. However, Sigmar is secretly shattered with doubt, since the Stormcast project still has flaws like a delicate recovery process that seems to hollow the theme a little
more every time they die and respawn. Unfortunately, the forces of the Order are not of time, and the attack cannot be postponed any more so that the Mortal Kingdoms do not completely collapse into the Kingdom of Chaos. In the first battles after the release of the story, the Sigmarines fought Chaos in four places: The Hammers of Sigmar VS Horne in
Goretide (starter field of factions) in the Hellfire Brimstone Peninsula of the Kingdom of Fire: Jacos, Lord Celestant Stormhost, killed by leader Goretide Khul while another Lord-Celestant called down mortal kingdoms. Relic Ionus then blew up the pyramid of Hula's skull, preventing him from climbing Daemonhood. Jacos was lost in the deformity, Vandus was
reforged. Sigmar's first novel, The Gates of Azir, covers the first part of the campaign. Heavenly Vindicators VS Tzeentch in Chamonta: CV's intially attack to bring back Gal Maraz, and discover Tzeentch is going to absorb the kingdom of metal in its own and the ritual was interrupted 99 days earlier. Tzeentch forces hold them and capture many CV souls to
prevent reforging, forcing the Stormcasts to regroup. This event then leads to the Silver Road to find most of the Duardin race, although Tzeentch's strength also discovers it. Sigmarines seemed doomed until the inevitable Tzeentchian backstabbing conga and layers of plans and pawns finally come into play, even worse when Changelords and Kairos
Fateweaver got involved. During the multi-thousand-yearly villainous monologue, the Sigmarines were able to reach Gal Maraz, and when one of them touched her, Sigmar was able to force his army and sacred weapons to return home before unleashing Thunder on the fortress. Meanwhile, sigmar's Lions were sent to find The Metal Duardin, but found
something much darker (the theory means Chaos dwarfs Duardin). Sigmar then decided that since he had his favorite toy back, it was time to take a direct part in the war again. Consecrated Knights and Astral Templars plus Sylvanette vs. Nurgle and The Great Horned Rat plus Beasts: Lord Celestant has collapsed Realmgate Nurgla from the inside, and is
trapped in his garden now. After the Order makes chaos wash, the crazy trees of Alareli became friends with the Sigmarins and began to return the Kingdom of Life. But not after the Great Unclean pollutes the last untouched lake in all of Girhan. The war ends with the Sigmarins barely scraping off victory, thanks entirely to the arrival of Celestan-Prime and
the victory over the leader of the Nurglitov, Torgalug despised, at the cost of the life of Alariel and her daughter, Lady Vines. Sigmarines plant seeds containing the soul of Alarielle in the land where many have died in the hope that she will be reborn as a warrior queen of rapetrees rather than totes cray-cray queen of gardening. With the resolution of the
above plots, the following wars have been established: The anvils Heldenhammer Stormhost go to make a truce with Nagash, but discover Neferat to defend his kingdom of New Lahmia Nulahmia against the invaders of Slaanes and rush to her aid. Argaon, tired of being on the sidelines, heads to Mount Kronus in the Kingdom of Fire to kill Wanda and
Sigmar's Hammers. He scores fuck ones, doesn't keep banned. After that, the forces of Chaos captured the massive entities known to God's beasts, which in themselves are capable of small-scale extermination, with Drabotion itself. being the strongest of them. The forces of the consecrated knights and knights of Excelsior fought in the Great Green Torque
to stop the world of Titan Behemat, the father of giants. Malignant Portents edit Now, it seems that Nagash has been very busy behind the scenes and is making a power play that can greatly expand the impact of death. Other factions are trying to stop this, and so far it's not going well for them. Every Great Alliance get itself a new champion of sorts: Death
gets the ghost of one handing the bastard a sword, the Order gets Sigmarine who works it's to restore things that the rest of his Brotherhood is just ruined, Destruction gets a very, very damn high grotto and Chaos gets the axe wielding the marauding queen sporting a huge rack. As in, her helmet has two giant sets of horns. What do you think I meant?
Malignant omens are designed to mark the end of an era of hope and bring back the dressing room, as well as expand how the worlds work and how to fuck normal people can live in a place that is all made of metal. Short stories released with Malign Portents, surely the cash in the grimdark people wanted-Stormcasts killing innocent people, vampires
coaxing people to death to save them from the Nurgle plague (which is lovingly detailed, with an explosion of maggots filled with pustules and crying sores), people being dragged down the ground by skeletons to suffocate after they just managed to survive the only faction of Chaos making success - this group of believers , teamed up with mortal followers
of the gods of Chaos to find Slaanish (they are heading in the right direction, but reaching Slaapesh is a problem). The champion's plan of destruction so far seems to be just to throw an army of Orruks and Grottoes into Shyish and hope everything works. The Order of the Champion is trying to figure out what's going wrong, and recently stopped his recovery
attempts to take the fight from the undead. Nagash's plans are gaining momentum and show no signs of stopping. He has Archan and the Black Apprentices making a series of inverted versions of the Black Pyramid. They drew magical energy and acted as lodestones and power amplifiers (they float in the air and more than one, so no Skaven tunnel trickery
will work this time). Manfred is going around to do a series of terrorist attacks against Nagash's most powerful enemies in the kingdoms. Neferata uses its cults to manipulate society and turn high-ranking people into vampires (and seems to be focused on undermining Azyr). Habits of various other factions are ready to return to pursue them (no pun
intended): for example, amid the order, all the corpses of innocent people sacrificed by Kane's Daughters (who are appointed good guys Sigmar, despite the massacres, cultists, distinguish from fans of Chaos only the absence of funny mutations) become skeletons in the armies of Death. One particularly grim story (featuring the last survivors of a city
suffering from a zombie apocalypse with a champion of death leading zombies) confirmed a terrifying fact: Nagash found a way to endlessly contain the souls of Stormcast Eternals (previously the only way to contain them was to throw them into the Kingdom of Chaos, but they could have gone back if they had survived long enough to find a portal). While
while Nagash may contain them, if he kills them personally, if he is distracted they just go back to Sigmar. However, at this rate, the only creatures that seem to be able to withstand the clutches of the undead chaos are the Daemons and Serafon (Sylvanet can confront him if their soul pods are destroyed, in which case it's game over). All this ends with
something known only as The Nakrokwijk: after Nagash builds the Great Black Pyramid, which this time flies upside down, Skaven STILL manages to destroy Nagash's master plan to raise the dead from all mortal worlds, and radically change the nature of magic in the process because of a secret reaction. Now the kingdom of Ishish has been radically
changed. Previously, different areas after life in the kingdom would move to the edge of it, as they lost their attitude to the mortal population until eventually destroyed. Now the stream of magic and irrelevant areas after life move to the center of the kingdom until they fall into a giant whirlwind of magic of death called Shy Nadir, making it an inversion of all
other worlds. It is the corruption of Nagash's original plan to have all souls in space automatically go to him, and now even he cannot cope with the madness in the center of the kingdom infinitely or completely gaining access to souls or magic in a whirlwind. He can only access the magic in Nadir for short periods of time, otherwise even he risks being torn
apart by him (at least in part because Nadir himself was tarnished by Chaos thanks to Scaven, so the magic within him is not really compatible with him, even though he is from his own sphere). Although Nagash didn't become as all-hard as he had hoped (because of the rats fucking him again), he still got much stronger than before, and now has a massive
army of angry ghosts on his team. Yes, the dressing room is, of course, back. As mentioned above, the great nerokwijk Nagasha shook the hell out of the fabric of already unstable worlds, evoking two basic things: first, magic has received Infinite, which means that some very powerful spells can now continue to go indefinitely, relying on the inherent magical
nature of the worlds until they are forcibly dispersed. Some spells just keep going for ages and ages, destroying all that Can find. Some even become infamous by inviting great magicians hunting dispellers to go after them for money like bounty hunters. Another, perhaps more important part, is that the dead spirits of the kingdoms got very restless, and very,
very crazy. Ghosts and horrors rise from the graves to punish the living for being so damn alive, all in the mornings of skeleton el-Hat Grande, who formed them to ironically reflect their crimes in life. They are headed by the new Mortarch of Regret, Lady Olender. Sigmar sees Nagash play and raises him to the Sacred Camera, the guards of Navil Apothesis,
who recreates the Stormcasts after his death. So begins with the Wars of the Soul, with all four Great Alliances trying to slaughter the souls of the dead, liberated by the Darkwij for their own purposes. A later side effect of the Gnacrokwijk was the identification of Stormvaults-repository of extremely powerful relics and god-like entities, dating back to the era of
myths. Sigmar could not destroy them, so he used powerful devices that he borrowed from Teklys, which could cloud the minds of others to hide them. However, Nekrokwijk has weakened this cover-up, and now the Great Alliances are seeking to find them and gain control of their contents so that they do not free themselves, or use them against Sigmar.
Lady Olender managed to crack one open, soul-containing Katakros and Nagash revealed the plan he had been sitting for a while in armies of dedicated extended skeletons called Ossiarch Bonereapers. Nagash then takes his next big step to capture Allpoints from the Archaona with his Armies of Bonereapers. Four Grand Alliances edit STORM, STORM,
STORM, STORMCASTS HO! Factions united under the leadership of Sigmar, interested in knocking the shit out of Chaos and... Well, he just kind of survived. Races are no longer homogeneous: dwarf, elf, man, and even some undead live and live next to each other with all previous forgotten conflicts. Some cultures from the world's past survived, and new
ones emerged as Sigmar united mortals from the many conditions lost in the deformation. The floating ring city of Sigmarabulum, because Emprah can not have all the space stations. Unfortunately, Sigmar cannot keep the other Incarnate under control. Nagash and Gorkamorka fucked to make their own factions with blackjack and hookah, many of Duardin's
Dorfs associated with The Fire need payment to become loyal, and the three factions of the Aelfs elves continue to take off to do their own shit. The light side of the moon. It reminds me of something... At 3/25/16 most of the Order's armies in the game, apart from the lizards, Stormcast Eternal and Sylvanette had many of their miniatures discontinued, With
Bretonnia taking a blunt cut as squatting. Old Empire Armies, High Elves, Dark Elves, Wooden Elves and Dwarfs to new factions. Storm Release We know what you think-no, it's not really fanmade... Sigmar forged his kingdom from Azir, the Wind of Heaven, to the kingdom of Azigheim. He then took small mortal tribes that hid from Chaos in the warp and
with the help of Grungni forged them into immortal creatures of flesh and blood, dressed in armor made of pure refined metal called ... Sigmarite. These creatures have been dubbed Stormcast Eternals (prepare themselves for facepalm knowledge writing as Stormcast Eternal Storm things are stormed with their stormhammers just as space wolves stuff
wolfishly with their wolfguns, and- to make it even worse - it's combined with GW's blunder for fauxus-Latinarium), and have been created to be the perfect defense against the chaos of the warriors who work out the chaos of the warriors who work out the same. Stormcast is truly immortal, as after his death Sigmar brings them back to life in Azir. Every time
they are reforged, however, their soul is weakened like a fragile metal: they lose intelligence, emotions and memories in small steps, which are later revealed due to Sigmar not fully drilling the recovery process as he had to rush them so they finished in time to save the worlds. So on the way back to Azir, Nagash (who craves these very strong souls) tears at
them in an attempt to bring them back to Shyish, tearing the bits out of them in the process. This is accompanied by the process of perfusing the fork, which is very traumatic for the soul itself, while some do not even survive the process of tightening. It is shown that Stormcast, which resurrect more than once begin to lose their individuality and individuality
and begin to become cold and insensitive. In addition, the process of refuging the fork takes longer with each pereg fork and a new sigmarite is needed to make new equipment if it is lost, slowing down the process even more. This forces stormtroopers to profit against their enemies, if only to give time for reforged Stormcasts to be sent back to strengthen
their allies. On the other hand, Sigmarite itself is actually extracted from the metal core of Malus (the old world of Warhammer, as well as Latin for apple), and although in theory it is a limited resource, the fact that supplies are basically the size of the planet and Sigmar (being a god) is likely to find more if necessary means that for all practical purposes it is in
limitless reserve. Assuming that the restiving chamber in Azira remain intact, of course. It is also possible for their souls to be lost to warp if something interferes with the recall process, at which point their only hope for the Relicer is to try to bring it back, and even then, it is sucking whether they actually catch a free soul before Big Daddy Skellington (or
anything else blocks things like Chaos) gets them. They travel from in Realm with the help of lightning that strikes strike and makes 'Casts appear in a brilliant flash of light. Each Stormcast group belongs to one of the Stormhosts, which we do not know exactly how many there are. Although it seems there are more than 8, since each kingdom is unimaginably
huge, and only 3 Realms have been covered so far. If Sigmar ignores these realms until later... Each Stormhost is somewhat similar to the well-known 40k chapter of space Marines. First of all among them is the poster of the child faction, the Hammers of Sigmar, which carry the regal blue and gold and astral Templars, which monster-killer Stormhost, the
cursed and brooding figures, called the Heldenhammer anvil, who were born as a faction of emo children, Hallowed Knights, who are spiritually consecrated warriors are immune to Chaos and so awful, heavenly Vindicators who sport spiffing turquoise armor who somehow ties into their roles as the new witch hunters , gold with the purple lions of Sigmar,
whose strength is that they are horribly mysteeeeeeerious, and the silver and green Knights of Aurora selected for speed and rapid deployment (and a warrior camera called Borealis led by Arthur Boreas). According to Josh Reynolds, the Eternal were not all human beings and were forged from all the mortals found by Sigmar. Under armour may be a
woman (and, indeed, there are now decidedly female Stormcast miniatures), Aelf, Orruk (OK, maybe not, but it would be great though!), or anything else not aligned with Chaos or Daemon (and even that can be changed with a good wackin's Ghal'Maraz) - although it's still unclear whether they're all just going to end up with a man looking to be As. However,
this raises some interesting questions, such as whether some red Stormcasts can be faster than others... Only the former undead Sigmarines seem to serve as Relictors, the standard-bearers who attract the slain Stormcast souls back to Sigmar. In one of the stories, the relic hears Nagash's words Tithing for tithing, soul for the soul during the battle, which
suggests that Skelepop has something unpleasant up his sleeve for the Stormboys. You see, Nagash doesn't like the fact that people who die don't go to him and see Sigmar as a liar and a liar who tries to take away his power, which isn't entirely wrong when it comes to that. Thanks to its bulky appearance, massive fucking body, and design that is obviously



designed to attract the attention of Space Marine players, they are known to most fans as Sigmarines. Stormcast Stormhosts are all led by Celestant Prime, a former righteous king who was granted part of Sigmar's own essence, becoming the first Sigmarine and gifted Gal Maraz as soon as it was returned. He declared to kill Daemon with one blow, setting
the spirit within the free his way to Azir. The implications for this are interesting, the most obvious is Sigmar is recruiting Daemons by cleaning up their St. Cuthbert style. In balance of power, one of nurgle's champions struck Ghal Maraz and eventually reforged as Stormcast Eternal, after being judged by Sigmar himself (which makes Judge Sigmar Hammer
literally a hammer). There are several theories regarding the past identity of this figure, most likely Karl Franz. Before anyone says: But he was EMPRAH, not KING!, Stormcast Eternal Battle Tom refers to the old Empire of Sigmar as the kingdom, and thus will consider Franz his king. This is probably not Settra, since Settra is being strongly meant to be the
host of Stormhost named Imperishables, under a slightly changed name and without knowledge of his previous life (which is good for Sigmar, since if he did, he would quickly try to take over, or at least go rogue and refuse to command). Seeing how, while most reforging fads are unintentional, negative traits like thinking badly of Sigmar intentionally
scrapping during the process of repulsing the plug, it's very likely Settra's refusal to serve others will be the first thing to go. While it's (very) easy to hate on them, it's only fair to say GW may have had good intentions regarding their goal in the game. They appeal to 40k players, yes, but also have maximum your guys options, and also don't require going into
very many details or putting in a lot of thought (These are two words, from the thesaurus, and they are two colors. In fact, as long as they have that bulky armor and praise the seammar sun, hating Chaos you are completely in an acceptable range of believable knowledge. They are easy to draw, and their immortal nature means that there is no point in
choosing a losing or endangered race. In addition, they give the nonviles side of the faction to whom death is ridiculous. The only resemblance to the 40k-along with the fact that they came complete with massive changes in existing knowledge and disappointing rules-causes hatred really pile on so easily. Well, it is, and the fact that the word storm has lost its
meaning for those who read their fluff. Had they been introduced in the 8e or End Times, it is possible they would be much less despised among common fans. While many fans and critics say that Stormcast is an eternal carbon copy of space Marines, Black Library writer Josh Reynolds had it to say this: Well, for starters, Space Marines are chosen as
children tortured by SCIENCE!, and then drafted into eternity to be a monastic killing machine whose sole purpose is to delay the crumbling foundations of an omnivorous dystopia in the name of rotting carcasses. and weapons before being unleashed on the galaxy where everyone is trying to kill them. They didn't even get a chance to be human before
someone turned them into a gun. Stormcast, on the other hand, dead heroes, chosen for their valor and faith, resurrected and sent to free the Mortal Kingdom from the abominations of the now running show, on behalf of the benevolent King God (though benevolent seriously before discussion). They are traumatized heroes who have had lives, personalities
and stories before being crammed into basic colored halkbuster armor and filled with lightning so they can go save their descendants from the horrors of eldritch nightmare measurement. They endure death after death, losing a little more than their soul each time, so that no one suffers from the fate that befell them. One group is so far from humanity that it is
completely alien. The other group is so human that it hurts them. One group feels a little in the way of emotion, the other group feels emotions as much as they did before they died. One group hates and is afraid of an alien. Another group regularly with space lizards, skeletons and green male monsters. One group is the embodiment of the bleak future in
which they live. Another thing born of hope. The similarities are cosmetic: the big guys in easy-painted armor sell better than the little guys with uncomfortable bits. But the context for these cosmetic similarities is quite different. Think about it this way... Space Marines Batman and Stormcast are Captain America. Both are super-heroes, both wearing costumes
as blow bad guys as save people. But they're not the same, are they? Really makes you think. Unfortunately, GeeDubs bit the hand that fed them, telling Josh to shut up and poke around and poke around that everything he says outside the books he writes for them is not canon. More recent knowledge from novels and books began to add some interesting
angles to Stormcasts, and how they think about themselves and their mission. Apparently, no matter how much lightning and awesome they were pumped to become Stormcast, they, in many other ways, are still like mortals in armor. They feel all the feelings that a mortal person feels, they eat and sleep, and are afraid of death and pain, like any other
warrior. In fact, novels make it a point that no one has yet to see Stormcast has regenerated more than three times, and many fear how they will be, since twice the regenerated Stormcasts are noticeably grimdark and detached (the Astartes personality mirror), and have even begun to begin to start mutations (unlike gene-seed deficiencies). Sigmar clearly
sees this issue and wants to fix it, but has no means to do so, without risking the war with Nagash. Either way, it seems that by trying to move them away from Noblebright, GW has made them more on space marines than ever Unfortunately Grimdark Sci-Fi Supervarrior vs. Noblebright Fantasy Superwarrior. Dark against light. God is against man. Gladiator
match worl-Wait, no, it's something else. It is noticeable that with more muted metallics, they are not so unattractive. The dull silver or copper with dark washes and earthy tones appeal to much more than bright gold and high contrasting coloring, and many have taken advantage of any race of knowledge to trim their Persian 300-style helmets and replace
them with dwarf, app, elf, and skeleton heads. Hope you stocked up on gold, blue and white paint because you really don't need any other colors. They're Sigmarins. Stupid Sigmarins, you don't have to be in action! Just run at them and start waving, that's how the real war is conducted. Forge Eternal: First /tg/-approved Stormhost Chapter. Not in the photo:
The band musician plays a guitar solo this album cover goes with. Because it's not a victory if you don't destroy the entire countryside with lightning before the fight even begins. They ride wingless dragons like horses and use wingless griffins like dogs...... because they kept all the fucking wings to themselves, selfish fucks. Where have I seen this before?
That's definitely their plan. There's nothing better than telling a fuck to Horne like having a man with a skull for your head carry your standard. Notice how Horgaron's hands have seat switches. They are opposite on the model and in other photos. Here are some SIGMARINES!!! Extreme cameras edit The Sigmarins, who ride the hermaphrodite children of
hermaphrodite star god Dracothian. Now folded into Stormcast Eternals as a single faction, the idea is basically that storm angels, and no horse can carry their heavy ones, so only three other species are willing to rub their backs off the stormcast groin: stardrakes, dramots, and gryph-chargers. Stardraks are dragons. No, they are more stunning than dragons
because they are elementary lightning of this form. They spew lightning bolts and utterly noble creatures into fluff, and usually gets laughed off the table in a real game in the hands of all but the greatest tactics. Dracot mini-stardrakes that serve as a heavy cavalry that shit cheese with every step they take. Gryph-charges are chocobo theropods that serve as
lightweight cavalry and can teleport across the table because obviously stormcast needs more mobility options on top of their deepstrikes. While vulture chargers are not part of an extreme camera (they are part of an avant-garde chapter), they are a rapier army of stormtroopers, trusted to hit deep into enemy territory and escape before their enemies know
they have hit them. When in a proper battlefield, dracoths are called upon to break lines and break the flanks with their thunderous accusations (as fluff and on the table), and when shit hits the fan, stardrakes are called called even the odds are usually smashing everything and then teabagging the corpses of daemon princes and chaos hippos. Sacred
camera to edit sigmarin wizards. Usually they guard the apopeosis anvil, but after The New York Sea, Sigmar found it fit to join the rest of the Stormcasts in battle. Seraphone edit lizards have reached a new setting with their flying magical pyramids that have gained the attention of Dracothion. After communicating with Slann, Dracotion learned of the
destruction of the world that was, which led him to eventually meet Sigmar. They then followed the trail, which left Dracotion's tears until they reached Azir, when the lizards landed in the High Azira. Their new Slann caste, Starmasters, began scanning everything that exists and formulating a great plan to change the rules of the Great Game. New weapons
and armor from the stars have been tampered with, and Slann recreated the Lustria environment, using their minds to bring back the DINOSA'e to the existence of lizards must also have made a stop in the Mushroom Kingdom on their way to the Nine Kingdoms because they are loaded up to the eyeballs with STAR POWER (Playing a stellar theme when
the Seraphone field is optional but recommended)! Seriously, there are enough stars and celestial references with Serafon that they can join Horne, Stormcast Stormternals, Fyreslayers and Space Wolves in a chronic obsession-with-sticking-them-them-word-in-the-whole club. They were originally described as reptile warriors from Azir that appear out of
nowhere, making them other Order of Daemons along with Stormcast Eternal (except Seraphone have Daemon keyword on their warscrolls, Sigmarines are not). Slann can summon the Lizard troops as if they were Daemons as a result, and whenever Chaos aligned warriors try to summon their masters through realmgates Seraphone can redirect it into their
kingdom and attack the entremasters' entremasters. They are the only faction to get Warscroll that changes their fluff without making it damn stupid in the process. It seems that they will survive relatively unchanged in terms of fluff, since theirs is the only set of rules with reasonable fluff and none of the stupid rules (but you have skinks that teleport anywhere
and shoot, and you can call UNLIMITED copies of any warscroll, so it seems lizardmen cheese-fest is here to stay). Contrary to Whineseer's rumors that lizards were getting squatting, Seraphone are the first old army to get their own Battletome and are mentioned in other factions fluff much more than they did in the WHFB. It is worth noting that Serafon was
previously the dragon mountain malekit. It is unclear if the installation, if anyone remembers what was her name, or who Malekit even in this matter. Strange flipping reskinning happened in /tg/. (e.g. 4e DDR Anyway, whoever wrote the AoS War Scroll Malekita remembers, since he specifically mentions his dragon mountain by name and Malekit can use her
breath weapon. Serafon got his first important knowledge in AoS when, in the battle of the White Dwarf between Belacor's personal army and Serafon, the Terradon Riders managed to kill him with stones. Read it again; In retaliation for the End Times, Lizardmen made the stones fall until Cuck Undivided himself died. While there is a debate about
canonicality, any actual conversation on the subject usually leads to a heavy skubfest between the Lizardmen and Chaos Taco'bel fans (although its worth noting is most likely an explanation for whether it really was him or that Changeling took its form again; in any case, Chaos got rocked by the rolled-up most humiliating). During their first proper
knowledge, lizards are portrayed as almost angelic creatures that appear from the stars. Of particular interest is the mummified Slann with a golden mask of rain down meteors from the sky, using his mind, possessed the powers of a god, and whose soul is more ancient than the first Daemons. While they were battling, the stars rebuilt into a grinning frog face
with red eyes. Fuck. Yes. Nurgle Warriors Mortals were waiting for the opening of Realmgate in The Garden of Nurgla, which instead opened to the Lizards. When the leader of the warband managed to kill one, he exploded into a flash of light that cleared all incurable diseases from his hand and removed their rotten immunity to cause harm. Even better,
watching Skaven suffer from lustria's terrible nightmares, Skaven is sacrificed, and all the horrors lizards have inflicted on rats over the centuries. It seems that Sotek kicked the horned rat so badly during the End Times that the new Skaven instinctively remember and fear lizards. At least in late October 2015, Serafon /Lizards were mysteriously missing from
the GW website... only to return a week later with round bases, Age of Sigmar boxes, and a new Battletome. Said Battletome argues that vampires cannot feed on lizards as they have light magic in their blood, and that Slann hatch a new Great Plan that involves taking advantage of how the Gods of Chaos are unable to learn or change their motives. With
the omniscient view of the realms (something chaos gods don't have, as it mentions this gives Slann's view of many movements ahead of their enemies), they now have their own great game that involves sending their forces to exact spots at exact times needed to relax chaos, death, and destruction (plus any uppity order) to ensure that the time of the
Chaos Gods will die. tl:dr Slann have an out-Tzeentched Tzeentch. However, as the situation moved forward, it became clear that Seraphone was NOT all the brilliant starships of the Daemons Order. Well, not really, at least. Those that seem to be known as Starborne, and live pyramid courts in Azir. Now Seraphone, when they enter the worlds, can become
one with the magic of this kingdom and become the flesh of scale and blood, like any other mortal. Oddly enough, when they land, the ground around their pyramidal terraforms in a lush jungle resembles The Old Lustia. Almost everything GW has ever done to lizards says goodbye. Almost. Sylvaneth Sylvaneth is the forest spirits of the Wanderer's Golfs. Led
by the goddess Alarielle, the new treefolk were made of the Soulpods she created. After Sigmar retreated to her field, she considered herself a free agent, confronting Nurglu, who sought to claim the Kingdom of Life as her own. For some reason, all the soulpods of Alarielle have become female Dryads and Male Treekin, which only makes sense in the
context of using existing models, but if you look at in terms of knowledge Alarielle has clearly saved a lot more female souls, and only the men she saved were the largest. Lotta jokes that can be made here are hard to solve... Branchwraiths are unsleeping priestesses Alarielle who call on trees to awaken and kill the crap from Alarielle's enemies. Later, the
Sigmarins helped Silvanet eradicate Nurglom, which resulted in their return to the Order. The damage Nurgle managed the deal was permanent, and his forces were sure to return causing Alarielle to release a scream that rang through the realms, letting all creatures know NATURE WILL TREEFUCK YOU! In the call of eternal war without surrender. In the
era of Chaos, Alarielle cut off her hand by growing a new, then cultivating arm in the new Branchwraith Demigod, a replacement for Drycha called Lady Vine. LoV is the beloved daughter of Alarielle (dawww), created in the summer, and despite any corruption or defeat it burns a stain to bring optimism and youth, despite being now ancient in its own right.
She seems to be Aliathra's replacement from The End Times. LoV led most of Silvanet. Then, one book after introduction, Lady Vines was killed. While Alarielle lost Ariel part of herself during the End Times, she kept the Wood Elf season shifts and everything about her changes to how the kingdom of life does. After death, Alarielle survived as a seed (don't
ask questions, you know you don't get any answers on) and was planted by Sigmarines in a place where many of hers died in the hope of making her a warrior queen that wasn't exactly insane. With the new release, the Sylvaneth range has expanded to include some EPIC models, such as: Kurnoth Hunters: Mini (real term) Treelords, which can be twisted in
units. It seems a new bridge between the driads and treelords (Replacement Treekin). There's an aesthetic almost identical to the Tree Of Lords (Aka Awesome) and can take a number of cool weapons options from swords to giant ass bows! Spite Revenants: as a cross between a ghost and a vampire... and a tree (Obviously). are more bizarre sides in the
forest and are filled with the bravery of cutting RAGE! (See Suha) Tree Revenants: Real Wood Elves (No Seriously They Are Elves) They are actually reincarnated souls of elves that Alarielle rescued from the old world and as such to keep there fuses of combat skill and a bit of personality. Wych Branch: OTHER dry hero. Swaps of branchwraiths swirling
nipples for a large braid-like weapon. Drycha: Rage tree is back! And this time she stole something from the 40k universe. Drycha is being portrayed as a jellyfish- as Spite Revenant sporting what can only be described as the Grey Knights of Dreadknight made of wood as usual, she is appropriately at everything. Alarielle: Another model of God's level.
Alarielle is currently in her warrior mode and looks like a cross between the old worlds of Ariel and some giant Amazon warrior. she also pinched the Onions spear. Oh, and the last minor moment ... She's riding a huge beetle (its like a rhino-sized one). Pretty original (Genuinley) With her revival as Baddass warrior damsel with her pet beetle (who wouldn't
want one?) Alarielle leads Sylvanet to war against her enemies, while she lets Drycha rampage around seeing her as a necessary evil. The Durthu model was made canon by introducing them as sons of Durthu who basically take the guard of honor treelords bank for Alarielle. In addition to this society Sylvanet is now open showing sylvaneth as divided into
various small families (military thickets), usually with treelord ancient leading it. I am the Great and Mighty Wizard of Oz, embodied in life! The goddess of life, Alariel until her death. Looks like someone has a case on Mondays! Alarielle's kickass makeup; almost as cool as last March Ents. Lady Vine Vine. The essence of lazy summer days beating fat kids
until one of them brings a gun and shoots you. Fyreslayers (edit) Yes, they actually went there. Fyreslayers (formerly known as the Red Slayers, the name has changed dramatically halfway, though production is probably so easier to copyright; notice how impossible copyright fire is spelled with a much more patent-friendly fyre), are a fraction for an order that
doesn't even pay lip service to it, unlike the Exiles (Dark Elves). They are mercenaries of the dwarves, the former Slayers that worship Grimnir instead of pal Sigmar Grungni and will not help Sigmarines and friends if not paid in gold. So in a world that has been torn to shreds by the sphincter, these guys only care about gold. Your-gold in particular.
Fyreslayers believe that your gold consists of ruined fragments The fans predicted once the knowledge fell, despite the fact that it is being held as a reveal months later. Your in in means old or ancient, and given the Keepers of Mysteries who think they can become the new Slaanesh call themselves your-Slaanesh, your word seems to be synonymous with
divinity or piety in age. It is worth noting that in the 40,000th book Black Library and the 4th edition of Ork Codex, an Ork character named Kaptin Badrukk had false teeth that were also made of your gold. According to him, his teeth are washed with an alloy of adamantium and priceless gold stolen from the Palace of Immortal Light, which once again causes
mass speculation that 40k and Fantasy Age will be a crossover in the future. In 40K, your gold is mined from Terra itself. Fyreslayers were created in the battle between Grimnir and Vulcatrix, and aggressively spread across the kingdoms to bring the gift of volcanoes and grudges. They are now separated lodges rather than holds, and each Lodge is
essentially led by a supreme leader called Runefather and its many, many many sons. Its ultimately up to each Runefather to decide who Lodge is fighting, who they are an ally, and who lies about not having gold. Each Lodge plane is set to change it significantly; Common Slayer-like Fyreslayers hail from the Kingdom of Fire, but the Fyreslayers in the
shadow kingdom are more like the dwarf Dark Elves while those in the realm of death will be like the stunted Nehekharans... If only... It is the name of the Faithleier religion, and Auris Rovermasters is the priesthood. They are personally responsible for the golden madness of their relatives. Auris Rui commands 45 masters. The children of the 4efather are
Auric Runesons, who rule in his name as nobility although only one can replace him if he dies; the rest must either become ineligible to ever become a Runefather (so not a dwarf Hamlet) or strike out on their own to form a new Lodge like the dwarf queen bees. All subgroups in Lodges are called Fyrds, each led by Runeson, and represent the models that
you will put on the table. The entire Fyrd Military Lodge is called Grand-fyrd and represent the thousands of Fyrds gathered (so to be Runefather, you have to be pretty fertile). He falls on Runefather to hand out gold to his people on a personal basis, since too little or too much will drive them crazy. They also have a tendency to spam the theme of words like
fiery Fyreslayers fire things with their flaming firestaffs much like storming Stormcast with their stormy storm hammers and wolf wolves with their wolf wolves. So the Fyreslayers are stupid, and the Dicks, but they're stupid Dix Sigmar... except that they are not, because they will work for Chaos against Sigmar too, if given a better counter-offer. In any case,
the previous gold rush of the Warmhammer Dwarves has now been increased tenfold; Duardin can give no fucks about the lure of Chaos, but gold corrupts them and them to outright madness now. The Grudges mean nothing more once gold is involved, but fyreslayers still pay a lot of attention to honor and oaths. It's just that nine times out of ten, the only
way to get Fyreslayer to take an oath to offer him gold. However, fyreslayers are just as serious about oaths as classic dwarves ever were, one story includes Runefather, who swears the oath never to part with his dead son's Magmadrote until the Lord of Chaos who killed him dead, and he sticks to that oath, even when the Juggernaut Chaos of the Lord of
The Magmadroth pins up the bottom and Runefather must throw his guard. before you die and fall off the saddle. Say what you want, but the devotion is an oath that these guys are as hardcore as dwarfs of old. Another 4efather even refused the promised payment of your gold because the Fyreslayers failed in the flight they were hired to complete, and
would only take compensation once their oaths to complete their mission were fulfilled. However, enough of your gold can convince Fyreslayer to do just about everything. Oaths of oath, but gold gold. So yes, Warhammer Duardin is now a dwarf fortress of dwarves if they have red hair and lava blood. Rinas are much more important nowadays, and are often
forged directly into Duardin's skin using your gold. Fyreslayers seem to have taken the often-shirted quality of Slayers to the extreme. Now they prefer thongs and aprons as clothes. One thing to note is that, despite the fact that the two embodied Fires in The End Times, one dwarf and one elf, there is no sign of any fires of elves fyre-aelves. More... More
epic than 40k ever will be. Damn honor, it's about gold! Haradron Overlords edit another new addition to the Sigmar era of these guys. You see, back in the early days of the Chaos era, these Duardin fought against the invaders just like everyone else. Realizing that victory was impossible, they began to think about how to avoid the show that the Mortal
Kingdoms were supposed to be, and took the unusual step of turning away from old traditions. Using a substance called ether-gold, they were able to refine their technology to incredible heights and go to safety. With Sigmar's return to realms they decided it was time to install their airships in the air and do some good old-fashioned adventures! Aesthetically
they have a much more scientifically advanced look than anyone else in the game. Their appearance has a lot of people referring to Warmachine and this steampunk style as an influence. Each of these Duardin is dressed head to fore with equipment and armor that protects them from the adverse effects of the local environment. This means that everything
else you can about them, they possess much more common sense than most -- these these explore hostile, unknown lands and treat them as such! Kharadron live in meritocrases in huge, laputa-style flying cities and send expeditions to find ether-gold, a substance they both crave, as all dwarves crave gold, but it is also literally a fuel source that powers all
their technology, and without it their massive flying fortress, called Baraks, will lose power and fall from the sky. Being a merit-based system, only the most kickass and lucrative duardine can become admirals or governors, and if they are repeatedly unable to prove that they are demoted back to the regular rank and file where they could prove themselves
again or remain in obscurity. Ether-Gold is known to be a fickle substance, and even the most scientists from alchemists can hardly find it, let alone do anything with the material. However, ether-chemists Kharadron can smell (yes, smell, this actual skill is taught in Chemist colleges) ether-gold and can refine it into all sorts of useful materials, almost like 40K
in Promethium. Unfortunately, it also attracts monsters that subconsciously flock to the veins of things to roost. Har Krakens (flying krakens), chimeras, manticors and dragons love to build nests and lairs in the clouds that shelter Ether-Gold. This makes collecting and harvesting ether-gold extremely dangerous, so each Haradron Skyvessel serves a dual
purpose: they must be able to collect, improve and drag ether-gold, as well as be super-defensive battleships against any enemy. This means that the frigate Kharadron is smaller than a military vehicle and more of a large oil tanker with a machine gun fastened on top, and the mighty Ironclad is just a freight train with rocket launchers. The Charadrons, like
the Feresleyers, are only on the side of the Order, because the Order tends to retreat from you least of all. Once upon a time, when Haradron's ancestors struggled to stay safe in the Chaos era, other factions of the Order cast them as a lost cause, like a bunch of shitty assholes. Duardin remembered this, and now refuse to help others if not offered
something in exchange (almost ubiquitous ether-gold, or card ether-gold veins). At the same time, if Haradron has useful trading partners who are threatened, Haradrron will jump to help, but not out of sentimentality, but out of pure pragmatism. After all, a living ally is more profitable than a dead one. This means that while they are mercenary assholes who
will fight for anyone for the right price (even Chaos), they are smarter than the Fyreslayers who throw or betray allies at the first sheen of your gold. The cities of Sigmar, seeing the chaos (pun intended) caused by the presence of old races on the warhammer (wooden elves, empire, dwarfs, tall elves and dark elves) are divided into sub-factions, and only a
quarter of them have rules and enough models to be playable, (it's great to ride rohirrim your way to victory with the dragon and dragons of the prince only army, but it's miss everything else) GW got shit done, grabbing and keeping together unts from all these sub-factions, even if it was worth the fury. Lore wise they are all races that have escaped the
massive onslaught of chaos of the gods running in Azir in time. Forced to live together, the races began to cooperate with Sigmar, built their armed forces back, preparing for when the time of recovery will come. When the crusade finally began, the Free Order Army took advantage of the holding won by Stormcast to conquer their lands, clean them up and
build their cities back. While different races contribute to the cause in different ways, and also after their own hidden purposes (while humans and duardins are usually genuine in their purpose of taking back their land from the clutches of chaos, the elves are more forcibly narrowed to serve with these inferior beings just for the fact of need). Dedicated to
Sigmaer, part of the remnants of the former models of the Empire. Any people, or any race, actually have that religion in Sigmar. Flagships, priests and witch hunters. What, you thought you were going to get new models? Who do you think you are, Sigmarins? Usually after the other armies of Sigmar have cleared the area in which they enter to clear it of
Chaos and other dark forces. Although generally noble individuals they can be quite zealous in eradicating the chaos of followers and dissidents. The purges and public executions carried out by witch hunters and priests are not unheard of. Like their old-world counterparts, they also act in spreading Sigmar's faith. Respecting the religions of the other gods of
the Order, they are under no illusions that they believe that their religion should be prevailing. And they can be pretty territorial about it. Free nations edit the rest of the human race. Any nation has not sworn Chaos to a large extent, which is all Holy Roman Empire German, because, otherwise, it would alienate the fantasy players who were fans of the
empire. Demigryph Knights as well as everything else is called Freeguild. Whether it's reincarnated defenders killed in the fall of the Old World, or descendants and reclaimers of lost fallout-style ancestral culture, humans still exist in their old forms and are among the most widespread races in the Mortal Kingdoms. Thus, allowing kingdoms similar in
appearance to old settings (e.g. Empire, Bretonia, etc.) to exist along with completely unique cultures that emerged in millennia after the destruction of old worlds. Most people are loyal to Sigmar, but some follow other gods (some swore Alarielle or Grungi or even Nagash in certain circumstances), but the sheer size of the Death Kingdoms there are many
small civilizations of civilizations remain hidden and neutral for larger wars between the Great Alliances. Before the birth of the Storm, the Eternal People played a key role in building civilizations and fighting in the name of Sigmar, with the Free Peoples being the largest armies and the Order of the Sigmars as a whole. They worked hard to build a Tzeentch-
proof wall, and follow Sigmar's vision in their own unique ways. After the great war to bring back the worlds of Freeguild to serve as permanent armies of order that move in after the Stormcasts crossed and Dedicated Sigmar cleared the place for the most part to build permanent fortresses and serve as local garrisons and almost any military role that is not
cool enough for Stormcast Eternal (what? is so below their talents). They currently serve as the main line defenders of Sigmars Towns with Duardin and Aelfs serving as reinforcements and mostly serving as the Order of cannon fodder factions of armies in the narrative. Hey, it's a dirty job, but someone has to do it. Collegiate Arkane edited by Human
Masters. Magical specialists among free nations. Founded initially by various magical users who arrived in the kingdom of Sigmars after the escape of Chaos. These people have banded together to share their knowledge and continue their research in secret. It often served as a magical support for the Order's armies operating and creating Magical Devices
to help their allies in battle. Such as Heavenly Hurricanum among other devices. Essentially serving a similar feature to Ironweld Arsenal, except for magical devices rather than technology. Ironweld Arsenal edit the man and dwarf artillery and weapons of war. Includes steam tanks and aircraft. They were created to facilitate the spread of mechanical
knowledge from the dispossessed to the rest of the Order. Thus, their ranks contain both free peoples and the disadvantaged. They mainly serve as artillery crews and engineers for Sigmar's armies. Operating things like big guns and rocket launchers. Ironweld also supports and operates the War Machines of the Order. They have a heavy steampunk vibe
and include many wonders such as functioning air force, squadrons of steam tanks and other steampunk wonders. Surprisingly they even work great wonders like steam powered by piston legs of mobile fortresses. They mainly serve as auxiliary functions for free peoples and dispossessed armies, where their engineering skills and heavy weapons ended the
siege, protected the city from certain doom or turned the course of battle many times. Dispossessed dwarves. Interestingly, they are old-school Slayers called Unforged, which are basically the same, except Slayers vowed to find death in battle Breaking the oath while Unforged is just insane because of being mindfucked by Chaos. Chaos. they are what we
knew from Warhammer Fantasy, without most artillery and military vehicles. After the initial fall from the pantheon of the Order, Grungni was the first god Sigmar sought, and he helped him forge the Eternal Stormcast. Oh, what a brother! He also found Duardin, who lives in a land called Anvroc, where they installed mountain holds and... cloud mines. This
turned out to be the Kharadron overlords mentioned above, but you can be sure that people were confused about what this meant for a while. Duardin, who worship Grungni is absolutely loyal to Sigmar, though they rarely emerge from their own lands if called as a race as a whole taken to a hermit-like way of life, moving as gang workers and lending them
experience to those who would pay for it. Many of the free cities around Realms are partially or fully designed and built by them. Just wait, we'll find out soon if they have a huge mountain kingdom that was taken from them by a monster. The heavenly Vindicators (chirok metal (lot as rusty copper) with gold trim, white details, and reddish leather) are
sigmarine factions assigned live with The Steamheads, and were Emissaries of Sigmar to them. Eldritch Council's new set-up elves are called Aelves and are no longer a single race, but have been divided into different sub-factions. Many Aelfs were trapped in Slaanesh's belly while he hid in a cave, trying to digest them like some creepy you'll see on the
internet until Tyrion, Tecklis, Morata and Malerion captured the Dark Prince and made him/her/he spit them out. While others managed to escape Slaanish and gradually reach the Deadly Kingdoms on Malus (old world) or drift through the void, where they eventually regained physical form in Azir under the protection of Sigmar. Most Aelves fight for order and
unlike previous settings do not ubiquitous follow Aelven gods like Tyrion, for example (along with Teclis, who somehow managed to return to life). Many Aelves serve Sigmar and his army (like asasins, auxiliaries, scouts/ambassadors, etc..) and may even keep him in a higher regard (given that he technically presided over many of them personally after the
old world was destroyed it makes sense). Tyrion ascended to piety, and his power over light somehow managed to make him forever blind; As a result, it depends on Teclis to help him basically everything that requires vision. Not a word about how Teklis feels about this. Both are now looking to create their own new Aelves races from the liberated souls.
Eldrich's Council is the High Elves on the List of Saferi's Army, including wizards, Hoet's swordmasters, and Loremasters. Plus the Wizard of The Dragon. They mostly serve as magic experts and support to the other army of the order, because of the fact that some of the most powerful magic of magic Around. They are based mainly in Azira. But some
venture from time to time to help The Sigmars armies. Phoenix Temple (edit) Former devotees of Asuriana, now worship your Phoenix, one of the eight great God Beasts of the Worlds (because the worship of Sigmar and Dracotian is too mainstream, and like Aelves they are too cool for that). Brought from death necromanc-BLAMTHE WILL OF UR-
PHOENIX! As soon as they are resurrected, they swear an oath of silence as they fight alongside Sigmar's armies. Phoenix, Anointed, Phoenix Guard, and non-Karadrian. Lion Rangers edit, If you thought the renaming wasn't painful enough already. It's a crack. White Lions Chrace, Lion of Chariots. In any case they are a monastic brotherhood of warriors
who will fight for the improvement and safety of the Aelfs all over the world. At least until most of them were killed when the chaos invaded. After Sigmar fucked and closed the gates of Azyr those who were left traveling around with their lion campanions protecting the weak and fighting evil (with mixed results). When the Order's forces returned, they rejoined
Sigmar's army and avenged their relatives. Order Draconis Caledor. Dragon Princes, now called Dragon Blades, as well as Prince on the Dragon Model. Noble Aelf Lords, who happens to be really good at riding dragons. Now looking to reclaim their ancient kingdoms after running like peasants in an era of chaos. Swifthawk Agents edit various categories of
Highborn. Skycatters, Chariots and Shadow Warriors. With a Spire of Dawn box, this faction now includes Rivers, the Hawthorn Marine Guard (now Spireguard) and the warden at Griffin. Before the fall of the kingdoms to chaos, Swifthawk agents essentially served as a glorified postal service, serving as messengers between the Aelf Empires and other
factions of the Order. When chaos conquered everything and everything went tits up they either fled to Azir or held in secret fortified Waytowers that served as bastions as Chaos conquered the rest of the earth. With Sigmar's armies recapturing the kingdom, Swifthawk agents have moved on to rebuilding their old communications networks and now serve as
the main envoys and communications network for the Forces of Order. With their Waytowers serving, and defended headquarters throughout the area. In addition, the Swifthawk also serve as scouts for Sigmar's armies. Scourge Privateers edit old dark elves as tall elves were divided into various independent sub-factions that actually no longer only serve
the Malerion/Malekit. Technically speaking The Dark Elves no longer exist, instead of sub-fractions that make up the old dark elf range are just regular Aelves with more bloodthirsty/dangerous professions than others, and many even serve Sigmar directly and fight along with other armies As for Malerion after the formation of a new body for using only his
bitterness and reunion with Morata (who somehow managed to survive being drawn into the strain of Slaanesh and then entered the Kingdom of Shadow, as Malerion did), he agreed to work with Sigmar as part of the Order's forces. Even as a god, Malerion/Malekit seems doomed to get stuck while living with his mother. Whip Private Pirates Aelf. Haribdis,
Pletyranner's Chariot, Corsara and Fleetmaster. Fleets of Kelven raiders who sail through the Mortal Kingdoms in search of plunder and wealth. Usually running over other civilizations and robbing ruins. They also specialize in killing/capturing animals. Usually they do this to get their rare meat and bodies to sell in the Free Cities or grab them to serve as
mounts for other armies of the Order. The Kharibdys graft is a favorite among Scourge Privateers and often captures them for use as war beasts. Darkling Covens edit most of the Aelves troops who survived the purge, all dark elves. Black Guard, Dreadspears, Darkshards, Bleakswords, and as a sorceress walking and sorceress on a dragon. Shadow cults
that are centered around the sorcerer and sometimes the master men and their disciples and followers. They tend to be kept to themselves and less well treated than the more well-known Eldrich Council, which they tend to avoid. Their strength is predominantly aelves, but they also recruit other races on occasion. The Kovens are treated by the rest of the
Orders in the same way as the Daughters of Kane. Others are somewhat wary of them because of their dark practices and secretive nature, but are allowed because of their help in dealing with chaos and great skill in witchcraft. Shadowblades edit Dark Elves Assassins and Dark Riders. Working similarly to his old world colleagues, but with a new purpose.
Shadowblades operate as Sigmars and secret police orders. Silently eliminating things like the chaos of cultists, dissidents and common bodies of trouble with the general public is no wiser. Order Serpentis (edited) Cold One (now called Drakespawn) Riders and Chariots, Dreadlord on Dragon, and War Hydra. Order of Draconis edglord cousins. Also looking
to reclaim their lost kingdoms and super pissed-off about it. Still ride into battle on black dragons, although now only with so many dragons to get around some of them had to find alternative beasts to ride to compensate (like Drakespawn). By chance, that will most likely make them top clients for Scourge Privateers and their fantastic beasts. Wanderers edit
all surviving models wood elf plus Sisters Avelorn. Aelves, who followed Allarielle in Giran. Well, until they ran like a tree hugging their underpants, when the chaos starting steamrolling Ghyran and abadoned goddesses and sylvanet cousins to their in an era of chaos. Even with the age of Sigmar bring new hope to Giran Giran still at them. For a long time
their mission was to follow the path and place down the waystones to bring nature to the kingdoms beyond the basics hoping that their goddess would forgive them. After creating a living city, Alarielle forgave them and gave them to the garrison city. However, not all Wanderers have received the message, while some of them continue their mission, but with
the forgiveness of their goddess and permanent home, so that the faction still works as functioned. Also, while Alarielle forgave them, some of Sylvaneth's still salty throughout the desertion thing. Kane's daughters may have died, but his heart was still alive. A faction of the Khein-worshipping aelves led Morathi, who leeching off their worship in hopes of being
a goddess (and was transformed into a winged Medusa-like creature because of her little stay with Slaanesh between AoS and end times); while Kane may be reborn through the worship and sacrifices of his servants, he will not as long as Morati continues to redirect all worship intended for him to himself. They have witch elves, Doomfire sorcerers, and two
sets; The temple of blood and blood. They also have several new divisions formed from the elven soul that retain the degree of corruption Slaaneshi, just like Morata himself: the melusai serpentine and the bat winged Khinerai. Morati, the clever claw of her way out of the asshole Slaanesh, eventually teamed the Avengers-style with Malerion, Tyrion, and
Teclis to beat the crap out of the Dark Prince (ss) and make him/her/it puke all the delicious souls aelf he/she/she swallowed after the end of time. Souls got divvied more or less equally between the four, but Morati - being Morati - decided to take some tricks that sent more showers than her dedicated share of her way. This had the unfortunate side effect of
causing Slaanesh orgy's buddies to launch a crusade in Ulgu in an attempt to free their God (dess), but it also meant that Morathi was able to start building up her own powers. In short, she realized that what a few aelves remained way more into the idea of Kane worship than they were in worshipping her, so that Morati - again being Morati - tricked everyone
into thinking that Kane had completely spoken to her and told her she was his Oracle. (Side quest: Morati tried to hit Sigmar, Nagash and the sea monster and got slapped down by all three - literally, in the case of Nagash and the sea monster. So now the Mortal Kingdoms have thousands of screeching religious nutjobs running around, committing murder in
the name of their god, and usually an asshole to everyone else around them. Pretty par for the course in the Warhammer universe, actually. Kane's daughters, as you'd expect from a faction dedicated to the good god of murder and bloodshed, are a little out of place the rest of their comrades of the Order, and almost unilaterally treated with disgust and
varying levels of distrust because of their methods of worship (not to mention they worship the god of murder, who worshipped through murder and sacrificing people, against Sigmar, who loves civilization, Alarielle, who feeds the life, Grungi, who loves the blacksmithing business ...) is a good way to see them, given their propensity to kidnap and not only to
the agents of Chaos. , Death and Destruction, but also Order. They are allowed - barely - by their comrades, however, because they are just so damn good killing that removing them from the shallow pool of Sig zigmar allies will have a significant blow to the Order's ability to fight the bad guys. And frankly, any skeptics should recognize that it is much more
profitable if they fight with their own forces rather than against, since the Order already has enough enemies, and the last thing they need is another murderous god working against them, especially the literal god of murder. However, the view of individual temples may be somewhat different, with different daughter forces divided between different temples that
have different cultures. Some hold to themselves mostly in Temple-cities, while others may be surprisingly sociable, having found whisky in free order cities to spread their faith and even interweaving with locals (like providing entertainment with bladed dancing displays and pit-fights are quite popular). By the way also giving your average person an order of
somewhat neutral opinion about them in general with many cities saved by their welcome intervention. While others are just crazy berzerkers, traveling around the worlds slaughtering everything they can find (chaos is mostly thankful) or acting as mercenaries. Unsurprisingly, they are very good buddies in the knowledge with Sylvaneth Alarielle because of
their zeal in defending the kingdom of life (and the general sadism and hatred of enemies that Dreadwood Wargrove has), the fact that Sylvannet is likely to make poor sacrifices to Kane with their lack of blood (and their ability to make trees around you smash you and your city into pieces) and probably also their tendency to episodes of batshit madness.
Idoneth Deepkin 'edited' a new take on sea elves from early editions of Fantasy, sometimes referred to as Teclis' Sea-Monkeys. Teklys' attempt to recreate the elves from The-World-That-Was led to them going horribly wrong because they continued to have PTSD-style memories of their time with Slaapesh. Many were also bald, blind or both. Many of them
even have souls that are slowly losing their strength and thus have a very short life. The only way to fix this is to gather the souls of Eldar Druhari's other dark style. Teklis was trying to figure out what wrong with aelves, but they resisted his attempts to investigate, and he eventually declared them a mistake. They fled, and when he decided to start killing them
with aleves renamed himself Idoneth Deepkin and decided to start a new life underwater (not knowing that Tyrion persuaded Teclis out of killing them). They move using Whirlways, Realmgates, which are underwater. So, between their dark attire, the thirst for the soul to replenish their own and living in a remote place with inter-dimensional travels, they are
like dark Eldar, but with tortured fetishes replaced by an oceanic motif, and they are not a society of sociopaths. They also basically regret that some of them must gather souls to survive and are not atheistic like almost every Dark Eldar bar of Indubi and Ynnari; it is fitting enough that many of them follow the Matlanne and soul-essences that they can conjure
up in battle often manifested as a dead sea god. Like The Daughters of Khaine, they are aligned with the order but are generally viewed with suspicion because of their raids on people, aelves, and occasionally Sylvaneth when they run low on showers. Unsurprisingly, this also makes them unpopular with Death, as Nagash hates anyone who tries to claim
the souls of the dead, except himself. In battle, they evoke a magical ocean called Ethersea, which allows them to deploy powerful aquatic creatures in battle and use their skills to fight underwater, even if they are hundreds of miles away from any body of water. Lumineth Realm Lords (edited) By Hish Aelph, shown on the inaugural 2020 LVO. They are
Teclis boys, and as more elaborate and noblebright as expected. Noblebright immediately gave way as it later emerged that they lose their emotions and personality over time, considered a worthy victim to avoid Slaanesh. Death edit THEY DON'T BELONG SIGMARU. SIGMAR IS A LIAR. SIGMAR THE BARBARIAN. SIGMAR IS A TRAITOR. WHICH
ALMOST COST THE IMMORTAL KING OF HIS KINGDOM. WHY DOES EVERYONE KEEP TRYING TO BREAK MY SHIT? ALL I've ever wanted to have been to kill everyone and make them my UNSY SUBJECTS the creepy side of things. The same goals as the order, but they do not play well, and their secondary goal ruling over the survivors of the
Chaos is gone. In the war-torn Mortal Kingdoms, there are indeed many uncontested dead. Some have the right to associate the dead with their will, from the most pastoral corpses to the most royal ghosts. Their armies of retribution walk abroad in every kingdom, the graves cold blades breaking the warm flesh when their masters seek domination over the
living. They all come from the realm of Shy, formed from the afterlives of this setting and the wind of death. Shy is considered the most protected area after Azyr, because; Being the afterlife for this setting means that any mortal who dies and doesn't get taken by Sigmar or Chaos to go here since now every Niedermere that has ever been, or will be where
the winds of magic themselves die. Theoretically it gives them one of, if not, the largest army, with dead seven worlds plus their own. Undead don't need rest or food They can pop up anywhere at any time with necromance. Each of their enemy who dies is at least one more soldier for Shyish Bonus Points for being creepy. Three guesses who rules this
faction... there is no undead, and very few otherwise can rival Nagash, the Great Necromanc - even Sigmar himself has reason to fear his name. Nagash returned with the Wind of Death, took control of the Afterlife in a new setting, and formed the Shaish kingdom. He allows living mortals to remain in his kingdom, but they must worship him (probably to
provide blood for vampires to feed on too). This departure from his ... turn the whole world into a realm of death where no action would be taken, except when he started his plan suggested he might have learned something from all his experiences. However, Nagash talks a lot about the long game; he still wants his kingdom of the undead with Naggy himself
as a supreme god, he just changed his plans to make the dead in the army to kill all the mortals and daemons and gods of Chaos, and then make Sigmar and other gods bend their knees to me. Nagash also brought some of his Mortars; Arhan (obviously), Neferata and possibly Krell. Manfred was stripped of the title of Mortach and exiled to the place of
permanent disintegration due to Nagash's betrayal at the end of time. Nagash has no mercy or regret in him, and has less than none for Manfred; but strangely Mannfred still got to keep it Dread Abyssal (don't think Nagash gave severance pay packets) and then was promoted to Mortarch. He is not allowed in some parts of the kingdom of death as Arhan
gives him a warning before blowing it up when he tried to bring Sigmarines to a peaceful assembly. tl:dr; Nagash is Darkseid as a giant skeleton (it even has eye rays) and Shyish is Apokolips plus the afterlife. I find your lack of faith disturbing, Mr. Ousers. Ignoring his epiphany about teamwork from the End Times, apparently featuring Archaon and Tzeentch
realizing that they couldn't defeat a single Death and Order and slip stupid pills into his... Well, even that doesn't make sense... all they did to get him to go full brake, he fights the forces of Chaos alone, and eventually get defeated personally by the Archaon. Still unwilling to put up with defeat and too proud to take a seat in the power of order, he is now in a
state in which he always seems to be: about to gather power, about to return. Some things never change. Since then, The Archaon has captured much of the Kingdom of Death, and found itself in most souls are dead in a giant cage that prevents Nagash from accessing them. Nagash still has the same old goals: destroy everyone else, rule rule ready to bow
to him. Eat Chaos, become the supreme god of the creepy. Because it worked so well the last time he tried. Despite his betrayal, he still allowed some undead to remain in the service of Sigmar. However Nagash is NOT LIKE what Sigmar does with Stormcast Eternal. Nagash sees these souls as that he and Nagash cannot prevent them from returning
directly to Sigmar to be reborn if Nagash does not personally kill them himself. Death has an excellent new special character he could also really share with the Order, technically only named man Banshee called The Silver Virgin of the kingdom of metal. In life she was Celemnis, Swordmaiden Argentine sorority. The daughter of a powerful Wizard and one of
the region's greatest heroes called Avrok, she used her own hair to create magic swords that could even harm intangible enemies such as spirits and Damons. When Centch's military armbands invaded, they killed the city's residents and led her to their leader, Ephrix. For refusing to fuck him, she was boiled alive in silver, causing her and many other spirits
wielding her swords to stay in the ruined city, causing suffering and death to those who did not belong. Spouoki. Then came the Sigmarines and their undead chaplain convinced her that they were the good guys and that it was payout time, so she proceeded to chop all the Tzeentchies down and show the Stormcasts where Ghal-Maraz was, swell gal. The
Neferata area of Nulahmia (no, seriously, New Lahmia) was besieged by Slaaneshi. Slaanes... all armies of Chaos... because apparently some kind of Chaos Lord wants to try a little Mortarch minge. It's quite a thing to sneak past kids, GW! Anyway, we last saw her taking relief from Stormcast Eternals looking to reconnect with the undead on behalf of
Sigmar, before Nagash himself drops the party as the attention slut he and agrees to hear Stormcast diplomats out. Remarkably, despite the absence of non-Daemon souls escaping Nagash and the undead being eternal now, the only characters from throughout the Warhammer setting to return are Nagash, Manfred, Arhan, and Neferat. All the other
Mortarchs have gone since their models were renamed common analogues (cue shouts outrage from all fans of Vlad and Krell). Finally, in an act that sent ripples of pain across the fans, the tombs of the kings faction and all their models were given the axe even without a suggestion to explain their absence at the age of Sigmar (even they died on the way to
their home planet would have been better than nothing). There has been a recent cry to the tombs of kings; a ghostly figure trying to get the soldier's help mentions that he was the deposed king and lost Nekhehara in his plea; which got a few fans excited about who it might be. Still Death the smallest grandiose union with the fewest new models for him, him,
subfact, the fewest number of new books (so far only with the flesh of eater ships), and the least amount of attention from GW in terms of knowledge. He also seems to be portrayed as perhaps the weakest great alliance, having the only faction leader who has lost in one battle so far and seemingly the least influence in nine areas. I hope that will change over
time. They recently got a new set of rules which, although there are no new models (yet), there are a few new units, a special character and some nifty spells and magical items. Malignant Stents gave them star treatment, showing how Nagash plots behind the scenes to become the supreme power of the Mortal Kingdoms and almost succeeds. Silver
Maiden. In the story, she's cool with the dudes in gold. I am back! And this time, it's personal. Nagash and Mini-me/archen to malignant stents, this was all we saw in the kingdom of Shyish. To say that people were embarrassed would be an understatement. Legions of Nagash edit, except for flesh Eater ships. All of the following factions are also part of the
Nagash Legions, which can take all their units. Deathlords edit Nagash, Neferata, Arhan, and Manfred plus Morghasts. For more information about DEATHLORDS, see Soulblights (edit) Vampires here. Note that soulblight refers to the curse that turns them into vampires, people are still called vampires. There's loads of mansions and hold spent vampires
ruling their own little corner of the kingdom they inhabit, though most of them still bow to Skelepope. Their leader under the rule of Nagash is our girl Neferata, ruling her citystate ... Nukhlomiya. They also got a new special character called Prince Vhordrai, created with a set of zombie dragons; he tried to overthrow Nagash, but failed because he did not
realize how stupid the idea was. As a result, Vondray is connected to Nagash with a large castle, which can appear in any kingdom as a springboard for military movement from Shysh, leading his blood knight armies against his will. Deathmages (edit) Necromances and Mortis' engine. Deathwalkers edit zombies and corpse cart. Deathrattles (edited)
Skeletons, Whites and Tensspire Warband Tomb Guards. Courtyards of carnivorous (edit) Strigoi and ghouls. Note that if you want Strigoi Ghoul King, you should still buy a zombie dragon/Terrorgheist kit or search the web for a good pr ' Strigoi vampire. Fucking cheap sons'a ... There are also fun Vargulfs, and heroes to boot. In the new canon, ghouls and
non-Strigoi began with Ushoran all creatures who managed to survive the destruction of the old setting at the expense of anything vaguely resembling sanity and was imprisoned in what is called The Shroudcage of Nagash. He fled and created a monstrous kingdom because of his madness of being contagious, and collected the living creatures from out
death to him. As a result, most bodily vessels are actually still alive (The Ghouls are not undead, but starved by former peasants and soldiers who were infected by Ushoran's delusions after consuming the flesh from the feast of the hideous king of the drone, where the courts of foul powers gradually mutate them into crypt Ghouls, with their appearance
deteriorating from generation to generation). Instead of the cattle monsters marauding the desert like werewolves, the hideous Goo of the Kings are tragic figures like King Lear, who see the court of magnificent marble and silk wearing courtiers, but instead scarred and spoiled wearing rags. Also, the hideous Gul King grotesque appearance is explained by
how they are created from ghouls rather than ordinary humans, in a way why they look more primitive and repulsive, and that different strains of ghouls present in the flesh of the Eater ships are due to the hideous Gul King feeding their blood directly to certain members. Thus, creating more intellectual and/or more powerful followers, with some of these select
few eventually being given the true curse of vampires and being turned into new abhorant hum kings who may find new insane/glorious kingdoms of their own. Some are so delusional that some see Nagash as Sigmar, a benevolent golden deity. Some of them rebel against him, on the side of King Carrion. Some allies of Chaos or other factions. Unlike the
Warhammer Fantasy Strigoi, who run around naked and can only use semi-chewed bones and looted rusty guns as weapons, the flesh-eater courts have a more skaven-like degree of refinement, but without the crazy science. This is due to the fact that the kings of drones can impose their own unique brand of madness on their followers, changing their
perception of reality; In one story, two ghouls growl and fight with claws over the insides of Ogre suddenly see each other as soldiers with weapons in their hands who turn to each other kindly and decide to share their plunder as relatives as soon as their master (who they see as a brilliant knight on a horse talking to another knight) passes by them. Another
sees himself as a knight who has lost his sword and is forced to rely on the fists of leading an army of men dressed in bright livery who fight monsters, and completely ignores his own monstrous reflection in the eyes of his enemy as he tears on his neck that in fact man asks for mercy. Thus, the courts of the flesh-eater can never be convinced that they are
living in a lie, since their delusion can change themselves to explain all possible situations that would otherwise reveal their true nature and appearance, and all members of the court owe the same general delusion. While there are rare few who shake off when they realize what they've done they're so traumatized they go crazy and delusions take over again.
Some manage to organize and even even how somewhat pathetic trying to emulate what might be called Breton, but still only look like transferred creatures in rags. The courtyards of carnivores are the only living faction in Death, where most (with the exception of the abhorent gul kings, who are vampires, along with other wild vampires such as the Vargulfs
who serve as champions/muscles) are technically alive and the only faction not directly inherited by Nagash, since the King of Carrion became an outsalation and disappeared from the Kingdom of Death. All creatures are welcome among them, and those who are stupid enough not to play along with their distorted view of reality are likely to be seen as
enemies, then become food that ghouls drag back into any cave, ruin, or giant corpse monster their Gul King thinks it is his palace. They have now spread throughout Mortal Realms and can be found almost anywhere where they are recruited from starving, disadvantaged or already cannibals (cannibal cults or tribes make excellent grounds for recruiting
flesh Eater ships) part of the population. While technically part of the death, the flesh-eater courts are too batshit insane to be considered loyal to any Great Alliance- they scoop out all of them, ally with all of them, and fight all of them without rhyme or reason. The rest of the Death faction hunts for Ushoran, AKA Ushoran Beautiful, AKA King Carrion, AKA
Rot-skinned King, AKA Prince of Bloody Rose, AKA Sumeros Summerking, AKA whatever new name his followers gave him this time. He's been seen everywhere, he's never been caught. Any creature with information is expected to report sightings of Mortarchs that distribute the rewards accordingly. Nighthaunt edit Creepy Ghosts! Initially they had another
mini 3-model faction before GW decided to give them a huge lineup for the 2nd edition. In fact, when the mortal dies, their soul goes to Shayish, and if they commit a special offence against Nagash, their identity will be completely destroyed, and they will be included in the Procession of the Night Beginning. In front of the Ekrokwijk, the Nightly Sout... Ghosts
were far and away in between, occurring mainly as a result of the excess of the Magic of Death and/or restless spirits not wanting to move on. Then there was the Nakrokwijk. The Tides of Death Magic are completely waterlogged worlds, causing a huge number of Nighthaunt spirits to rise from their graves, taking out their anger and for being dead to the
living. The fact that they are completely ethereal, can appear and disappear completely when selected, and look pretty damn scary for most mortal troops meant that these attacks were devastating. Around this time, Nagash hired Lady Olender, a particularly powerful ghost lady, to be the actual leader of these processions. Since then they have been
viciously killing the living at every opportunity, as most races in worlds collectively begin to realize the magnitude of what Nagash has done. The newest creations of Ossiarch Boehner, Ossiarch Boneapers, serve as the avant-garde force of Death. Built of centuries-old bone and imbued with the soul of the animus of long-dead heroes, this army of skeletons
has terrifying physical prowess and experience of hundreds of lives. But his true threat comes from his leader Orpheon Catacros, Mortar necropolis and perhaps the greatest military strategist in all the Mortal Kingdoms. Destruction edit GET OFF me FAKKIN TOAD, ya TOM WANKERS! The force has no interest in beating Chaos, or more specifically, not
caring about who it is that they beat. Destruction is now more chaotic than Chaos, to the point that even Centh cannot predict or control them with any degree of certainty. Much of the destruction of the former orcs and goblins, led by Gorkamorka, is a two-headed unified form of the old gods Gork and Mork (or is it Mork and Gork?), which separates back into
two when the green skins fight each other. It is confirmed that Gork is a cruel one while Mork is a sneaky one, although this has been implied, if not explicitly stated for years with any consequence otherwise is a joke. At first he was interested in Sigmar's plans until he got bored, and brought the wild elements of the revived world to a massive reality spanning
WAAAGH and finally settle into his kingdom of Gura, the Wind of Beasts. Now they're predictably trying to get into as many fights as they can, and don't really give a fuck about who exactly is what they're fighting. The poster of Destruction is Gordrakk, the firstborn of Gorkamorka/Gorky and Mork (or it was Mork and Gork, because even Gordrakk is not quite
sure) dubbed Fist Mountain, and was the first grinskin in a new setting. All the creatures of Destruction bow to him as their absolute Warboss for being the ardest, absolute pinnacle of both cruelty and cunning at once. Gordrakk is directly related to his gods, who are present with him at all times. He sees them as more of a form than a form, but powerful for all
of this who feud or cooperate in his presence and gently whisper to him his will and interests. He notices that all the other creatures of Destruction follow their mood, but only he knows why WAAAGH! can form from creatures that hate each other or turn on themselves out of nowhere. And gave 'it Boyz ork armor. Good. Orruk Varklans edited the combined
orruc factions. Ironjawz 'edit' Massive Orcs Orruks, literal 'ardest. They take the place of the black orcs who look at these superb green skins with envy as they peep the armor from the dead warriors of Chaos and pound it into shape with their fists in a gorgeous coating (see Worf Effect for explanation). Remind you of anyone else? are the elite elite all the
Destructions that do not even tolerate the existence of weak and lesser things than themselves. Comprised: Ardboys, who are ordinary Ironjawz. Not technically born of Ironjawz, Ardboys are just any orcs Orruks massive enough to be admitted among them (which the previous Warhammer would be Warbosses). The thought of being a silly and eccentric lot



is because of them wanting musicians when all the other Ironjawz see it as a waste of arms, holding hands, marching in disciplined ranks while the other Ironjawz individually focused on getting themselves into battle as soon as possible, and using the fabric to make banners differentiate themselves, which Ironjawz see as pointless (but the smart ones
recognize the advantage of a hard front) if only to keep the enemy to krump them). Most ardboys wear helmets. Brutus, the elite among Ironjawz. They are not stupid so much as ignorant on an unprecedented scale, they only understand the fighting. No war, no tactics, no fighting. They have only one goal; Break. When they run into a wall, they smash it.
When they collide with a tree, they break it. When they encounter things that move, they break it. When they go to the red light district to get it, they smash the i-don't wait for the grunt, mostly boars of the old setting with more muscle and spiky stuff. Dire Dire boars. Gore-grunts eat almost everything, and the metal they shit out is called Pig Iron and is used to
form Ironjawz weapons and armor. Megabosses. Megabosses are Ironjauz, who killed a lot. Like, the whole fucking fucking thing. You think you know murder; these guys wrote a book on it if they could write first. The more Ironjawz fights survives the more they grow up, and when no one else is more that Ironjaw is the new leader making Megabosses the
best of the best (sir, with honors!). Weirdnob Shamans. Orruki, almost in spite of his body, because of the madness needed to channel through them the magic of Destruction and its chaos of chaotic nature. They twitch, wriggle, spasm, drool, gibberish, and cause extremely random fucking shit to happen. Warchanters Ironjawz mostly think that music is
meaningless, but The Warchanters are percussion masters whose whole job is to take everything that can be held and hit everything else to create a loud noise like a drum beat that causes flash mobs ironjawz similarly hitting random things in rhythm. Mo-crash giant Wyvern promising things. Use the Identity of the Brutus. Ridden by Megabosses. Their
physiology works on the same system of clapping their hands if you consider as 40k orks as they can fly, despite their wingspan being too small to lift their bulky, rotten physique; However, the book suggests that they belligerent even gravity does not want to mess with them. Greenskinz edited all models of vanilla Orc that have survived a great cleaning of
models on the on the book of destruction. Orcs are the weakest and smallest (the old models are still in production), the Orruks are Boyz, they have Boarboys and Boar Chariots so far, Warboss, Shaman, and Warboss riding wyvern. They still represent the majority of orcs/orruks. They are the ones who will demolish and destroy the city to nowhere, and they
are disgusted by a bit of action when they are on the Waaagh, even for the more powerful factions available in the Sigmar era. Almost all of their models have now left the Games Workshop site, and are no longer available, either in stores or online. They are unlikely to ever be released, and can now be added to the list of squatter factions, along with
Brettonia and the Tomb Kings. Rest in peace (or war), you are gorgeous, Greenskinned bastards. You will no longer set fire to cities and destroy entire armies just because they were there. Bonesplitterz 'edit) Wild Orcs. Including wild orruks, wild boar orruks, shamans and warts. Shamans are technically called Ju-ju Doks now, and the orruks are naturally no
longer primitive, but have been mad with waaagh! With power. Either just blow a lightning bolt suffering from hallucinations due to infected wounds, or just staring at the sun for too long. They are led by the Wurrgog Prophets (aka not Wurrzags) plus their second-in-command of the Wardokks and their elite are called Maniaks. They go around hunting
monsters in the realm of beasts and use ju-ju to transfer the power of the killed monsters to their various bone weapons and charms. I'm starting the bones. Grim Gitz edit Night Goblins, Spiderfang Grottoes, Troggoths and Gargants joined forces under the worship of Da Bad Moon. Led by Skragrott Loonking and held together, taking too many psychedelic
mushrooms, they fight a mad crusade to somehow constantly keep yes Bad Moon in the sky to usher in an age of eternal darkness. Ogor Moutribes edited the united Ogor factions. Gutbusters' edit) Ogry, now called Ogors (ffs), with an even worse faction name. Leadbelchers, Butchers, Gorgers, Scraplaunchers, Ironblasters, Ironguts, Ordinary Ogres,
Tyrants and Gneblars who are now just Grottoes with different models. Baba Bui. Beastclaw Raiders edit Wild Ogors Ogors. Stonehorns, Thundertusks, Yhetees (many fans were angry at these survivors while their favorites were squatting), Hunters, Mornfan Cavalry, Sabretusks. Now they are a tribe of nomadic snow cranks who bring winter wherever they
go and struggle to eat, and their appetites are still huge. Cue sticking words of the theme ALWAYS with icefall yhetees, ice skating hunters, frosty sabers, frostlords, frost hunters reaches for a gun shoot GW... Firebellies edit Firebelly as their own faction. Maneatra edit Maneaters, unchanged. Phymira edit one-eyed creatures from WAY back. They're Them
known for breeding through rape, although this time they seem to have dropped the rape aspect in favor of laying eggs by their female leader. They are reptile creatures with birds like features and cyclops. Something worth noting is that they used to worship Chaos, although Chaos largely ignored them because they found them boring; that seems to have
finally broken in AoS. They are also known as the end-level unit of Norsca's Total War: Warhammer, where they act as heavy strike soldiers, leading to most units fleeing in fear after a brief stint in combat with them. In this setting, Fimir originated from Giran on an island called Peel and seems to be virtually the same outside of giving up pseudo-Celtic names
to his society. Instead of Maergh they follow Matriarch, who seems to follow exactly the same idea. They live on a shitty island and seem to have been completely abandoned by Chaos, again. Their survival in the new worlds meant that someone had to sow them again, though whether it was a pity to move the gods of Chaos or simply because they wanted
to watch them suffer in their eternal role as a red-haired stepson unknown. They threw themselves in with the Great Alliance of Destruction instead of joining chaos, perhaps either forgetting their origins or simply tired of playing second fiddle in the eyes of Chaos. Their models are exclusively Forge-World at the moment, although they were recently removed
from the store and a preview of the actual army for them was spotted some time ago, so they will probably make their way to the main store soon. Sons of Behemat edit the all-giant/gargant army. You're reading this right. They were viewed by Games Workshop, and according to knowledge, they are descendants of Godbeast Behemat, who created them
casually through magical asexual reproduction. Chaos edit TIME EVERCHOSEN BEFORE! Archaon Everchosen was tested once again by each of the gods of Chaos after the End of The Times, as they wanted him to appeal to them as their new supreme champion he again defeated their problems without feeling any loyalty to them, and each granted him
new powers until he was a demigod, and the embodiment of the chaos himself. The Great Horned Rat tried to give him a blessing by joining the pantheon, but The Archaon abandoned him and spat in his face. Demigod Archaon was given the title of Grand High Marshal of Chaos (so much for Chaos to be chaotic (think of him as a great khan)) and basically
has a free reign to do whatever he wants for whatever he wants for whatever reason (all Be'lakor wanted but never could). Interestingly, this creates a whole new position in the Chaos hierarchy without being clear whether the Archaon can command the Gods of Chaos, who are not part of the Great Game, if it has a supreme over all the princes of Damon,
and so on. As a side note, the parties changed from horse Daemon to the $100 Daemon Dragon Thing. Slaanesh ate on souls during the End Times until he was so bloated he was unable to move (just like these creepy comics you read about), and spent after the end of the times (before or after the second ascent of the Archaon is not clear) hiding in a cave
while digesting. Tzeentch manipulated Horne into attacking the army, defending him, allowing Aelfs Tyrion and Malerion to kidnap him, who removed him from the Great Game, allowing them to get all the souls of the elves killed at the end of time and perhaps even before that (some of them took advantage of an vague explanation of who exactly Aelfs
should say Eldar came to the Warhammer Fantasy setting). Slaanesh powers, which are justifiably freaking out that their god (dess) are missing, are currently invading Ulgu in search of Malerion for clues about where their god (dess) is. According to the white dwarf, FORCES FROM CHAOS HAVE ARRIVED ... BUT WHERE'S THE DARK PRINCE? The
other Gods of Chaos are actually happy that he/she/she has disappeared, but the Gods of Chaos have always hated each other, so this is to be expected. In fact Slaaesh is currently trapped between the kingdoms of Ulga and Hisch and slowed down by the drained Aelven souls he devours Malerion, Morati, Tyrion and Teklis. All was well until Morati double
crossed the other to pull a secret spell to steal more showers than originally was allocated to her (and perhaps to get a dig at the other four). Which inadvertently weakened his prison and allowed Slaanesh to send SOS in his place to his followers who are right to trace him. In addition this also relaxed the prison itself so its only a matter of time before it
breaks free. After the end of the old world and its ascent, The Archaon spent his time destroying many universes and killing kings and what not. He received a vision from his (apparently now un-broken) third eye, who predicted the events before the release of The Age of Sigmar, with the final vision of the archaon apparently killing Sigmar (although the order
of fans who were unamused with ANOTHER Chaos wins the spoiler ending of this universe noted that in the vision of Archon, Slaan still is not). The Gods of Chaos sent the Champion (Centh, Nurgle, Horne, The Great Horned Rat) to kill the Archaon, but each was defeated, with Dhorgar feasting on their souls, bringing the head of Khornate, the head of
Tzeentchian, nurglite head, and two tails that the servants of the Great Horned Rat. After Chaos took 7/8 of the realms, with Sigmar as the sole hold, Horne basically shouted WILDCARD, BITCHES! and blitzed their way into the Garden of Nurgla and the Tzeentch Maze, allowing other factions to reclaim their lands (although Daemon-wrought damage now
makes them look like something out of the Legend of Brutal). The army of Chaos of the Archaon only defeat came hands of Morelion and Morata in the Kingdom of Shadows, a place that now fascinates him. Chaos continued his caricature on Saturday morning when Be'lakor was killed by Serafon, more specifically; Skins riding pterodactyls dropped stones
on him until he popped out. Although this happened in the White Dwarf Battle Report, and the Be'lakor model was only used to represent the general Daemon Prince, others defended it, saying that the White Dwarf had access to all Warhammer models and thus had no reason to use Be'lakor unless it was Be'lakor's narrative and a weaker model on the
countertop for balance reasons. Others suggested it was just a changeling, pulling the same trick he did in the End Times. Despite this, Serafon still managed to close the portal. See: Scoob. It was theorized by that almost single-minded obsession with Nurgla Silvanet in that he wanted to claim Alariel as his new wyfu. No word on whether that means he will
keep her as is or make her Poxfulcrum; which was retconned from Isha to Chalia at the End of Time and then secretly replaced by some elf master called Kalara in Aralit's Kingdom of Chaos excursions. The Great Horned Rat does very little on its own at first glance, mostly with the Pestilens clan working closely with Nurgle's forces in the realm of life.
However it may be worth noting that GHR is literally a race god who pretty much have a monopoly on backstabbing the guy above you and take their place, and with Slaanesh missing Nurgle is now the weakest of the classic gods of chaos. Based on this, there is some recurring theory that says that GHR has a backstabby-ulterior motive for getting so
friendly with Nurgle. One of the confirmed names of the tribe for the people of Chaos is Gjallervolk, obviously a direct replacement of old warriors the same old, the same old. So let's remind you: Horne's wages war with Sigmar, all the time. Blades represent most of them. Nurgle is obsessed with Alarielle, as she is a sexy wild Isha, and has grown to hate all
death as well. Slaanesh is absent, his powers divided between those who try to find him/her/him and those who are trying to replace him as your-Slaanesh, the main contender for which is the keeper of secrets named Luxscious and Archaon with Everchosen briefly touches most mortals and quite a few Damon fans use him as a go-to figure for veneration. At
the meta-level, a lot of people have somehow made themselves believe that Slaanesh is now squatting altogether. Adepticon 2k19 reveal showed that it was a load of crap. Tzeentch is still fucking everywhere being annoying crap, but Games Workshop is finally letting it get the crap done; he orchestrated the capture of Slaanish and tricked Sigmar into losing
Gal-Maraz (Sigmar got him back, but still something). Funny stuff too, it also indirectly helps order sometimes. During the Kingdom of Life campaign, Centch Centch sabotage of Nurgl's plans in the realm of life. He wanted Sigmar to start working in his cities to expand his influence and make more conspiracies in these new mortal bastions. He is the God of
Chaos, most likely, in the direction of the Order temporarily only to tinker with the plans of other gods. The Horned Rat is now the Great Horned Rat, the full-fledged God of Chaos. It does not change any opinion about him, to his chagrin. Archaon is the top dog in charge of all the Chaos, hated and hated/loved by everyone else oh and will kill that damn Rat
thinking it's one of the gods. The Archaon is both hated and loved by the mortal followers of Chaos; some find it to be all good, others hate it and find it too arrogant a prick that should just fuck off his precious All-Point. ... And Malal is still nowhere to be seen. It's Natch. Here is the theme song of all factions of Chaos. Beasts of Chaos edit beasts, monsters
and giants gargants (re) merged into a single faction after the 2nd edition came out. Originally divided into Brayherds (most beasts along with various Tzaangors), Warherds (more beasts, like minotaurs bullgors), Thunder (Dragon Ogre Goors), Chaos Gargants, Chaos Monsters (Cockatrices, Chimeras, Razorgors, Chaos Warhounds, Jabberslythes to be
exact. Although not every monster in the Chaos Monsters faction got the Beasts of Chaos key word for some reason) and Chaos Caviar when AoS is launched. As a singular faction, the tags Brayherd, Warherd, and Thunderscorn are treated the same way as Stormcast's eternal cameras, with some units counting as battleline with the right general. Fingers
crossed for other scattered factions (Skaven, Grots, etc.) to get the same recombination treatment. They now represent the mutated and brutal hordes of Chaos undivided. This includes everything from the Beast to the various chaos born monsters that they cause or enslave to use as war beasts. Contrary to what a lay man might think they don't necessarily
fight for the four gods of chaos. Obviously, some of them have sworn to one of the big four gods of Chaos and are now believers, but for the most part they have no real allegiance to any of the plans of the gods of chaos and fight simply to destroy and destroy civilization like their very nature. They are one of the few forces in the Union of Chaos Grand, which
can be said to be largely independent of the gods of Chaos or horned rats and simply fighting and spreading chaos because they are creatures of pure chaos themselves, thus if their actions benefit the four gods (and the horned rat) than good for them. Some, on the other hand, revere their own god of the Morgoor family, the first beast. They want to
continue his plan to plunge all kingdoms into endless chaos, destroying all civilizations and erecting number of tombstones to change the reality of themselves. While others feel, feel any god in itself is a form of the Order and does not follow anyone but themselves. Obviously they show respect and fear of the gods of chaos, but they look down on direct
worship practiced by other forces of chaos (e.g. slaves of darkness or Bloodbound. The origin of the various hordes of Beasts of Chaos is vague and there are several stories, but it is known that they were not created by any of the gods of Chaos directly (except for the Tsaangers, who were first created through the power of Tzcheench) and are said to have
been generated from the raw, aligned powers of chaos. Thus, they see themselves as true children of chaos unlike other followers who follow chaos only out of fear or for rewards from the gods themselves. For them chaos and destruction is literally in their DNA and for them the struggle and spread of chaos is as natural as eating or sleeping. Currently also
share various Tzaangors with Tzeench students. The Blades of the Horne Horne faction, made up of his mortal and loyal followers. Their blood warriors are like Worldeaters. Oddly enough, they were the only miniatures to get approval from Warhammer Fantasy fans, although many complained that the new Daemon resembled something out of 40k, with a
hint of Alien, except for a skull in his mouth. Said Daemons are Horgorates who are mortal people so imbued with the magic of Horne their skin becomes like a liquid of boiling blood with skulls bubbling inside, and over time they come to resemble Himself Horne not unlike how the Great Unclean of them resemble Nurgle. Some are cannibals, and consume
the flesh of their enemies almost exclusively (preferably while the food is still alive interesting enough as it goes against many common themes of Horne's killing on the battlefield). By doing so, they believe, fills them with horne's divine power. It actually makes sense if you know your shit about the spirituality of cannibalistic practices. In fact it is quite similar to
the pre-Islamic Turkic practice, which was that drinking from the skull of your enemies allowed you to absorb their souls and gain your power. Horne's original army (in Akshi, one way or another) was led by a warlord named Hoole, who wanted to become The Prince of Damon and built a giant pyramid of skulls to earn the maximum possible position. He
planned to limit him to Sigmarin's skull, although in the battle with the Sigmarins, he was unable to protect the skull despite the murder of Sigmarin, while Sigmarin's skeleton ironically blew up the pyramid. He kicked the golden blankets of Vandus Hammerhand very well in Nick Kim's Storm War, so kudos to him for knocking the Sigmarines off their high
perch, albeit temporarily. Archaon in Balance of Power made a number on Vandus by cutting him in half and killing him straight, which he laughed about it later after massacring the rest of his stormhost Sigmar Hammers. Mortal people are known as bloodthirsty specially Khornate flavored supplement called Bloodreavers. It has been noted that bloodsuckers
seem to have a mixed-race feel, suggesting mortals are no longer only non-Bjork-Bjork and non-Mongols anymore. However, they have blond hair, vaguely Scandinavian-sounding names like Skargan, Hroth (which, depending on what you read, either means a mountain or glory in Old Scandinavia), Volundr, and use patronizing naming conventions, so they
are basically norscans from the Old World. However, some argue that the presence of black people in the ranks of Bloodreavers indicates that they are ethnically diverse. These people forget that WoC's original setting also had non-European people in their ranks - Mound and Hung - and that it didn't change the fact that the Warriors of Chaos were basically
Death Metal stereotypes about the Vikings. So most likely he will have as much bearing here as it was there. Also miniature for Exalted Deathbringer is an eight foot tall blonde bodybuilder with a massive Viking beard and death metal hair, so yes. The bearded miniature Blood Warrior (the one who uses the skull as a beard clasp) has been praised
throughout the intrawebs as the best miniature in the launch kit due to the fact that the largest beard of any mini GeeDubs has ever been put out, even compared to their dwarf models. Horn's new warriors have names, alluding to the blood fetish and beheading of their deity. Slaughterpriest Bloodsecrator Bloodstoker Skullgrinder Deathbringer Red Headsman
Here's their theme song. Ceentch's disciples edited Centch's mortal followers and Damon's followers. Unlike the roaming hordes of Horne and Nurgle, Tsinch prefers to act using cults that make them home in civilized cities, that is, while other gods decline as Sigmar brings civilization to the kingdom of Tzeentch flourishing. Their main troops are Kairic
Acolytes, cultists who masquerade as normal citizens, but during the war use magic to turn their bodies into muscles bound by the ideals of human form. In addition to the people of sorcerers, many cults also include covens Tzaangor beasts (many of which were former humans mutated by worshipping Tzeentch). Gaunt Summoners, although technically not
part of these cults, are respected by them enough that when one appears, they follow their orders. Since Slaanes was demoted, his faction is now all his damons and exceptional mortal followers. Note that Sigvald is now a common model of Lord Slaanesh's Chaos, without much rule. In short, The four gods of Aelven (Malerion, Morata, Tyrion and Teklis)
managed to capture Slaanes in a trap between the realms of light light shadow and slowly relieved the Aelven soul he devoured. While the trap is carried out Morata's attempt to steal more than her share of the shower has loosened the trap and Slaanesh slows down the release of herself and even sends distress signals to her followers. So yes, not like this
trap will last long. Still.......... Most of his followers are now still helping the Arhaon and lending their strength in the fight against the Order. They are called invaders and for the most part the faction is controlled by Slaanesh's Big Daemons, who have taken on basic pious duties (gifting good, giving gifts, answering prayers, etc..), while some have actually
looked at the worship of Archaon as the new Slaanesh. No, seriously. They think that The Archaon has a personality inside who wants to be a little girl in the depths of life. They call it placebo time (no, seriously, it's actual gw knowledge). The rest are divided between those who want to save Slaanesh, who are called Seekers and those who look at BE
Slaanesh, who are called contenders and try to impersonate Slaanesh reborn. Although now the Seekers seem to be progressing and are now right on Slaanesh's trail. So it is probably only a matter of time before they find him, and all those Great Daemons and Mortal Champions who have passed themselves on as NEXT Slaanesh are better hope that
their god forgives when he returns. Maggotkin from Nurgle 'edit' other guy who gets all new models also has its own faction, although it consists of Nurglite Chaos Warriors And Daemons. Appeared in the Black Library of the book Ghal-Maraz (which is actually two novelties) tinkering with the realm of life, unfortunately for them they got most of their story of
getting kicked by Stormcasts, but again, at the end of time these guys almost destroy the empire on their own and at the beginning of the novel they had just conquered most of the realm of life, besides they put a big fight against Alarielle, forcing it out of hiding, so that in general they are incompetent. Slaves of Darkness edit all common Chaos Warriors as
well as Daemon Prince. They are pretty tough, with the Warriors able to take two bite wounds and can do some serious damage (2 attacks at 3/4, rerolling them to hit if you take a double weapon). The bargain price of this, however, is smaller bodies and has not actually wavered units. That being said, there are many quick attack options to swamp your
enemy down, a fair amount of poop (marauders) and a good number of wizards, so make sure you have at least two, one for Mystic Shield and the other for secret bolt attacks at the beginning of each turn, at least. Daemons Of Chaos edited by Furia, Soul Grinders, Daemon Princes, and Be'lakor. Were left as their own unloved factio before being put down
in stDs. Everchosen 'edit) Archaon, Archaon, who are the lords of Chaos who have abandoned their (insert god faction) to be one of the archaons chosen in eternal service to him and him alone. Another proof that Archaon now feeds exclusively from ANIME. Games Workshop finally decided to give the often forgotten Tzeentch some love to throw Tzeentch
dice with new models Gaunt Summoner (which look like techni colors Hellraiser style Cenobites). According to GW; Coming from deep inside the kingdom of Chaos, Gaunt Summoners are powerful sorcerers of Damon Tzeentch. The Archaon exerts an iron grip on their souls - they are not only favored by Everchosen for their abilities, which are immense, but
also for their helpless devotion to the twisted whims of their masters. Capable of twisting reality with their fear of spells and engulfing entire armies in a deadly warp, Gaunt Summoners were responsible for some of the most horrific atrocities committed in an era of chaos. Only nine of these strange, faceless creatures exist at any given time, and it is an
extremely rare event to see more than one appear at any time. As for the Archaon itself? As the newfound meme points out, it is now exclusively fed by ANIME. He catches Azyr's lightning in his hand and presses her hand in a reluctance. His contempt is so strong that it destroys the ground under his feet. His and his people's acts of carnage and carnage
caused lord change that treated them to cry quicksilver tears of anguish. The ultimate goal of the Archaon is to destroy the gods of Chaos so far, and although he is their greatest servant, they are actually afraid that it can indeed happen. They constantly send their greatest warriors to kill him in random encounters, but as a JRPG character he only gets
stronger. The Archaon intends to claim all kingdoms in order to gain power to destroy all Chaos and rule the non-missless king, united by the Kingdom for eternity, but he must be careful in this. He cannot kill the creature that controls that Wind (Nagash as death, for example) directly or the kingdom will collapse. It will only be him if he holds them until he can
somehow extract the former Incarnate from them. He fights for the freedom of all people, but also likes to kill and torture all creatures and combine genocide against reality. tl;dr Archaon is Malal now. Or the emperor. They were rolled into slaves of darkness, which for all intents and purposes, it was to be separate from the beginning. Azog's legions edited
the chaos of the dwarves. Tamara's horde edited almost every Forgeworld Chaos model not in the Legions of Azgor. It is now a sub-factional party of Nurgle. Skaven-edit they still exist. They are still aligned with Chaos and are still backstabbing a little crap. The Great Horned Rat rose like The God Blythe (no doubt annoying Nurgle, how it should be his work)
and the fourth major God of Chaos after the disappearance of Slaanish, Slaanish, only Scaven worship him (though any rogue mad people who believe it will probably be turned into a Skaven, making it a self-fulfilling rule) and other gods (along with Archaon) look at him overlooking him, seeing him as an intrigue usurper rather than a true equal. He hopes to
get more power, and Skaven do remain numerous, like all fuck. On the day the Horned Rat was accepted into the FourSomes, Chaos drew Scavenblaite into itself as the fifth kingdom in the Damon-controlled strain that was renamed Blight City. In true Skaven fashion however, they dug their burrows too deep and accidentally sank Blight City halfway back
into the plane. This turned out to be a blessing, as now Scaven can travel from deformation to the material plane on his will and bring with him everything with which chaos is friends at the moment. Skaven has so far been seen only supporting Nurgle militarily. But the Great Horned Rat will rise; Considering that M.O. the Great Horned Rat is a scheming and
betrayal, and that, with the Slaanesh MIA, Nurgle is the weakest of the original gods of Chaos, Nurgle getting backstabbed could happen in the future. It is also possible that, given Scaveng's treacherous nature, they may struggle with other factions of chaos. Could this mean that the Great Horned Rat is an attempt by GW on the second Malal? Old
Warhammer Fantasy Skaven clans are now clan types; what was once Eshin, now tens of thousands or more of clans, like Eschin. Because there are as many elves as the plot requires. Skaven as a faction of only common characters, Skaven slaves, Thrott Unclean, Packmaster Skweel Gnawtooth, Tretch Craventail, Lord Skrolk, Creek Headtaker,
Deathmaster Snikch, and Warlord Spinetail. Skaven Pestilens edit plague rats in the Pestilens clan. They are shown to work a lot with nurgle rotbringers in taking the realm of life. Skaven Eshin'edit Ishahin is still a sneaky bastard. Previously, the Eshin clan. Skaven Moulder (edited) Clan Molder is still a monster of bodies. There are also the usual Roar Rats.
Skaven Squire edited by the Scrayr clan. It's hard to rock the magician. Skaven Verminus, embodying the mentality of the overwhelming number of Old World Skaven, this new Grand Clan consists of old models clanrats, Stormvermin and Warlord. Skaven Masterklan edited by the former Grey Straiters. Mostly Scaven priesthood. NOT ON THE MASTERY
OTHER CLANS, how much they would like to be. It's not a good idea to off the Grey Pro seer regardless. Realms 'edit' the secret pea soup that is Sigmar's age. Realms are essentially a group of nine giant planes a la Planescape with a few extra sub-planes here and there, boppin' about in a magical, ethereal pea soup. Every kingdom has been created to
have amassed magic from each of the magical winds, resulting in each of the realms being made more or less entirely of this type of magic (so Aqshy is at best as hot as Central Australia's in summer and at worst like a plasma oven). The areas are not endless, but they cover such a huge area that you would spend almost a hundred years to get from the
center to the edge of the kingdom. These gates of the kingdom seem important now, don't they? The farther away from the center of the realm it gets, the stranger it gets as well - take Aqshy again, the center is hot and kind of barren but hospitable, at least, but as you get to the edges in Realms, the shit gets weird. Here you get endless caves without the sky
found in Chamonk or flying, burning volcanoes and rivers of magma and stuff where Sigmarines and Khornebois fought at the beginning of the Sigmar era. However, if you get too far from the center, Energy Realm fucks you and changes you - it can make you into a tree, kills you and turns you into a reasonable bone, mutate you, you get the point. The
central areas are becoming more and more livable and you will find cities and stuff here. There are mortals in all kingdoms, although some of them absolutely suck to live like Shyish. Take Aides, combine it with Hel and make it five thousand times as dreary, and you have a brilliant summer day at Shyish. To get from one kingdom to another, you need to go
through Realmgate. It should not be a gateway for word; Some mystical shit can allow you to travel through a cave or over the sea or sleep under a tree some other nonsense. Azir (Heaven) edit the kingdom of Sigmar, associated with celestial bodies and lightning. Ulgu (Shadow) edit Gray and covered in fog and illusion. Inhabited by creatures known as
Shadow, and red-eyed god. There are no words about the eternal pendulum, being there also... Ulgu and Hish fly around each other, and when Ulgu is covered by Hisch, it is night in other kingdoms. How does it work in a place without direction? Who the fuck knows. Shy (Death) edit Shy: You're already dead. The kingdom of the dead, where the afterlife of
mortal souls not dedicated to Chaos and the rule of Nagash. Because of the realm nature if the beliefs of enough mortals in realms are strong and numerous enough it will form the actual afterlife in the Realm part. So, for example, if civilization believes that when they die, they go to a paradise of abundant beauty, then it will be formed in Shyish and their soul
will drift there to rest as long as their soul lasts (yes another matter of the soul is not necessarily eternal, they will eventually burn and scatter the ether, although it is implied that there is another existence on the air beyond mortal worlds that souls can go too, no one knows for sure, but means that Shyish is not necessarily the true end of the soul. This
process can vary depending on the strength of the soul, so it can range from a few years to millennia, if not forever). Different afterlife can vary in appearance up to individual civilizations of them are depicted. From the beautiful skies to the barbaric Valhala, where spirit warriors fight for all eternity, in the hellish regions there were evil souls will suffer forever.
However, these afterlife will not last forever if mortals lose faith in this afterlife and begin to believe in something other than the afterlife will gradually move to the edge of the kingdom, as faith in it disappears until it falls to the edge of the kingdom and is destroyed along with all the souls that are in it. At some point in the core of Shyish, or only Nulahmia, there
is the true end of everything, the whirlwind known as Mo Uncreation. It is essentially a supernatural black hole from Nothing from an infinite story that resembles a huge gray whirlpool and has only any texture and movement because it consumes part of reality. Mo will consume everything that exists - even death itself - as the final end of absolute entropy.
Few even knew the stories about it, and it was a legend even among mortarchs until Neferata discovered it. Although Nagash knew about Mo Uncreaction, he spoke about it rarely, and when he did it implied even Nagash was afraid of this thing. So Neferata revealed that she had HUEG balls (metaphorically) by temporarily expanding Mo to consume part of
Nulahmia and everything in it to get rid of rebellious nobles, the invasion of the Bloodbound Army and much of the city's population; Nagash himself was shocked/satisfied/impressed enough that he regained control of the city. This implies Nagash's non-crosswisk, protean before it, but it doesn't pull you if you cross his event horizon and you can even climb or
fly away from it (but past that point it's a game over mind, body and soul). This is not to say that everything that exists in Shyish is the undead. There are many undead, of course, but many mortals live in the kingdom as well as along with the dead. Although it is not as bad as you think, as many undead are benign and may even be deceased members of the
family alive (so that the village may actually be inhabited by mortals and their recently deceased living side by side) who resuscitate themselves because of the inherent magic of the kingdom. Although Shyish isn't exactly Ghyran it has many areas that are quite livable and actually even beautiful. For example, many mortals actually live inside and settle into a
different afterlife in the kingdom (although one would hope that they don't get dragged to the edge as the afterlife fades into relevance). Because of this there are many independent kingdoms in the kingdom ruled as living, dead or a combination of both. However, everyone respects Nagash's authority, even if they do not directly rule them, as he claims to rule
the whole kingdom if some areas are weaker than others). Shyish recently changed after Necroquake. Nagash's attempt to conquer the worlds backfired spectacularly thanks to Skaven sabotaging his great ritual (seriously he seemed like 0-3 against these guys). In any case, because of the contaminated ritual, the magic and soul kingdoms now move to the
center, not the edge. Now as the afterlife goes its course and no longer believed is now moving towards the center of the kingdom and being destroyed in a huge whirlwind of death magic rather than moving to the edges and collapsing. The whirlwind grinds back into pure death magic in a giant swirling black hole. This has caused Nagash a lot of problems
as he not only destroy his capital, but even he can not cope with the magic of death in the center completely because of the chaos tarnished in the ritual and can not use his full potential (he can only stay there for short periods to charge, but more, and even he begins to feel the spoiled death of magic copying it from each other). Otherwise the kingdom still
functions as usual for the most part (with the publication of endless spells and more Nighthaunts running around). Aqshy (Fire) Edit these casts just need to love to be on patrol in a kingdom literally as hot as Nevada summer in the coldest days. Fire. Home to fiery Fyreslayers. Flaming fireterrain can range from akin to the sun's surface to being just volcanic,
right down to a mix of Australia and California Phoenix country summers in the coldest regions. Although largely barren, life can flourish in this area (volcanic soil is extremely fertile). People here tend to be passionate but disrespectful to the elderly, partly because of how dangerous life is here and partly because of the magic of Aqshy. Despite Azir, Sigmar
sympathizes with them as a passionate man, but understands that when it comes to Chaos, great restraint is needed. This proved particularly evident when a large group of Horne fans came from Aksha, starting with the Korgosa Hula tribe. In the era of Chaos, Realm's drive broke down, and now many continents are floating in the ether kingdom, requiring
the airship or Realmgate to travel between them. Gur (Beasts) edit Gur, like any inhabited Deathworld, all wants to eat you. Lots of super-predators. Many plants are also properly carnivorous. The sea is trying to eat the earth, the Earth is trying to take bites from the sea. In the far north of Gura is a series of ice mountains called the Ice Kingdoms of Gyolla,
where people live in the Scandinavian theme. So did a lot of monsters, including Merwyrms, who are being sided with destruction (wtf?!). Very similar to the wild world in the style of Conan-Barbarian, with a small cover of heavy metal album. Despite the fact that he is the god of the orcs, many other races in The Gura worship beasts and the embodiment of
the kingdom. Hish (Light) Edit a kingdom full of light, yes. A place governed by symbolism, reason and order, where everything has more than one meaning and hidden symbolism. It was Tyrion and Teklys' crib until Archaon kicked their punk donkeys like an enraged host and let Tzeentch get the first dibs. Ulgu and Hish fly around each other, and when Hish
covers Ulga, it becomes a day in other worlds. Slaanes is imprisoned between two worlds. Shamon is a country of ever-changing landscapes, filled with many rare minerals and alchemical mysteries. There are also strange watch cyborgs and liquid metal rivers. Although not to fear for its inhabitants, like all worlds (except Shyish now) it is much more livable
to the center of the kingdom, but it gets crazy closer to the edges you go where the earth is constantly changing and strange land topography begins to occur. Tzeentch took this realm, as its secrets and shifting nature fit the chaos god like a glove - and unlike followers of the chaos of Khorne or Nurgle, his efforts still support cities and governments with talk
about agriculture and fishing and shit. Thanks to Ceentch's henchmen, not completely backward, this kingdom is still under the control of Chaos and has not yet seen devastating blows from other factions, as horne did in Akshi and Nurgle in Giran, outside of several key battles during the Realmgate Wars. Haradron Overlords has some of its most important
skyports in this area because of the abundance of Aethergold in the region. In addition many Duardin Disspossed do they hold in this realm as its rare metals and malleable nature dress them well. There is no god who rules the kingdom officially, although it can be argued that the god Duardin Grungi is most connected with this sphere. Giran (life) Sig
Sigmaru does not sniff the trees for being bigger and majestic than his tin boys. That explains the Black Seeds. Trees, trees and more trees. Alarielle and her tree-friends hang out here and do a bit of gardening. Very similar to the kingdom of beasts, only with a great emphasis on life (spirit) and nature over sharply rocky canyons and shit. Contrary to popular
belief, the kingdom of life is not an infinite forest, but actually contains all kinds of different land parcels. However, regardless of its regional location, any area of Girana is full of life. Thus, even the desert or rocky area in Giran will be filled with desert animals and plants and will be much more abundant than a similar area in another kingdom. The kingdom was
obviously very valuable as a source of crops and arable land, which are enjoyed by many civilizations. However, logging needs to pay a lot of attention, as this can easily conflict with the local communities of Sylvaneta. The kingdom also contains many diverse and fantastic creatures and landscapes, though not anywhere near as and wild as creatures and
the land of The Gur the kingdom of beasts. Giran serves as Silvanet's main home, but almost every race has members who live in Giran (even the undead). Currently, much of The Giran is still corrupted by Nurgle and embroiled in a life war to reclaim the kingdom by the forces of the Order from the forces of Nurgle. Nowadays Sigmars forces order have done
a lot on the roads in Giran. Such as the creation of several new free cities and a free alliance between the forces of Sigmar and Allarielles. The war of life to claim the kingdom from Nurgle is far from over, but real successes have been made in the last centuries after the Realmgate Wars. Giran has four major cities: Sigmar and his boys have created the
youngest and largest of them, Hammerhal Gira, who has a realmgate leading straight to the realm of fire, with his own city, Hammerhal Aksha. The rest are called Seeds of Hope. Alariel in a few days sing in the living city, but mostly inhabited by all who are not a tree. Grey Water Fast is a hard-working center, bringing smog and lung cancer into the realm of
forests. Needless to say, the locals were not surprised what caused the violence and the great loss of life on both sides. Thanks to the intervention of Alarielas, the city is at least allowed to stay alive, instead of starving or serve as a reconstruction of the last March Ents, but Alarielle also promised a future reckoning for the harm they caused. Finally,
Phoenician is a proud city since the era of myths that were sealed in amber. You know, like Pompeii, but more like an insect, especially since Giran has volcanoes that spew molten juice instead of lava. When the city was reopened, two phoenixes sang and flew around it, melting amber and allowing recolation. There is also subtle horrors in Ghyran, such as
the way that life magic interacts with reproduction. It mentions the undulating island of Irridia, where even the soil itself is pregnant with a new life, while life's earthquakes can lead to spontaneous outbreaks of flawless conceptions - not so bad in itself, but imagine the problems that arise when a couple living in poverty suddenly find themselves waiting for
triplets. And then there is what will happen if you dare to get too close to the end of the kingdom of Giran, a place where the boundary between Giran and the Kingdom of Chaos is particularly thin and thus the magical energies of super-concentrated life unhindered. Here people can sprout foliage all over the body or turn into plants while women also run the
risk of getting pregnant or getting pregnant and giving birth to different races or even species of their own. Chaos (Guess who) edit the same crap as before. Yet the eye of terror, still Kaldor Draigo and the crazy cartographer plus, perhaps Oxyotl are running around inside it. The former underground city of Skavenblight is now a part of it, and thanks to
Skaven somehow tunneling through quirky geometry into an infinite void they have sunk themselves halfway to reality in some mindfuckey way, which adds a metric fuckload of issues that get handwaved as it's chaos, you can't explain the crap. Skaven can use it to tunnel through the reality itself, except for Azyr now. This process is highly unrealizable and
just as likely to lead to a volcano as a destination. Allpoints (edited) It's similar to the London Underground, if it was simultaneously connected to the New York and Chinese subway system. It is a station with gates leading to all worlds, including Chaos. This is where Sigmar and friends, using the power of friendship (ha), held the forces of Chaos until Nagash,
being the asshole he buggered off. In the era of chaos, Archaon built his huge house here, and this is where he controls his army EXbawkshueg. The forces of Chaos call it the Eight Points, and the ultimate fortress of Archaona Varanspire is built in the center of it, where the gates leading to the kingdom of Chaos. Halosphere (edit) closed reality globe,
created by Slann from the Tzeentch domain, provides access to the heart of the Crystal Tzeentch Labyrinth when the stars are right. The scenery is edited by Baleful Realmgates throughout Realms and mostly Stargate. Each of them has a twin, and based on table statistics many of them have their twins so close they are on the same battlefield. Why exactly
what only carries you a mile or so away is important is not entirely clear, but hey! Those bastards, your shit! Aside from that, those who enter it run the risk of being eaten by Daemons rather than transported (even the actual Daemon four army suffer from this, with ... interesting consequences), it actually turns out this is because Slann has been redirecting
them, and like the old Masters scenery can direct the magic out of it. Ophidian Archways are things that survived the previous world of Warhammer and they ... Mysterious. Apparently, there's a bunch of them, each covered in images of Sigmar (who appears to have a new skull errywhere design), as well as screaming squeals in horror (not actually found on
the model). Any creature that passes beneath them, feeling fear, sucks out its soul, is added to the images. The same spirits sometimes hunt and attack those who pass under it. Once again, why fuck someone would want to control these unknowns, especially since it doesn't even enhance the magic of wizards around it. GW advertises it as modular,
meaning you can combine them. You can buy it. Or you can just buy a incense burner and paint it better. It's your choice. Numinous Occulums are special structures of Sigmar that are directly related to the winds of magic carved Sigmar's characters, such as griffins and Mullus, as well as scenes showing the destruction of the old Warhammer setting. They
consist of a walkway leading to a gilded cage depicting celestial bodies, and it seems to have once been part of a large building. Wizards can rotate cell parts to gain access to the future and the past to change both (basically providing just any old asshole credentials belonging to Tzeentch). As a result, they can be extremely FUCKING IMPORTANT.
Dragonfate Dais is a magical place with a boiling pool... something surrounded by glowing wounds, with a staircase leading to a circle surrounded by three statues of Drakocian, topped with bowls of burning skulls. All of this is covered with symbols of members of the Sigmar pantheon, and creatures can use them to try to connect and ask for help from any
divine being from Tyrion to the Great Horned Rat. Chaos Dreadhold is a category of scenery, not an actual one set (no, seriously, it has its own category under Scenes on its website). Depending on how many components you have, it's either Malefic Dreadhold, Ironskull Bastion, Direstone Redoubt, Mageban Wall, Skullcoven Forge, Octadic Dreadhold,
Helgate Summoner, or Hell's Realmfort, each of which have different rules (for $20 paywall even know if you don't want to buy all the models). The complete fortress, called the Fortress of Grim Corruption, is a whopping $1,120 'murrican' and 680 pounds. Note that while this supposedly total Chaos Fortress, every piece of advertising and fluff related directly
to the model makes a hint of Horne only. Old edit Witchfate Tor: It's still around, with some magical updates meaning that the tower somehow survived the destruction of the old setting. Or Tardis, since GW can also steal that too at the moment. Still not production. Witchfate Tor is fed up with your crap edgemaster. Morra Garden: Morr is now worshipped as
an aspect of Nagash as he supposedly killed and consumed all his rival death gods back in the early days of the myth era. Absolutely beautiful part of the area that immediately sets the mood Shyish. Unlike most other old landscapes, the garden is actually still being made and available for purchase under the new name Sigmarita Mausoleum. Hotel Sylvania.
Bring your Master/God-King and get a free free breakfast! Sylvanette Wildwood / Citadel Forest: Yes, it's the same old overpriced aquarium/rail trees at the base you came to... I know there is. Still in production, unfortunately. An integral part of Silvanet's game as their fidelity abilities allow you to place some down. Photos only for illustrative purposes. The
image may be different from the actual product. The role-playing game Editorial Age of Sigmar received the analogue of Warhammer Fantasy в виде Warhammer: Age of Sigmar Roleplay: Roleplay: which came out in 2020. Gallery edit general OP pic for general threads on /tg/. Stormfront Stormcasts have infiltrated your sculptures without peripheral vision,
they can spend days like this without realizing that it is not their companion next to them. At least 75% of this work of art should be just Hornat and Sigmarines. GW may not even know there are other Gods of Chaos. Only true Stormmasters know that boop from the end of the hammer handle does more damage than smash with the head. A minute's silence
for all those who did not reach the Age of Sigmar. Army compatibility between Warhammer Settings Page 2 the next 200 pages in this category, out of 490 total. (previous page) (next page) (previous page) (next page) Page 3 It was then, it's now. - S.E. Hinton life, death and rebirth are inevitable. - Rig Veda Warhammer: Age of Sigmar high fantasy to the
extreme. This is the new non-Warhammer Fantasy setting that was formed after the world sundering events of the End Times, but with everything in the old setting turned up to 11. These Winds of Magic? Now these are their own spheres, each of which is a huge and almost infinite world, each of which is formed around and dictated by their own specific
wind. It has beasts the size of mountains that fight the gods in a dead end, a coal city the size of a country with a moat of lava, and worlds that denote the whole life and death itself. Forces that used to be considered armies are now footnotes in chronicles of war, and events like those in The End Times are now classified as Tuesday. In short, if your problem
with the old setting is that the scale was all too small, then this is the setting for you. The poor start to editing since its opening Age of Sigmar was doomed to a rocky start. he had fans who were more than a little crazy that their entire universe had just squatted, so bringing them to GW would need something great, a gaming system that paid tribute to the Old
World while still paving the way for this new setting. To say that they did not would be a huge understatement. When AoS opened it had a small pamphlet of rules that would apply to all armies, and while many people enjoyed how it cut the massive rules of the past, a lot of tactical nuance was lost in the process. It didn't help when many of the actual rules of
the army were written, as if it were to be a joke, being more at home in something like Munchkin than in a serious setting. The rules also lacked any points of value or balancing mechanics, leading to many games that were ridiculously one-sided with no way to prevent it. This was further compounded by new posterboys and the very first new release settings
that were the equivalents of AoS Space Marines, supposedly made to show a new tone, visual aesthetic and direction settings, settings, they didn't initially resonate with WHFB veterans because they were so different from anything that was in the old setting. Using something new to demonstrate the new system, they ended up alienating fans of that old
system and people just couldn't get over new names like Bloodsecrator. If the setup was unveiled with something as safe as The Empire fighting the orcs with mentions of new guys in the background, then their booster's new set of boxes later would make for an easier transition. Unfortunately, the writers at the time made it clear that they didn't care much for
the stuff they were working on, and even showed disdain for their own fans, who further stoked nerd fury. On top of that, three entire WHFB factions have been excluded from the rules, making the army many veteran players assembled obsolete in the new game. With all this in mind, going from one recently destroyed setting to another is like jumping from a
hot tub into icy water, and many have been turned off by prospects, some on the scale of Khornate. The community of Fantasy was divided between those who followed through in the Sigmar era, and those who responded to the End Times metaphorically burning the bridge by simply refusing to cross and the remaining Fantasy players who did not recognize
Age as a successor. Hostility waned and flowed between the two communities. Some terms which douchebaggy Fantasy fans have come up to refer to age include: Nuhammer Age Shitmar Age Shilmar Ugh Sigmarhammer Groundmarine 40k Goldmarin Sigmar and Friends of Sigmarines vs. Rob Liefeld s Chaos Warriors (guest starring WFB special
characters) Warhammer Lite Fucking Bullshit Testicular Cancer: Wargame Skub: War Game Age Smegma Sigmar Big Day of The Age of Skubmar Warhammer 40k : In fantasy! Age Sigmarines Skubhammer 40k Age Houserules Warhammer: New COKE SPACE MARINES OOOOON THEEEE GROUUUUUUUUUND! Why you should never feel bad Buying
Chinese Recasts EA Games Gifts: Warhammer Why We Can't Have Good Things, of course douchebaggery goes both ways (usually thanks to the same people), and Age players also have terms to refer to fantasy players. These include: Grognards These Oldfags (But Not in a Good Way) Potato Backpacks If you come through anyone using any of these
terms at the moment it is really considered a sign to stop talking to them, chances are that you will be happy when this discussion ended less than GW's decision to revive the WHFB. something very unlikely. Fortunately, Sigmar's age had its own rocky start, and eventually the army books and additives gradually turned it into a genuine shootout game that
cared more about the fair match between the players rather than who had the biggest army and stupid special rules (at least before all the code creep crept in). The general's handbook has greatly helped in this aspect, as has the new new no longer treat your customers like crap. Once the points were introduced and it was clear GW would try to make a fair
and balanced game of skirmishes with the usual fixes and updates, some of which stayed away eventually coming over. Unfortunately, the hostility that was dying spiked back up the announcement that GW is bringing the Old World back, and many groups belonging either to those like AoS and see the Old World as a competitor who steals the attention of
THE G.O.P. dad, and those who don't see AoS as a worthy successor, want the Old World to come back and claim that it should never have been destroyed. There is certainly a smaller third party that is still like AoS and is happy to take the Old World as horus Heresy style spin-off. Today Age of Sigmar is an installation and game system that survives more
or less on the merits, although you will still find a few fans who use nothing but square bases because they don't want to let go of what they had and still play more WHFB games using the old rules than they are AoS. Mechanics' 'edit' Age of Sigmar's selling point was that it emphasizes the narrative aspect of the military experience by encouraging the game
of story-driven scripts, recreating battles from knowledge, and player-created history, which lasted a full half of the edition and completely disappeared by the time the hit 2nd edition (except for recreational battles). This is due to the aforementioned lack of any balancing mechanics, all you had you could field without any restrictions, so any kind of fight that
happened will always be with who spams out most OP units or who had the largest army. Being a shootout game Age Sigmar uses round bases and no longer has block blocks like Warhammer Fantasy. When initially released, GW said that the use of square models was good because all measurements had to be made from the model itself; The second
edition replaced this glaring backwardness by a measure from where the edge of the round base will be measured from base to base. Motion trays can still be used. Rules (aka What book is it anyway?) (edited) GW likes to trumpet that basic rules and Warscrolls (all rules for using one unit in one document) for Age of Sigmar are free by way of the Age of
Sigmar smartphone app. This is technically true, but in practice you are going to buy a physical core rulebook anyway, because all the rules outside the minimum to play the base game are extras not included in the app. Battletomes include fluff, all Warscrolls for faction, and Allegiance Abilities that give you a positive effect for a field force consisting solely of
this so you're going to buy that too or be at a disadvantage. On top of that you have additives for the area, extra magical items, and so on and so forth. It's kind of like one of those crappy smartphone games you hear/v/ bitch about but from dead trees and costing ten times as much. Unlike the WHFB, where players will have to wait years to get frequently
asked questions for rule questions and entire editions to update the balance sheet, Age of Sigmar gets frequently asked questions and errata published online every few months and updated rules and scores are published once a year in the General's Handbook series. Naturally, in order to have the latest rules and therefore be able to play in any remotely
competitive place, you have to buy the latest GHB every year. Three ways to play (edit) One of the features of the marquee for Age of Sigmar, so central in the eyes of GW that it was ported to 40k for its 8th edition, is three ways to play the system. By providing three separate frameworks that change the same set of basic rules, the theory is that GW can
maintain different levels of play with one set of rules, from kids playing on the kitchen table to national tournaments. The practice is somewhat different. Match Play: Build your army using a points system like in any sane wargame. That's what everyone plays. Narrative game: Build your army based on a script from the official campaign guide™. The scenario
usually includes additional special rules that reflect the state of the campaign. This allows more flexibility in presenting different forces than the Matched Play points system usually allows. Open Play: Do whatever fuck you want. When The Age of Sigmar was first revealed much of the simplicity of the pitch was that this rule was the only rule. This led to a lot
of fury and ridicule that caused GW to quickly turn to a three way to play the circuit in the first General's Handbook. Millions of voices shouted in horror ... When Age of Sigmar first came out, GW published free Warscrolls on its website for almost all models available in the 8th edition of WHFB and advertised that you can start playing right away. Most likely
because it was the minimum needed to keep WHFB players from storming Nottingham with catapults and axes. While these warscrolls are technically still valid, good luck trying to run an army with them as they have never been updated and the good old-fashioned Creep Code means that any attempt to field the Warscroll Compendium Army will be like on-
the-ground witch hunters against the 7th edition of Taudar. If you play Tomb Kings or Brettonia, you may not even be able to buy new models. The slogan in fluff reads: Not everyone died in the destruction of the world. Hidden in shadow kingdoms, alternative dimensions or protected by fallen magic, they survived the darkness of emptiness and reappeared.
Warhammer Age of Sigmar revisits these legendary heroes and notorious villains, although not everything will come back as you remember them. While some of the old as Morati has new models and rules as part of the 2nd edition of the GW kick spit out some updated rules for the name, but out of print the characters underneath Charge Warhammer
Legends... But not for a match game. The name of each classic Warhammer race has been changed, factions have been divided and some have been expanded. The game consists of four factions known as the Great Alliances - Order, Chaos, Destruction and Death. Factions in these Great Alliances can join forces such as elves, dwarves and people sn
down in the same army, or you can focus on a particular faction and gain factional abilities. The second edition of AoS was released in June 2018. Ghosts were involved. Nerfs and buffs abound, new magic, new rules, specific places, actual fluff this time, the whole shebang. The installation of the edit universe of the Sigmar era consists mainly of eight mortal
worlds compressed from the Winds of Magic: they are kingdoms of Light, Heaven, Metal, Life, Beasts, Fire, Shadow and Death, and each of them takes its appearance and properties from its magical aspect. For example, volcanoes, lava pits, arid and harsh regions are raging in the kingdom of Akshi (fire), and people born there tend to be aggressive and
resolute; Meanwhile, the Kingdom of Hish (light) is a vivid and geometric dimension where symbolism can be perceived throughout, and people are prone to science and introspection. Cosmologically speaking, Realms are contained in massive Realmspheres, each of which has a core that is solidified in continental land and oceans, as well as other easily
recognizable geographic features. The borders, on the other hand, are made of almost pure magical material that becomes imitative for normal life, the farther you get from the center. If this reminds you of how elementary planes are described in the DMO, then well, you pay attention, although the effects can be a little more aggressive and/or insidious than
just drowning you in a lake fire. The fact is, Gyran, the realm of life, borders on the endless jungle, where animals can mutate into flora (think the film Annihilation). Also, while the planar configuration is considered common, not all realms are flat masses. For example, Chamon (Kingdom of Metal) is seen as a set of different utility spaces of arbitrary size and
shape hanging in space and connected to each other randomly through portals and magical paths. These eight realities are interconnected through Realmgates, dimensional portals of various appearances that suggestive the kingdom they are in, for example, Realmgate of Shish, the kingdom of death, can be seen as a large skeletal structure of bones and
festooned with cadaverous gargoyles and skulls. Realmgates are important to set up because they are the fastest way to travel between kingdoms, making them important economic and military assets. Many cities are built around them, becoming centers of civilization. Some of these portals may even be inside the oceans, in whirlwinds had underwater
paroas could travel. There is much speculation about what or who created the Realmgates: perhaps they are the remnants of the Webway used by the Old World, that-was, perhaps they are inherent in the cosmic laws of mortal worlds, or perhaps they were made by the long-forgotten masters of God-King Sigmar and his divine dragon buddy at the beginning
of the new universe. There are also magical ways to travel through the kingdoms, such as the reality of rift gnawholes made by skaven or lightning strikes unleashed from the ring of the city of Sigmarabulum, but to date Realmgates are the safest and most effective way to travel the worlds and therefore the target of conflict between rival interests.
Realmspheres float in the ethereal void, the measurement unaligned magical inimical to life, and are given hysh lighting, which in turn alternates the orbit with Ulgu, the realm of the shadow, allowing for day and night to exist. Between them is the twilight subrealima Ul-Gysha, where Slaanesh is imprisoned. Azir stands above other kingdoms, bringing starry
skies and celestial phenomena, while Shish is below other worlds, receiving the dead in his countless underground worlds. There are other sub-families with their own sets of rules and residents. With the return of the Dark Gods, entire parts of the Kingdoms and their Realmgates (except Azir) were damaged and twisted by an alternate dimension known as
the Kingdom of Chaos. This area corresponds to the will and whims of the five gods of Chaos representing Fury, Ambition, Despair, Ecstacy and Ruins. Wherever chaos is leveled by forces to take hold, the region begins to mutate into the likeness of its patron saint god: for example, where Nurglite forces thrive, the earth becomes fecundate with mutated
and bloated life, sea and plague until the area is eventually subsumed into the Nurgle Garden (again, think Planescape, and the way places in the outer planes can physically change the location or even the plane depending on their current plane). Thus, in general, the new setting can be summed up as a strange fusion of Stargate fan fiction, Scandinavian
myths, and your classic cosmology of DDD. And of course a lot of Murcock threw in, but it's a game-master setting. It was a given. Although this marvelous new universe is still not as well developed as the world of Warhammer Fantasy Battle, at the meta-level it is more flexible for both campaign settings and for the novels of the Black Library, a little in the
spirit of the Warhammer 40,000 galaxy. After the end of time edit Fucking Chaos bullshit drawing the last turn of victory out of their ass ... It was the End of Time. There is no more peace, torn by betrayal and chaos. And yet... the endings give rise to a beginning. Listen carefully. Can you hear it? The atrocious laughter of the dark gods? He dances in the wind
between the worlds, seeking to be heard, for the disastrous bore easily, and they relentlessly seek new realities to win. Where there is life, Chaos will find it, and soon there will be suffering and bloodshed. The world is gone, but not all can be lost. Descendants of the Old ones left before the moon of Chaos destroyed their homeland, which much can be said
for sure. But where did they go? And if they ran away, did anyone else? Can something that the dead ever really die? Who remains lost in the void? What's he clinging to? And when the world dies...... What happens next? Before we begin, we need to clarify that some of the following narrative is subject to the universe of legend and meta-divergence, along



with the surviving rumors before the official material has been released. Below is a synthesis updated to the second edition of the setting, which also takes information from the Black Library of novels and previous official sources. Perhaps over time we may have one, talking about the Genesis of the Age of Sigmar, so we can better understand what
happened, but until then, here is (in broad strokes) the narrative we are currently available to. After falling along with Archaon through the planet-ending vortex deformation in the ruins of Middenheim, Sigmar (still wielding Gal-Maraz and separated from his nemesis) was thrown into the abyss and eventually gained control of the surviving metal core of the
warhammer world. Together, the god and the celestial body were thrown beyond time and space, which no longer existed because of the destruction of the Oak of the Ages and the victory of Chaos. After all, after an eon impossible to measure (perhaps because time has literally lost all meaning), both entities, now constantly connected on a metaphysical
level, entered the Mortal Worlds-newborn plane of existence aligned and condensed from the winds of magic due to the laws of the Cosmos. It was in the sky of Nadyr Sigmar and the nucleus were finally caught by Dracothion, Star Drake, one of the zodiac beasts and the creature of creation and order. Feeling the same aligned spirit, Dracotion helped
Sigmar recover and make friends with him. Legends also say that some creatures that did not join the Chaos managed to escape the end of the world: the lizards traveled on their voids through the abyss for atemporal eons, slowly dying, until only Slann remained. These survivors were eventually found by Dracothion, who led them to The High Azir, the outer
space of mortal worlds, where Slan used their magic, born in the star, to remember the race of the lizards, The Pond of Amy and the Doctor. The inhabitants of the long-lost Lustia, now a creature of heavenly energy, renamed Serafon, set themselves the task once and for all to defeat Chaos from Cosmos. Sources of the Black Library also suggest that some
dwarf clans managed to literally dig a path into the newborn universe, allowing their societies to survive the End of Time and arrive Mortal Mortal Given that Skaven can do this, it's not far-fetched to assume dwarf runecrafting can create tools capable of reducing space and time, though why they won't use it more often can be the source of many interesting
debates. It can also be argued that some powerful magicians may have been capable of similar inter-dimensional feats. At this point it should also be noted that, given the cyclical nature of the setting (the so-called cycle of stars, perhaps?), the highly increased power of non-Chaos deities, and the fact that one of the mortal realms is the functional afterlife of
life-humans can reincarnate, return from the dead, or otherwise reborn into new iterations, allowing the meta-level to bring back not only the lizards and the same creatures. In other words, your Dudes and other old characters of all stripes (people, orruks, duardine, aelwa, lizards, chaos, skaven, vampires, etc.) may come back from oblivion, perhaps a little
altered, but ultimately the same in the soul. Even Bretonnia and The Tomb Kings, whose rules for AoS are available for free on Games Workshop, can be returned. In fact, because of the almost infinite immensity and magic of the Mortal Kingdoms, you are basically allowed to create or justify almost anything you want, with its appropriate set of rules,
something that the authors of the rules take advantage of in the fluff section: for example, in addition to Godbeasts, the existence of the Crimson Monarchy allows the Furry Army of the Tomb Kings, and bringing the Breton themed armies too easily, as were the descriptions of the kingdoms in some of the same terms as the knights of the kingdoms. The Black
Library writers came to the rescue too, with the Soul Wars novel basically bringing Balthasar Gelt reborn as Stormcast Mag and Gotrek Gurnisson entering mortal realms in search of Felix Jaeger, along with various other suggestive hints and references like the fleeting mention of Lord Celestant Setrus of Imperishables. The Age of Myth , Sig Sigmar, guided
by Dracotion, traveled through the kingdoms using Realmgates, inter-dimensional portals akin to those once built by the Old. There he found tribes of humans and other species rising from their original wild state and had already battled many horrors, such as beasts whose origins in new realms would be the subject of much speculation from scientists setting
up, maybe they too were thrown through space and time like Sigmar? Or maybe Chaos has already gnawed at a new reality? Sigmar also found the Incarnate, the gods of the World-That-Was, who were associated with the Winds of Magic that formed the Mortal Kingdom, as well as other deities and beings of great power. He set himself to free them and
force them to join his new Pantheon to fill his great vision, for Sigmar decided peace, order and prosperity, which he once desired the now long-defeated Empire to the entire Kingdom of Death. By guiding many of his followers to his arrival in Azir, Sigmar built Azirheim, the Eternal City, which would eventually eclipse Altdorf and Hemry in size, dynamism,
and prosperity. Over time, many other cities, kingdoms and enclaves will be built too, guided and protected by the Pantheon. This period of time is poorly defined in terms of both length and historical detail, again to allow you to fill it with what you like. Let's talk a little more about these gods: Grimnir and Grunney were found chained to grief in the Kingdom of
Fire, and refused to give any explanation for how they got there (so you know, it must be embarrassing). After his release, they both swore at him in the service. Grungni, who is now a crippled blacksmith god (Gotta love that GW creativity), taught various mortals metalworking and brought their overall technological level back to the point where it was up to
AoS. He then gathered the dwarves, now called Duardin, to himself and forged a new mountain hold called an iron karak so they could live in. Both were destroyed during the conflict, breaking into thousands of pieces that rained over the realm of fire (while Grimnir's beard was on fire). Fragments of Vulcatrix have created volcanoes that dot the Kingdom of
Fire (which apparently for some reason was not any preliminary and need an explanation to exist), while fragments of Grimnir-ETA INFORMATION WAS PRICE BY ORDER SIGMAR, ON BEHALF OF THE DUARDIN: LONG LIVE SIGMAR, LONG LIVE SIGMAR, LONG LIVE GRUNGNI He is blind and can only see with Teklys' eyes. Malekit woke up as the
god of Knowledge of Shadows and now calls himself Malerion, completely alone. He searched for other creatures and eventually found his mother Morata, who has changed and has the communion of the Daemons out of pure shadow. Eventually they too joined Sigmar (no word on if they were taking back old family practices). These two, along with the
Twins, will eventually join forces to accomplish the great task. Alarielle woke up alone, though she still had the magical seeds of the old setting. She planted them all over the place and created fae creatures as well as new treefolk, and although she joined Sigmar eventually, she nonetheless shunned others in favor of her pod of people, Sylvaneth.
Gorkamorka, united by Gork and Mork (or is it Mork and Gork?), was found by Sigmar in a disguised amber named Drakatoa, who claimed the kingdom of beasts for himself. The two ended up with an armwrestling match. Eventually, Gorkamorka settled down and became Sigmar's hunter, killing all sorts of monsters and hostile creatures throughout the
Kingdom of Death. Nagash survived because he was largely the god of Death at that time. Sigmar reluctantly revived it because he needed help with the underworld or something, and also knew that he could provide a tireless and endless labor force to raise cities and towns for mortal tribes to live and study civilization. So of course Nagash immediately
went about eating all the other gods of Shish's death (which begs the question why Sigmar didn't just go with one of them, not this sociopathic, backstabbing asshole, which he apparently already had a bad feeling about) and getting all selfish as he does. Nagash also resurrected some of his mortars, even Mannfred, feeling safe, knowing that, like the God of
Death, he could impose his will on any undead (and thus proving that, despite all his egos, he is as stupid as Sigmar). Recent knowledge as an alternative suggests that he was the first to be released by Sigmar at a time when realms were still forming from the raw winds of magic, and that together they fought the eldritch horrors that would have given even
the chaos of the gods pause, with their victories making space safe enough for mortal races to flourish. This actually explains why they both called each other a traitor and became so bitter after the Allpoints disaster, but not why Sigmar decided to free Nagash instead of getting help from any of the other death gods, especially since Nagash began planning to
betray Sigmar immediately (something anyone with two functioning brain cells would have predicted). Eventually, Sigmar established the place of his Pantheon on Mount Azir in Celestian, near Azirheim, although the gods also had their own residences in other Mortal Kingdoms. At first everything went well: Nagash formed the correct afterlife, which does not
include the chaos of the soul, and the undead do most of the construction work. Grungni continued to teach mortals and blacksmiths, and Gorkamorka continued his task of killing dangerous wild creatures that entertained the god Grinskin. Thus, the Mortal Kingdoms prospered, ultimately surpassing the kingdoms of the world before. The source expands
further on the civilizations of the Mortal Kingdoms, their rivalry, their trade and industry, and their artistic and cultural development, with concepts such as progress, tolerance and peace promoted by God-King. This utopia will not last. The gods of Chaos attacked, sowed corruption among the inhabitants of the Mortal Kingdoms and persuaded them to open a
metaphysical gate to launch an invasion in exchange for power Immortality. Soon the great invasions and cloaks of the army devastated the Mortal Kingdoms, putting entire civilizations on the sword. But the new pantheon was as strong as their servants, and Chaos was driven back. For a while the Pantheon kept the forces of Chaos at bay, but then the
cracks began to manifest, and the Gods of Chaos brought the Archaon (now with the title of the Elevated Grand Marshal of the Apocalypse, who... fair) to make his own will worsening the situation as he forced the disparate forces of Chaos to work together while the Pantheon began to disintegrate. Gorkamorka, a fully SICK sissy civilizational building sigmar,
broke out of the pantheon, forming one god WAAAGH through all eight kingdoms and deformations, and then proceeded to return way in the same way until Sigmar broke it back to Gork and Mork (or Mork and Gork?), at which point they settled into the kingdoms of beasts to fight each other. Alarielle left the realms defense in favor of only fighting within her
own Realm, Realm of Life, in order to protect him from Nurgle using guerrilla warfare and ambush tactics, a decision that cost her and her realm dearly. The Order's efforts were further weakened when Tyrion and Malerion left to find Slaapesh. While most of the gods of Chaos, including the now ascending Great Horned Rat, have already played the Great
Game, Slaanes was too gluttonous by the souls of Aelph, becoming vulnerable to the machinations of other deities. He/she/she tried to hide to better digest all of his many sacrifices, which turned out to be a terrible mistake, as the deities of Elven succeeded in the great ritual that captured the Dark Prince and forced him/her/her to spew the devoured souls of
the Aelph race. The Age of Chaos is finally in the battle for a place containing Realmgate to every kingdom, Nagash predictably backstabbed Sigmar and the rest of the order because of (uncertain and probably minor, as is what Nagash does) the manipulation of Tzeentch and Archaon, as well as his own inevitable grievances, that Sigmarliterally someone
was in charge, not Sigmar Nagash in anger, before realizing OH FUCK, THE FIGHT!, and returned to see that Sigmarliterally was led by, not Sigmar Nagash in anger, before realizing OH FUCK, THE FIGHT!, and returned to see that Sigmarliter was in charge of the kingdom. Sigmar, disgusted, urged Tyrion and Malerion to take a moment from kicking
Slaanesh's tummeh and help him and mortals forge a magical barrier preventing Chaos from entering Azir (or everyone seeing Tzeentch see past him), then close the gates to the kingdom and began preparing to defend themselves from an incoming siege (which makes you wonder why hell he didn't think he thought he'd do the same). Nagash returned to
the Kingdom of Death, thinking he had won, only to find the fucking Scaven had blown up his Black Pyramid. Once again. Then came the Archaon Nagash blew up to fuck up, though Nagash's soul survived (he controls the afterlife now where the hell will he go? After Azir closed his gates, Chaos squandered the seven remaining Mortal Kingdoms and
destroyed all civilizations built in the Myth era, leaving only hidden fortresses and runaway enclaves. Sigmar gave up fighting them and retreated to Azirheim to build his Army Stormcast Eternals. Running away from things to kill, Horne then attacked THE ENTIRE REST OF CHAOS, allowing the inhabitants of the worlds a little respite. In addition, the Great
Horned Rat is now the God of Chaos. The other three Gods of Chaos thought very little of him, although Scavenblaite was allowed to become part of the Kingdom of Chaos (due to Scaven's mistakes, however, he was half-immersed back into the material plane, which in turn gives Scaven the opportunity to appear in any of the kingdoms in his own account).
Even Archaon, the president of the Chaos Fan Club, finds Skaven unworthy of respect, and he spits right in the face of the Great Horned Rat. Although, given the fact that being miserable, oppressed and despised may now be their schtick on a metaphysical level, he may perversely think it's heresy to do anything else. Age of Sigmar edit Goldmongers VS
Ragemonsters. It's like poetry, it rhymes. The history of the game, based on the players, begins 5 centuries after the beginning of the StrifeChaos era, when the triumph of the gods of Chaos begins to weave reality. It was during these years that Sigmar began to strangle warriors doomed to heroic last stands against Chaos from all corners of the Deadly
Kingdoms, turning these brave souls into the massive floating city of Sigmarabulum in his Stormcast Eternals. They must be the super-soldiers necessary to save the Mortal Kingdoms - they are immortal, incorruptible, able to relate to the servants of Chaos thanks to the divine power of the King God, and they will know no fear. Finally, The Tempest of Sigmar
is unleashed on the Mortal Kingdoms. This is a wave of numerous, simultaneous and destructive defensive teleportations of Stormcast Eternals to enemy territory, their original goal is to bring back the sealed Realmgates, allowing Azyr to deploy more and more of its centuries-old forces through these portals without taxing the energy of the God-King. In a
very win-or-death move, it is also the only way any of Stormcast can return home alive. It also has the side advantages of creating beach heads where the aforementioned surviving refugees can find refuge, and eventually become enclaves of renewed civilization. However, Sigmar secretly wracked with doubt, as The project still has flaws like a delicate
recovery process, which seems to hollow the theme a little more every time they die and respawn. Unfortunately, the forces of the Order are not of time, and the attack cannot be postponed any more so that the Mortal Kingdoms do not completely collapse into the Kingdom of Chaos. In the first battles after the release of history, The Sigmarines fought Chaos
in four places: The Hammers of Sigmar VS Horne in Goretide (starter field of factions) in the Hellfire Brimstone Peninsula of the Kingdom of Fire: Jacos, Lord-Celestant Stormhost, killed by the leader of Goretide Hoole while another Lord-Celestant named Vandus called lightning in a suicide attack Jacos was lost in the deformity, Vandus was reforged.
Sigmar's first novel, The Gates of Azir, covers the first part of the campaign. Heavenly Vindicators VS Tzeentch in Chamonta: CV's intially attack to bring back Gal Maraz, and discover Tzeentch is going to absorb the kingdom of metal in its own and the ritual was interrupted 99 days earlier. Tzeentch forces hold them and capture many CV souls to prevent
reforging, forcing the Stormcasts to regroup. This event then leads to the Silver Road to find most of the Duardin race, although Tzeentch's strength also discovers it. Sigmarines seemed doomed until the inevitable Tzeentchian backstabbing conga and layers of plans and pawns finally come into play, even worse when Changelords and Kairos Fateweaver
got involved. During the multi-thousand-yearly villainous monologue, the Sigmarines were able to reach Gal Maraz, and when one of them touched her, Sigmar was able to force his army and sacred weapons to return home before unleashing Thunder on the fortress. Meanwhile, sigmar's Lions were sent to find The Metal Duardin, but found something much
darker (the theory means Chaos dwarfs Duardin). Sigmar then decided that since he had his favorite toy back, it was time to take a direct part in the war again. Consecrated Knights and Astral Templars plus Sylvanette vs. Nurgle and The Great Horned Rat plus Beasts: Lord Celestant has collapsed Realmgate Nurgla from the inside, and is trapped in his
garden now. After the Order makes chaos wash, the crazy trees of Alareli became friends with the Sigmarins and began to return the Kingdom of Life. But not after the Great Unclean pollutes the last untouched lake in all of Girhan. The war ends with the Sigmarins barely scraping off victory, thanks entirely to the arrival of Celestan-Prime and the victory over
the leader of the Nurglitov, Torgalug despised, at the cost of the life of Alariel and her daughter, Lady Vines. Sigmarines plant the seeds containing alarielle's soul in the ground, where many of them died in the hope that she would Revived man as warrior queen of rapetrees rather than totes cray-cray queen gardening. With the resolution of the above plots,
the following wars have been established: The anvils Heldenhammer Stormhost go to make a truce with Nagash, but discover Neferat to defend his kingdom of New Lahmia Nulahmia against the invaders of Slaanes and rush to her aid. Argaon, tired of being on the sidelines, heads to Mount Kronus in the Kingdom of Fire to kill Wanda and Sigmar's
Hammers. He scores fuck ones, doesn't keep banned. After that, the forces of Chaos captured the massive entities known to God's beasts, which in themselves are beasts capable of small-scale extermination, and Dracotion himself was only the strongest of them. The forces of the consecrated knights and knights of Excelsior fought in the Great Green
Torque to stop the world of Titan Behemat, the father of giants. Malignant Portents edit Now, it seems that Nagash has been very busy behind the scenes and is making a power play that can greatly expand the impact of death. Other factions are trying to stop this, and so far it's not going well for them. Every Great Alliance get itself a new champion of sorts:
Death gets the ghost of one handing the bastard a sword, the Order gets Sigmarine who works it's to restore things that the rest of his Brotherhood is just ruined, Destruction gets a very, very damn high grotto and Chaos gets the axe wielding the marauding queen sporting a huge rack. As in, her helmet has two giant sets of horns. What do you think I meant?
Malignant omens are designed to mark the end of an era of hope and bring back the dressing room, as well as expand how the worlds work and how to fuck normal people can live in a place that is all made of metal. Short stories released with Malign Portents, surely the cash in the grimdark people wanted-Stormcasts killing innocent people, vampires
coaxing people to death to save them from the Nurgle plague (which is lovingly detailed, with an explosion of maggots filled with pustules and crying sores), people being dragged down the ground by skeletons to suffocate after they just managed to survive the only faction of Chaos making success - this group of believers , teamed up with mortal followers
of the gods of Chaos to find Slaanish (they are heading in the right direction, but reaching Slaapesh is a problem). The champion's plan of destruction so far seems to be just to throw an army of Orruks and Grottoes into Shyish and hope everything works. The Order of the Champion is trying to figure out what's going wrong, and recently stopped his recovery
attempts to take the fight from the undead. Nagash's plans are gaining momentum and show no signs of stopping. He has Archan and the Black Apprentices doing a series of upside-down versions Pyramid. They drew magical energy and acted as lodestones and power amplifiers (they float in the air and more than one, so no Skaven tunnel trickery will work
this time). Manfred is going around to do a series of terrorist attacks against Nagash's most powerful enemies in the kingdoms. Neferata uses its cults to manipulate society and turn high-ranking people into vampires (and seems to be focused on undermining Azyr). The habits of various other factions are willing to return to haunt them (no pun intended): for
example, amid the order, all the corpses of innocent people sacrificed by Kane's Daughters (who are assigned to the Good Guys of Sigmar, despite the fact that mass murder, hyper-violent cultists only distinguish from fans of Chaos due to the lack of amusing mutations) become skeletons in the armies of death. One particularly grim story (featuring the last
survivors of a city suffering from a zombie apocalypse with a champion of death leading zombies) confirmed a terrifying fact: Nagash found a way to endlessly contain the souls of Stormcast Eternals (previously the only way to contain them was to throw them into the Kingdom of Chaos, but they could have gone back if they had survived long enough to find
a portal). While while Nagash may contain them, if he kills them personally, if he is distracted they just go back to Sigmar. However, at this rate, the only creatures that seem to be able to withstand the clutches of the undead chaos are the Daemons and Serafon (Sylvanet can confront him if their soul pods are destroyed, in which case it's game over). All this
ends with something known only as The Nakrokwijk: after Nagash builds the Great Black Pyramid, which this time flies upside down, Skaven STILL manages to destroy Nagash's master plan to raise the dead from all mortal worlds, and radically change the nature of magic in the process because of a secret reaction. Now the kingdom of Ishish has been
radically changed. Previously, different areas after life in the kingdom would move to the edge of it, as they lost their attitude to the mortal population until eventually destroyed. Now the stream of magic and irrelevant areas after life move to the center of the kingdom until they fall into a giant whirlwind of magic of death called Shy Nadir, making it an inversion
of all other worlds. It is the corruption of Nagash's original plan to have all souls in space automatically go to him, and now even he cannot cope with the madness in the center of the kingdom infinitely or completely gaining access to souls or magic in a whirlwind. He can only access magic in Nadir for short periods, otherwise even he runs the risk of being
ripped apart by them (at least in part because Nadir himself was tarnished by Chaos thanks to Skaven, so the magic in him is at its very with him, even though he is from his kingdom). Although Nagash didn't become as all-hard as he had hoped (because of the rats fucking him again), he still got much stronger than before, and now has a massive army of
angry ghosts on his team. Yes, the dressing room is, of course, back. As mentioned above, the great nerokwijk Nagasha shook the hell out of the fabric of already unstable worlds, evoking two basic things: first, magic has received Infinite, which means that some very powerful spells can now continue to go indefinitely, relying on the inherent magical nature
of the worlds until they are forcibly dispersed. Some spells just keep going for ages and ages, destroying everything they can find. Some even become infamous by inviting great magicians hunting dispellers to go after them for money like bounty hunters. Another, perhaps more important part, is that the dead spirits of the kingdoms got very restless, and
very, very crazy. Ghosts and horrors rise from the graves to punish the living for being so damn alive, all in the mornings of skeleton el-Hat Grande, who formed them to ironically reflect their crimes in life. They are headed by the new Mortarch of Regret, Lady Olender. Sigmar sees Nagash play and raises him to the Sacred Camera, the guards of Navil
Apothesis, who recreates the Stormcasts after his death. So begins with the Wars of the Soul, with all four Great Alliances trying to slaughter the souls of the dead, liberated by the Darkwij for their own purposes. A later side effect of the Gnacrokwijk was the identification of Stormvaults-repository of extremely powerful relics and god-like entities, dating back
to the era of myths. Sigmar could not destroy them, so he used powerful devices that he borrowed from Teklys, which could cloud the minds of others to hide them. However, Nekrokwijk has weakened this cover-up, and now the Great Alliances are seeking to find them and gain control of their contents so that they do not free themselves, or use them against
Sigmar. Lady Olender managed to crack one open, soul-containing Katakros and Nagash revealed the plan he had been sitting for a while in armies of dedicated extended skeletons called Ossiarch Bonereapers. Nagash then takes his next big step to capture Allpoints from the Archaona with his Armies of Bonereapers. Four Grand Alliances edit STORM,
STORM, STORM, STORMCASTS HO! Factions united under the leadership of Sigmar, interested in knocking the shit out of Chaos and... Well, he just kind of survived. Races are no longer homogeneous: dwarf, elf, man, and even some undead live and live next to each other with all previous forgotten conflicts. Some cultures from the world's past survived,
and new ones emerged as Sigmar united mortals from the many conditions lost in the deformation. Floating Ring City because Emprah Emprah there are all space stations. Unfortunately, Sigmar cannot keep the other Incarnate under control. Nagash and Gorkamorka fucked to make their own factions with blackjack and hookah, many of Duardin's Dorfs
associated with The Fire need payment to become loyal, and the three factions of the Aelfs elves continue to take off to do their own shit. The light side of the moon. It reminds me of something... At 3/25/16 most of the Order's armies in the game, apart from the lizards, Stormcast Eternal and Sylvanette had many of their miniatures discontinued, With
Bretonnia taking a blunt cut as squatting. Old Empire armies, High Elves, Dark Elves, Wooden Elves, and Dwarfs are being rebuilt into new factions. Stormcast Eternals (edit) We know what you think-no, it's not really fanmade... Sigmar forged his kingdom from Azir, the Wind of Heaven, to the kingdom of Azigheim. He then took small mortal tribes that hid
from Chaos in the warp and with the help of Grungni forged them into immortal creatures of flesh and blood, dressed in armor made of pure refined metal called ... Sigmarite. These creatures have been called Stormcast Eternals (prepare yourself for facepalm knowledge writing, as Stormcast Eternal Storm things stormed with their stormhammers just like
space wolf wolf stuff wolfishly with their wolfguns, and - to make it even worse - it combined with GW's blunder for fauxus-Latinarium), and were created to be the perfect defense against the chaos of warriors and similar stormcast opponents truly immortal, since after the death of The Sigmar brings them back to life. Every time they are reforged, however,
their soul is weakened like a fragile metal: they lose intelligence, emotions and memories in small steps, which are later revealed due to Sigmar not fully drilling the recovery process as he had to rush them so they finished in time to save the worlds. So on the way back to Azir, Nagash (who craves these very strong souls) tears at them in an attempt to bring
them back to Shyish, tearing the bits out of them in the process. This is accompanied by the process of perfusing the fork, which is very traumatic for the soul itself, while some do not even survive the process of tightening. It is shown that Stormcast, which resurrect more than once begin to lose their individuality and individuality and begin to become cold
and insensitive. In addition, the process of refuging the fork takes longer with each pereg fork and a new sigmarite is needed to make new equipment if it is lost, slowing down the process even more. This forces stormtroopers to profit against their enemies, if only to give time for reforged Stormcasts to be sent back to strengthen their allies. On the other
hand, Sigmarite itself is actually extracted from the metal core of Malus (the old world of Warhammer, as well as latin Apple), and although in theory it is a limited resource, the fact that the offer is mostly the size of a planet and Sigmar (being a god) is likely to find more if necessary means that for all practical purposes it is in limitless supply. Assuming that
the restiving chamber in Azira remain intact, of course. It is also possible for their souls to be lost to warp if something interferes with the recall process, at which point their only hope for the Relicer is to try to bring it back, and even then, it is sucking whether they actually catch a free soul before Big Daddy Skellington (or anything else blocks things like
Chaos) gets them. They travel from Realm to Realm using lightning bolts that hit the ground and make 'Casts appear in a brilliant flash of light. Each Stormcast group belongs to one of the Stormhosts, which we do not know exactly how many there are. Although it seems there are more than 8, since each kingdom is unimaginably huge, and only 3 Realms
have been covered so far. If Sigmar ignores these realms until later... Each Stormhost is somewhat similar to the well-known 40k chapter of space Marines. First of all among them is the poster of the child faction, the Hammers of Sigmar, which carry the regal blue and gold and astral Templars, which monster-killer Stormhost, the cursed and brooding figures,
called the Heldenhammer anvil, who were born as a faction of emo children, Hallowed Knights, who are spiritually consecrated warriors are immune to Chaos and so awful, heavenly Vindicators who sport spiffing turquoise armor who somehow ties into their roles as the new witch hunters , gold with the purple lions of Sigmar, whose strength is that they are
horribly mysteeeeeeerious, and the silver and green Knights of Aurora selected for speed and rapid deployment (and a warrior camera called Borealis led by Arthur Boreas). According to Josh Reynolds, the Eternal were not all human beings and were forged from all the mortals found by Sigmar. Under armour may be a woman (and, indeed, there are now
decidedly female Stormcast miniatures), Aelf, Orruk (OK, maybe not, but it would be great though!), or anything else not aligned with Chaos or Daemon (and even that can be changed with a good wackin's Ghal'Maraz) - although it's still unclear whether they're all just going to end up with a man looking to be As. However, this raises some interesting
questions, such as whether some red Stormcasts can be faster than others... Only the former undead Sigmarines seem to serve as Relictors, the standard-bearers who attract the slain Stormcast souls back to Sigmar. In one story, the relic hears Nagash's words tith for tithing, soul for the soul during the battle, which suggests that Skelepop has nasty up the
sleeve for the Stormboys. You see, Nagash doesn't like the fact that people who die don't go to him and see Sigmar as a liar and a liar who tries to take away his power, which isn't entirely wrong when it comes to that. Thanks to its bulky appearance, massive fucking body, and design that is obviously designed to attract the attention of Space Marine players,
they are known to most fans as Sigmarines. Stormcast Stormhosts are all led by Celestant Prime, a former righteous king who was granted part of Sigmar's own essence, becoming the first Sigmarine and gifted Gal Maraz as soon as it was returned. He stated that kill Daemon with one blow, setting the spirit within the free to make his way to Azyr. The
implications for this are interesting, the most obvious is Sigmar is recruiting Daemons by cleaning up their St. Cuthbert style. In balance of power, one of nurgle's champions struck Ghal Maraz and eventually reforged as Stormcast Eternal, after being judged by Sigmar himself (which makes Judge Sigmar Hammer literally a hammer). There are several
theories regarding the past identity of this figure, most likely Karl Franz. Before anyone says: But he was EMPRAH, not KING!, Stormcast Eternal Battle Tom refers to the old Empire of Sigmar as the kingdom, and thus will consider Franz his king. This is probably not Settra, since Settra is being strongly meant to be the host of Stormhost named
Imperishables, under a slightly changed name and without knowledge of his previous life (which is good for Sigmar, since if he did, he would quickly try to take over, or at least go rogue and refuse to command). Seeing how, while most reforging fads are unintentional, negative traits like thinking badly of Sigmar intentionally scrapping during the process of
repulsing the plug, it's very likely Settra's refusal to serve others will be the first thing to go. While it's (very) easy to hate on them, it's only fair to say GW may have had good intentions regarding their goal in the game. They appeal to 40k players, yes, but also have maximum your guys options, and also don't require going into very many details or putting in a
lot of thought (These are two words, from the thesaurus, and they are two colors. In fact, as long as they have that bulky armor and praise the seammar sun, hating Chaos you are completely in an acceptable range of believable knowledge. They are easy to draw, and their immortal nature means that there is no point in choosing a losing or endangered race.
In addition, they give the nonviles side of the faction to whom death is ridiculous. Only similarities to the 40k-along with the fact that they came complete with massive changes in existing knowledge and disappointing rules-cause to really pile on on It's easy. Well, it is, and the fact that the word storm has lost its meaning for those who read their fluff. Had they
been introduced in the 8e or End Times, it is possible they would be much less despised among common fans. While many fans and critics say that Stormcast is the eternal carbon copy of space Marines, Black Library writer Josh Reynolds had it to say this: Well, for starters, Space Marines are chosen as children, tortured by SCIENCE!, and then made up
for eternity to be a monastic killing machine whose sole purpose is to delay the crumbling foundations of an omnivorous dystopia in the name of a rotting carcass that eats the mouth of an emotionally soot that had brains and weapons before being unleashed on the galaxy where everyone was trying to kill them. They didn't even get a chance to be human
before someone turned them into a gun. Stormcast, on the other hand, dead heroes, chosen for their valor and faith, resurrected and sent to free the Mortal Kingdom from the abominations of the now running show, on behalf of the benevolent King God (though benevolent seriously before discussion). They are traumatized heroes who have had lives,
personalities and stories before being crammed into basic colored halkbuster armor and filled with lightning so they can go save their descendants from the horrors of eldritch nightmare measurement. They endure death after death, losing a little more than their soul each time, so that no one suffers from the fate that befell them. One group is so far from
humanity that it is completely alien. The other group is so human that it hurts them. One group feels a little in the way of emotion, the other group feels emotions as much as they did before they died. One group hates and is afraid of an alien. Another group regularly with space lizards, skeletons and green male monsters. One group is the embodiment of the
bleak future in which they live. Another thing born of hope. The similarities are cosmetic: the big guys in easy-painted armor sell better than the little guys with uncomfortable bits. But the context for these cosmetic similarities is quite different. Think about it this way... Space Marines Batman and Stormcast are Captain America. Both are super-heroes, both
wearing costumes as blow bad guys as save people. But they're not the same, are they? Really makes you think. Unfortunately, GeeDubs bit the hand that fed them, telling Josh to shut up and poke around and poke around that everything he says outside the books he writes for them is not canon. More recent knowledge from novels and books began to
add some interesting angles to Stormcasts, and how they think about themselves and their mission. Apparently, no matter how much lightning and awesome they were pumped to become Stormcast, they are, in many other ways, mortals in armor. They feel all the feelings that a mortal person feels, they eat and sleep, and are afraid of death and pain, like
any other warrior. In fact, novels make it a point that no one has yet to see Stormcast has regenerated more than three times, and many fear how they will be, since twice the regenerated Stormcasts are noticeably grimdark and detached (the Astartes personality mirror), and have even begun to begin to start mutations (unlike gene-seed deficiencies). Sigmar
clearly sees this issue and wants to fix it, but has no means to do so, without risking the war with Nagash. Either way, it seems that by trying to move them away from Noblebright, GW has made them look more like space Marines than ever before. Unfortunately Grimdark Sci-Fi Supervarrior vs. Noblebright Fantasy Superwarrior. Dark against light. God is
against man. Gladiator match worl-Wait, no, it's something else. It is noticeable that with more muted metallics, they are not so unattractive. The dull silver or copper with dark washes and earthy tones appeal to much more than bright gold and high contrasting coloring, and many have taken advantage of any race of knowledge to trim their Persian 300-style
helmets and replace them with dwarf, app, elf, and skeleton heads. Hope you stocked up on gold, blue and white paint because you really don't need any other colors. They're Sigmarins. Stupid Sigmarins, you don't have to be in action! Just run at them and start waving, that's how the real war is conducted. Forge Eternal: First /tg/-approved Stormhost
Chapter. Not in the photo: The band musician plays a guitar solo this album cover goes with. Because it's not a victory if you don't destroy the entire countryside with lightning before the fight even begins. They ride wingless dragons like horses and use wingless griffins like dogs...... because they kept all the fucking wings to themselves, selfish fucks. Where
have I seen this before? That's definitely their plan. There's nothing better than telling a fuck to Horne like having a man with a skull for your head carry your standard. Notice how Horgaron's hands have seat switches. They are opposite on the model and in other photos. Here are some SIGMARINES!!! Extreme cameras edit The Sigmarins, who ride the
hermaphrodite children of hermaphrodite star god Dracothian. Now folded into Stormcast Eternals as a single faction, the idea is basically that storm angels, and no horse can carry their heavy ones, so only three other species are willing to rub their backs off the stormcast groin: stardrakes, dramots, and gryph-chargers. Stardraks are dragons. No, they are
more stunning than dragons because they are elementary lightning of this form. They spew lightning and utterly noble creatures into the fluff, and tend to get laughed at with in the real game in the hands of all but the greatest of Dracot mini-stardrakes that serve as a heavy cavalry that shit cheese with every step they take. Gryph-charges are chocobo
theropods that serve as lightweight cavalry and can teleport across the table because obviously stormcast needs more mobility options on top of their deepstrikes. While vulture chargers are not part of an extreme camera (they are part of an avant-garde chapter), they are a rapier army of stormtroopers, trusted to hit deep into enemy territory and escape
before their enemies know they have hit them. When in a proper battlefield, dracoths are designed to break lines and break the flanks with their thunderous charges (both in fluff and on the table), and when the shit hits the fan, stardrakes are called even odds, usually smashing everything, and then teabagging the corpses of daemon princes and chaos
hippos. Sacred camera to edit sigmarin wizards. Usually they guard the apopeosis anvil, but after The New York Sea, Sigmar found it fit to join the rest of the Stormcasts in battle. Seraphone edit lizards have reached a new setting with their flying magical pyramids that have gained the attention of Dracothion. After communicating with Slann, Dracotion
learned of the destruction of the world that was, which led him to eventually meet Sigmar. They then followed the trail, which left Dracotion's tears until they reached Azir, when the lizards landed in the High Azira. Their new Slann caste, Starmasters, began scanning everything that exists and formulating a great plan to change the rules of the Great Game.
New weapons and armor from the stars have been tampered with, and Slann recreated the Lustria environment, using their minds to bring back the DINOSA'e to the existence of lizards must also have made a stop in the Mushroom Kingdom on their way to the Nine Kingdoms because they are loaded up to the eyeballs with STAR POWER (Playing a stellar
theme when the Seraphone field is optional but recommended)! Seriously, there are enough stars and celestial references with Serafon that they can join Horne, Stormcast Stormternals, Fyreslayers and Space Wolves in a chronic obsession-with-sticking-them-them-word-in-the-whole club. They were originally described as reptile warriors from Azir that
appear out of nowhere, making them other Order of Daemons along with Stormcast Eternal (except Seraphone have Daemon keyword on their warscrolls, Sigmarines are not). Slann can summon the Lizard troops as if they were Daemons as a result, and whenever Chaos aligned warriors try to summon their masters through realmgates Seraphone can
redirect it into their kingdom and attack the entremasters' entremasters. They are the only faction to get Warscroll that changes their fluff without making it damn stupid in the process. It seems that they will survive relatively unchanged from perspective, since theirs is the only set of rules with reasonable fluff, and none of the stupid rules (but you have skinks
that teleport anywhere and shoot, and you can call UNLIMITED copies of any warscroll, so it seems lizardmen cheese-fest is here to stay). Contrary to Whineseer's rumors that lizards were getting squatting, Seraphone are the first old army to get their own Battletome and are mentioned in other factions fluff much more than they did in the WHFB. It is worth
noting that Serafon was previously the dragon mountain malekit. It is unclear if the installation, if anyone remembers what was her name, or who Malekit even in this matter. Strange flipping reskinning happened in /tg/. (e.g. 4e Arhon dD). Anyway, whoever wrote the AoS War Scroll Malekita remembers, since he specifically mentions his dragon mountain by
name and Malekit can use her breath weapon. Serafon got his first important knowledge in AoS when, in the battle of the White Dwarf between Belacor's personal army and Serafon, the Terradon Riders managed to kill him with stones. Read it again; In retaliation for the End Times, Lizardmen made the stones fall until Cuck Undivided himself died. While
there is a debate about canonicality, any actual conversation on the subject usually leads to a heavy skubfest between the Lizardmen and Chaos Taco'bel fans (although its worth noting is most likely an explanation for whether it really was him or that Changeling took its form again; in any case, Chaos got rocked by the rolled-up most humiliating). During
their first proper knowledge, lizards are portrayed as almost angelic creatures that appear from the stars. Of particular interest is the mummified Slann with a golden mask of rain down meteors from the sky, using his mind, possessed the powers of a god, and whose soul is more ancient than the first Daemons. While they were battling, the stars rebuilt into a
grinning frog face with red eyes. Fuck. Yes. Nurgle Warriors Mortals were waiting for the opening of Realmgate in The Garden of Nurgla, which instead opened to the Lizards. When the leader of the warband managed to kill one, he exploded into a flash of light that cleared all incurable diseases from his hand and removed their rotten immunity to cause
harm. Even better, watching Skaven suffer from lustria's terrible nightmares, Skaven is sacrificed, and all the horrors lizards have inflicted on rats over the centuries. It seems that Sotek kicked the horned rat so badly during the End Times that the new Skaven instinctively remember and fear lizards. At least in late October 2015, Serafon /Lizards were
mysteriously missing from the GW website... only to return a week later with round bases, Age of Sigmar boxes, and a new Battletome. Said Battletome claims that vampires can't feed on lizards because they have light magic in their blood, and that Slann hatched a new Great Plan that to myself, taking advantage of how The gods of Chaos are incapable of
knowing or changing their motives. With the omniscient view of the realms (something chaos gods don't have, as it mentions this gives Slann's view of many movements ahead of their enemies), they now have their own great game that involves sending their forces to exact spots at exact times needed to relax chaos, death, and destruction (plus any uppity
order) to ensure that the time of the Chaos Gods will die. tl:dr Slann have an out-Tzeentched Tzeentch. However, as the situation moved forward, it became clear that Seraphone was NOT all the brilliant starships of the Daemons Order. Well, not really, at least. Those that seem to be known as Starborne, and live in pyramid ships in The High Azira. Now
Seraphone, when they enter the worlds, can become one with the magic of this kingdom and become the flesh of scale and blood, like any other mortal. Oddly enough, when they land, the ground around their pyramidal terraforms in a lush jungle resembles The Old Lustia. Almost everything GW has ever done to lizards says goodbye. Almost. Sylvaneth
Sylvaneth is the forest spirits of the Wanderer's Golfs. Led by the goddess Alarielle, the new treefolk were made of the Soulpods she created. After Sigmar retreated to her field, she considered herself a free agent, confronting Nurglu, who sought to claim the Kingdom of Life as her own. For some reason, all the soulpods of Alarielle have become female
Dryads and Male Treekin, which only makes sense in the context of using existing models, but if you look at in terms of knowledge Alarielle has clearly saved a lot more female souls, and only the men she saved were the largest. Lotta jokes that can be made here are hard to solve... Branchwraiths are unsleeping priestesses Alarielle who call on trees to
awaken and kill the crap from Alarielle's enemies. Later, the Sigmarins helped Silvanet eradicate Nurglom, which resulted in their return to the Order. The damage Nurgle managed the deal was permanent, and his forces were sure to return causing Alarielle to release a scream that rang through the realms, letting all creatures know NATURE WILL
TREEFUCK YOU! In the call of eternal war without surrender. In the era of Chaos, Alarielle cut off her hand by growing a new, then cultivating arm in the new Branchwraith Demigod, a replacement for Drycha called Lady Vine. LoV is the beloved daughter of Alarielle (dawww), created in the summer, and despite any corruption or defeat it burns a stain to
bring optimism and youth, despite being now ancient in its own right. She seems to be Aliathra's replacement from The End Times. LoV led most of Silvanet. Then, one book after introduction, Lady Vines was killed. Although Alarielle lost Ariel's part of herself during the End Times, she kept Wood seasonal shifts and everything about it is changing as the
Kingdom of Life does. After death, Alarielle survived as a seed (don't ask questions, you know you don't get any answers on) and was planted by Sigmarines in a place where many of hers died in the hope of making her a warrior queen that wasn't exactly insane. With the new release, the Sylvaneth range has expanded to include some EPIC models, such
as: Kurnoth Hunters: Mini (real term) Treelords, which can be twisted in units. It seems a new bridge between the driads and treelords (Replacement Treekin). There's an aesthetic almost identical to the Tree Of Lords (Aka Awesome) and can take a number of cool weapons options from swords to giant ass bows! Spite Revenants: Look like a cross between
a ghost and a vampire... and a tree (Obviously). are more bizarre sides in the forest and are filled with the bravery of cutting RAGE! (See Suha) Tree Revenants: Real Wood Elves (No Seriously They Are Elves) They are actually reincarnated souls of elves that Alarielle rescued from the old world and as such to keep there fuses of combat skill and a bit of
personality. Wych Branch: OTHER dry hero. Swaps of branchwraiths swirling nipples for a large braid-like weapon. Drycha: Rage tree is back! And this time she stole something from the 40k universe. Drycha is being portrayed as a jellyfish- as Spite Revenant sporting what can only be described as the Grey Knights of Dreadknight made of wood as usual,
she is appropriately at everything. Alarielle: Another model of God's level. Alarielle is currently in her warrior mode and looks like a cross between the old worlds of Ariel and some giant Amazon warrior. she also pinched the Onions spear. Oh, and the last minor moment ... She's riding a huge beetle (its like a rhino-sized one). Pretty original (Genuinley) With
her revival as Baddass warrior damsel with her pet beetle (who wouldn't want one?) Alarielle leads Sylvanet to war against her enemies, while she lets Drycha rampage around seeing her as a necessary evil. The Durthu model was made canon by introducing them as sons of Durthu who basically take the guard of honor treelords bank for Alarielle. In
addition to this society Sylvanet is now open showing sylvaneth as divided into various small families (military thickets), usually with treelord ancient leading it. I am the Great and Mighty Wizard of Oz, embodied in life! The goddess of life, Alariel until her death. Looks like someone has a case on Mondays! Alarielle's kickass makeup; almost as cool as last
March Ents. Lady Vine Vine. The essence of lazy summer days beating fat kids until one of them brings a gun and shoots you. Fyreslayers (edit) Yes, they actually went Fyreslayers (formerly known as the Red Slayers, the name has changed dramatically halfway through Production is probably so easier for copyright; Notice how impossible copyright fire is
spelled with a much more patent-friendly fyre), are factions for an order that doesn't even pay lip service to it, unlike the exiles (Dark Elves). They are mercenaries of the dwarves, the former Slayers that worship Grimnir instead of pal Sigmar Grungni and will not help Sigmarines and friends if not paid in gold. So in a world that has been torn to shreds by the
sphincter, these guys only care about gold. Your-gold in particular. Fyreslayers believe that your gold consists of ruined fragments of Grimnir, something fans predicted once the knowledge fell, despite the fact that it is held as a reveal months later. yours in German means old or ancient, and given the Keepers of Mysteries who think they can become the new
Slaanesh call themselves your-Slaanesh, your word seems to be synonymous with divinity or piety in age. It is worth noting that in the 40,000th book Black Library and the 4th edition of Ork Codex, an Ork character named Kaptin Badrukk had false teeth that were also made of your gold. According to him, his teeth are washed with an alloy of adamantium
and priceless gold stolen from the Palace of Immortal Light, which once again causes mass speculation that 40k and Fantasy Age will be a crossover in the future. In 40K, your gold is mined from Terra itself. Fyreslayers were created in the battle between Grimnir and Vulcatrix, and aggressively spread across the kingdoms to bring the gift of volcanoes and
grudges. They are now separated lodges rather than holds, and each Lodge is essentially led by a supreme leader called Runefather and its many, many many sons. Its ultimately up to each Runefather to decide who Lodge is fighting, who they are an ally, and who lies about not having gold. Each Lodge plane is set to change it significantly; Common
Slayer-like Fyreslayers hail from the Kingdom of Fire, but the Fyreslayers in the shadow kingdom are more like the dwarf Dark Elves while those in the realm of death will be like the stunted Nehekharans... If only... It is the name of the Faithleier religion, and Auris Rovermasters is the priesthood. They are personally responsible for the golden madness of their
relatives. Auris Rui commands 45 masters. The children of the 4efather are Auric Runesons, who rule in his name as nobility although only one can replace him if he dies; the rest must either become ineligible to ever become a Runefather (so not a dwarf Hamlet) or strike out on their own to form a new Lodge like the dwarf queen bees. All subgroups in
Lodges are called Fyrds, each led by Runeson, and represent the models that you will put on the table. The entire Fyrd Military Lodge is called Grand-fyrd and represent the thousands of Fyrds assembled (so to be Runefather, you be quite fertile). He falls on Runefather to hand out gold to his people on a personal basis, since too little or too much will drive
them crazy. They also have a tendency to spam the theme of words like fiery Fyreslayers fire things with their flaming firestaffs much like storming Stormcast with their stormy storm hammers and wolf wolves with their wolf wolves. So the Fyreslayers are stupid, and the Dicks, but they're stupid Dix Sigmar... except that they are not, because they will work for
Chaos against Sigmar too, if given a better counter-offer. In any case, the previous gold rush of the Warmhammer Dwarves has now been increased tenfold; Duardin may not fuck about the lure of Chaos, but gold corrupts them and leads them to outright madness now. The Grudges mean nothing more once gold is involved, but fyreslayers still pay a lot of
attention to honor and oaths. It's just that nine times out of ten, the only way to get Fyreslayer to take an oath to offer him gold. However, fyreslayers are just as serious about oaths as classic dwarves ever were, one story includes Runefather, who swears the oath never to part with his dead son's Magmadrote until the Lord of Chaos who killed him dead, and
he sticks to that oath, even when the Juggernaut Chaos of the Lord of The Magmadroth pins up the bottom and Runefather must throw his guard. before you die and fall off the saddle. Say what you want, but the devotion is an oath that these guys are as hardcore as dwarfs of old. Another 4efather even refused the promised payment of your gold because
the Fyreslayers failed in the flight they were hired to complete, and would only take compensation once their oaths to complete their mission were fulfilled. However, enough of your gold can convince Fyreslayer to do just about everything. Oaths of oath, but gold gold. So yes, Warhammer Duardin is now a dwarf fortress of dwarves if they have red hair and
lava blood. Rinas are much more important nowadays, and are often forged directly into Duardin's skin using your gold. Fyreslayers seem to have taken the often-shirted quality of Slayers to the extreme. Now they prefer thongs and aprons as clothes. One thing to note is that, despite the fact that the two embodied Fires in The End Times, one dwarf and one
elf, there is no sign of any fires of elves fyre-aelves. More... More epic than 40k ever will be. Damn honor, it's about gold! Haradron Overlords edit another new addition to the Sigmar era of these guys. You see, back in the early days of the Chaos era, these Duardin fought against the invaders just like everyone else. Realizing victory was impossible, they
began to think of to avoid the shitshow Mortal Realms was about to become, and took the unusual step of their backs to old traditions. Using a substance called ether-gold, they were able to refine their technology to incredible heights and go to safety. With Sigmar's return to realms they decided it was time to install their airships in the air and do some good
old-fashioned adventures! Aesthetically they have a much more scientifically advanced look than anyone else in the game. Their appearance has a lot of people referring to Warmachine and this steampunk style as an influence. Each of these Duardin is dressed head to fore with equipment and armor that protects them from the adverse effects of the local
environment. This means that all you can say about them, they have much more common sense than most - these Duardin explore hostile, unknown lands and treat them as such! Kharadron live in meritocrases in huge, laputa-style flying cities and send expeditions to find ether-gold, a substance they both crave, as all dwarves crave gold, but it is also
literally a fuel source that powers all their technology, and without it their massive flying fortress, called Baraks, will lose power and fall from the sky. Being a merit-based system, only the most kickass and lucrative duardine can become admirals or governors, and if they are repeatedly unable to prove that they are demoted back to the regular rank and file
where they could prove themselves again or remain in obscurity. Ether-Gold is known to be a fickle substance, and even the most scientists from alchemists can hardly find it, let alone do anything with the material. However, ether-chemists Kharadron can smell (yes, smell, this actual skill is taught in Chemist colleges) ether-gold and can refine it into all sorts
of useful materials, almost like 40K in Promethium. Unfortunately, it also attracts monsters that subconsciously flock to the veins of things to roost. Har Krakens (flying krakens), chimeras, manticors and dragons love to build nests and lairs in the clouds that shelter Ether-Gold. This makes collecting and harvesting ether-gold extremely dangerous, so each
Haradron Skyvessel serves a dual purpose: they must be able to collect, improve and drag ether-gold, as well as be super-defensive battleships against any enemy. This means that the frigate Kharadron is smaller than a military vehicle and more of a large oil tanker with a machine gun fastened on top, and the mighty Ironclad is just a freight train with rocket
launchers. The Charadrons, like the Feresleyers, are only on the side of the Order, because the Order tends to retreat from you least of all. Once upon a time, when Haradron's ancestors struggled to stay safe in the Chaos era, other factions of the Order cast them as a lost cause, like a bunch of shitty assholes. Duardin remembered this, and now refuse to
help others if offered something in exchange (almost universally ether-gold, or or in ether-golden veins). At the same time, if Haradron has useful trading partners who are threatened, Haradrron will jump to help, but not out of sentimentality, but out of pure pragmatism. After all, a living ally is more profitable than a dead one. This means that while they are
mercenary assholes who will fight for anyone for the right price (even Chaos), they are smarter than the Fyreslayers who throw or betray allies at the first sheen of your gold. The cities Sigmar edit seeing the chaos (pun intended) brought from being an old warhammer race (wooden warhammer (wooden elves, empire, dwarfs, tall elves and dark elves) is
divided into under factions, and only a quarter of them having rules and enough models to actually be in the game, (it's great to ride rohirrim your way to victory with the dragon and the dragons of the prince only capture and keep together unts from all these sub-factions, even if it was worth the fury. Lore wise they are all races that have escaped the massive
onslaught of chaos of the gods running in Azir in time. Forced to live together, the races began to cooperate with Sigmar, built their armed forces back, preparing for when the time of recovery will come. When the crusade finally began, the Free Order Army took advantage of the holding won by Stormcast to conquer their lands, clean them up and build their
cities back. While different races contribute to the cause in different ways, and also after their own hidden purposes (while humans and duardins are usually genuine in their purpose of taking back their land from the clutches of chaos, the elves are more forcibly narrowed to serve with these inferior beings just for the fact of need). Dedicated to Sigmaer, part
of the remnants of the former models of the Empire. Any people, or any race, actually have that religion in Sigmar. Flagships, priests and witch hunters. What, you thought you were going to get new models? Who do you think you are, Sigmarins? Usually after the other armies of Sigmar have cleared the area in which they enter to clear it of Chaos and other
dark forces. Although generally noble individuals they can be quite zealous in eradicating the chaos of followers and dissidents. The purges and public executions carried out by witch hunters and priests are not unheard of. Like their old-world counterparts, they also act in spreading Sigmar's faith. Respecting the religions of the other gods of the Order, they
are under no illusions that they believe that their religion should be prevailing. And they can be pretty territorial about it. Free nations edit the rest of the human race. Any nation has not sworn Chaos to a large extent, which is all Holy Roman Empire German, because, otherwise, it would alienate the fantasy players who were fans of the empire. Demigriff
Knights, plus everything else Frigild. Whether it's reincarnated defenders killed in the fall of the Old World, or descendants and reclaimers of lost fallout-style ancestral culture, humans still exist in their old forms and are among the most widespread races in the Mortal Kingdoms. Thus, allowing kingdoms similar in appearance to old settings (e.g. Empire,
Bretonia, etc.) to exist along with completely unique cultures that emerged in millennia after the destruction of old worlds. Most people are loyal to Sigmar, but some follow other gods (some have sworn alarielle or Grungi or even Nagash in certain circumstances), but because of the sheer size of the Deadly Kingdoms there are many small civilizations that
remain hidden and neutral for the great wars between the Great Alliances. Before the birth of the Storm, the Eternal People played a key role in building civilizations and fighting in the name of Sigmar, with the Free Peoples being the largest armies and the Order of the Sigmars as a whole. They worked hard to build a Tzeentch-proof wall, and follow Sigmar's
vision in their own unique ways. After the great war to bring back the worlds of Freeguild to serve as permanent armies of order that move in after the Stormcasts crossed and Dedicated Sigmar cleared the place for the most part to build permanent fortresses and serve as local garrisons and almost any military role that is not cool enough for Stormcast
Eternal (what? is so below their talents). They currently serve as the main line defenders of Sigmars Towns with Duardin and Aelfs serving as reinforcements and mostly serving as the Order of cannon fodder factions of armies in the narrative. Hey, it's a dirty job, but someone has to do it. Collegiate Arkane edited by Human Masters. Magical specialists
among free nations. Founded initially by various magical users who arrived in the kingdom of Sigmars after the escape of Chaos. These people have banded together to share their knowledge and continue their research in secret. It often served as a magical support for the Order's armies operating and creating Magical Devices to help their allies in battle.
Such as Heavenly Hurricanum among other devices. Essentially serving a similar feature to Ironweld Arsenal, except for magical devices rather than technology. Ironweld Arsenal edit the man and dwarf artillery and weapons of war. Includes steam tanks and aircraft. They were created to facilitate the spread of mechanical knowledge from the dispossessed
to the rest of the Order. Thus, their ranks contain both free peoples and the disadvantaged. They mainly serve as artillery crews and engineers for Sigmar's armies. Operating like big guns and rocket launchers. Ironweld also maintain and operate War Orders They have a heavy steampunk vibe and include many wonders such as functioning air force,
squadrons of steam tanks and other steampunk wonders. Surprisingly they even work great wonders like steam powered by piston legs of mobile fortresses. They mainly serve as auxiliary functions for free peoples and dispossessed armies, where their engineering skills and heavy weapons ended the siege, protected the city from certain doom or turned the
course of battle many times. Dispossessed dwarves. Interestingly, they are old-school Slayers called Unforged, who are basically the same, except Slayers vowed to find death in battle because of a breach of oath while Unforged is just insane because of being mindfucked by Chaos. Otherwise they are what we knew from Warhammer Fantasy, without most
artillery and military vehicles. After the initial fall from the pantheon of the Order, Grungni was the first god Sigmar sought, and he helped him forge the Eternal Stormcast. Oh, what a brother! He also found Duardin, who lives in a land called Anvroc, where they installed mountain holds and... cloud mines. This turned out to be the Kharadron overlords
mentioned above, but you can be sure that people were confused about what this meant for a while. Duardin, who worship Grungni is absolutely loyal to Sigmar, though they rarely emerge from their own lands if called as a race as a whole taken to a hermit-like way of life, moving as gang workers and lending them experience to those who would pay for it.
Many of the free cities around Realms are partially or fully designed and built by them. Just wait, we'll find out soon if they have a huge mountain kingdom that was taken from them by a monster. The heavenly Vindicators (chirok metal (lot as rusty copper) with gold trim, white details, and reddish leather) are sigmarine factions assigned live with The
Steamheads, and were Emissaries of Sigmar to them. Eldritch Council's new set-up elves are called Aelves and are no longer a single race, but have been divided into different sub-factions. Many Aelfs were trapped in Slaanesh's belly while he hid in a cave, trying to digest them like some creepy you'll see on the internet until Tyrion, Tecklis, Morata and



Malerion captured the Dark Prince and made him/her/he spit them out. While others managed to escape Slaanish and gradually reach the Deadly Kingdoms on Malus (old world) or drift through the void, where they eventually regained physical form in Azir under the protection of Sigmar. Most Aelves fight for order and unlike previous settings do not
ubiquitous follow Aelven gods like Tyrion, for example (along with Teclis, who somehow managed to return to life). Many Aelves serve Sigmar and his army (like asasins, auxillary, / messengers, etc..) and may even keep it in higher high (given that he technically presided over many of them personally after the old world was destroyed, it makes sense).
Tyrion ascended to piety, and his power over light somehow managed to make him forever blind; As a result, it depends on Teclis to help him basically everything that requires vision. Not a word about how Teklis feels about this. Both are now looking to create their own new Aelves races from the liberated souls. Eldrich's Council is the High Elves on the List
of Saferi's Army, including wizards, Hoet's swordmasters, and Loremasters. Plus the Wizard of The Dragon. They mostly serve as magic experts and support wizards in other orders of armies, due to being some of the most powerful magical users around. They are based mainly in Azira. But some venture from time to time to help The Sigmars armies.
Phoenix Temple (edit) Former devotees of Asuriana, now worship your Phoenix, one of the eight great God Beasts of the Worlds (because the worship of Sigmar and Dracotian is too mainstream, and like Aelves they are too cool for that). Brought from death necromanc-BLAMTHE WILL OF UR-PHOENIX! As soon as they are resurrected, they swear an oath
of silence as they fight alongside Sigmar's armies. Phoenix, Anointed, Phoenix Guard, and non-Karadrian. Lion Rangers edit, If you thought the renaming wasn't painful enough already. It's a crack. White Lions Chrace, Lion of Chariots. In any case they are a monastic brotherhood of warriors who will fight for the improvement and safety of the Aelfs all over
the world. At least until most of them were killed when the chaos invaded. After Sigmar fucked and closed the gates of Azyr those who were left traveling around with their lion campanions protecting the weak and fighting evil (with mixed results). When the Order's forces returned, they rejoined Sigmar's army and avenged their relatives. Order Draconis
Caledor. Dragon Princes, now called Dragon Blades, as well as Prince on the Dragon Model. Noble Aelf Lords, who happens to be really good at riding dragons. Now looking to reclaim their ancient kingdoms after running like peasants in an era of chaos. Swifthawk Agents edit various categories of Highborn. Skycatters, Chariots and Shadow Warriors. With
a Spire of Dawn box, this faction now includes Rivers, the Hawthorn Marine Guard (now Spireguard) and the warden at Griffin. Before the fall of the kingdoms to chaos, Swifthawk agents essentially served as a glorified postal service, serving as messengers between the Aelf Empires and other factions of the Order. When chaos conquered everything and
everything went tits up they either fled to Azir or held in secret fortified Waytowers that served as bastions as Chaos conquered the rest of the earth. With the Army once again seizing the kingdom, Swifthawk agents moved on to rebuilding their old communications networks currently serve as the main envoys and communication network for the forces of
order. With their Waytowers serving, and defended headquarters throughout the area. In addition, the Swifthawk also serve as scouts for Sigmar's armies. Scourge Privateers edit old dark elves as tall elves were divided into various independent sub-factions that actually no longer only serve the Malerion/Malekit. Technically speaking The Dark Elves no
longer exist, instead of sub-factions that make up the old dark elf range are just regular Aelves with more bloodthirsty/dangerous professions than others, and many even serve Sigmar directly and fight along with other orders. As for Maleriona after forming a new body for himself, using only his own bitterness and reunion with Morati (who somehow managed
to survive being dragged into the Slaanesh strain and then made it into the realm of shadow, as Malerion did), he agreed to work with Sigmar as part of the forces of the Order. Even as a god, Malerion/Malekit seems doomed to get stuck while living with his mother. Whip Private Pirates Aelf. Haribdis, Pletyranner's Chariot, Corsara and Fleetmaster. Fleets of
Kelven raiders who sail through the Mortal Kingdoms in search of plunder and wealth. Usually running over other civilizations and robbing ruins. They also specialize in killing/capturing animals. Usually they do this to get their rare meat and bodies to sell in the Free Cities or grab them to serve as mounts for other armies of the Order. The Kharibdys graft is a
favorite among Scourge Privateers and often captures them for use as war beasts. Darkling Covens edit most of the Aelves troops who survived the purge, all dark elves. Black Guard, Dreadspears, Darkshards, Bleakswords, and as a sorceress walking and sorceress on a dragon. Shadow cults that are centered around the sorcerer and sometimes the
master men and their disciples and followers. They tend to be kept to themselves and less well treated than the more well-known Eldrich Council, which they tend to avoid. Their strength is predominantly aelves, but they also recruit other races on occasion. The Kovens are treated by the rest of the Orders in the same way as the Daughters of Kane. Others
are somewhat wary of them because of their dark practices and secretive nature, but are allowed because of their help in dealing with chaos and great skill in witchcraft. Shadowblades edit Dark Elves Assassins and Dark Riders. Working similarly to his old world colleagues, but with a new purpose. Shadowblades operate as Sigmars and secret police
orders. Silently eliminating things like the chaos of cultists, dissidents and common bodies of trouble with the general public is no wiser. Order Serpentis (edited) Cold One (now called Riders and Chariots, Dreadlord on the Dragon, and War Hydra. Order of Draconis Draconis Cousins. Also looking to reclaim their lost kingdoms and super pissed-off about it.
Still ride into battle on black dragons, although now only with so many dragons to get around some of them had to find alternative beasts to ride to compensate (like Drakespawn). By chance, that will most likely make them top clients for Scourge Privateers and their fantastic beasts. Wanderers edit all surviving models wood elf plus Sisters Avelorn. Aelves,
who followed Allarielle in Giran. Well, until they ran like a tree hugging their underpants when the chaos starting steamrolling Ghyran and abadoned goddesses and sylvanette cousins to their destinies in an era of chaos. Even with Sigmar's age bringing new hopes to Gearan Allarielle still at them. For a long time their mission was to follow the path and place
down the waystones to bring nature to the kingdoms beyond the basics hoping that their goddess would forgive them. After creating a living city, Alarielle forgave them and gave them to the garrison city. However, not all Wanderers have received the message, while some of them continue their mission, but with the forgiveness of their goddess and
permanent home, so that the faction still works as functioned. Also, while Alarielle forgave them, some of Sylvaneth's still salty throughout the desertion thing. Kane's daughters may have died, but his heart was still alive. A faction of the Khein-worshipping aelves led Morathi, who leeching off their worship in hopes of being a goddess (and was transformed
into a winged Medusa-like creature because of her little stay with Slaanesh between AoS and end times); while Kane may be reborn through the worship and sacrifices of his servants, he will not as long as Morati continues to redirect all worship intended for him to himself. They have witch elves, Doomfire sorcerers, and two sets; The temple of blood and
blood. They also have several new divisions formed from the elven soul that retain the degree of corruption Slaaneshi, just like Morata himself: the melusai serpentine and the bat winged Khinerai. Morati, the clever claw of her way out of the asshole Slaanesh, eventually teamed the Avengers-style with Malerion, Tyrion, and Teclis to beat the crap out of the
Dark Prince (ss) and make him/her/it puke all the delicious souls aelf he/she/she swallowed after the end of time. Souls got divvied more or less equally between the four, but Morati - being Morati - decided to take some tricks that sent more showers than her dedicated share of her way. This had the unfortunate side effect of causing Slaanesh orgy's buddies
to launch a crusade in Ulgu in an attempt to free their God (dess), but it also meant that Morathi was able to start building up her own powers. In short, she realized that what aelves have stayed way more into the idea of kane worship than they they are in worshipping her, so Morati - again, being Morati - tricked everyone into thinking that Kane had
completely spoken to her and told her she was his Oracle. (Side quest: Morati tried to hit Sigmar, Nagash and the sea monster and got slapped down by all three - literally, in the case of Nagash and the sea monster. So now the Mortal Kingdoms have thousands of screeching religious nutjobs running around, committing murder in the name of their god, and
usually an asshole to everyone else around them. Pretty par for the course in the Warhammer universe, actually. Kane's daughters, as you would expect from a faction dedicated to the good god of murder and bloodshed, are a little restless among the rest of their fellow Orderers, and are almost unilaterally treated with disgust and various levels of distrust
because of their methods of worship (not to mention the fact that they worship the god of murder, which is worshipped through murder and sacrificed by men, against Sigmar, who loves civilization , Alarielle, who nourishes life, Grungi, who loves blacksmithing ...) Not a bad way to see them, given their propensity to kidnap and kill not only agents of Chaos,
Death and Destruction, but also Order. They are allowed - barely - by their comrades, however, because they are just so damn good killing that removing them from the shallow pool of Sig zigmar allies will have a significant blow to the Order's ability to fight the bad guys. And frankly, any skeptics should recognize that it is much more profitable if they fight
with their own forces rather than against, since the Order already has enough enemies, and the last thing they need is another murderous god working against them, especially the literal god of murder. However, the view of individual temples may be somewhat different, with different daughter forces divided between different temples that have different
cultures. Some hold to themselves mostly in Temple-cities, while others may be surprisingly sociable, having found whisky in free order cities to spread their faith and even interweaving with locals (like providing entertainment with bladed dancing displays and pit-fights are quite popular). By the way also giving your average person an order of somewhat
neutral opinion about them in general with many cities saved by their welcome intervention. While others are just crazy berzerkers, traveling around the worlds slaughtering everything they can find (chaos is mostly thankful) or acting as mercenaries. Unsurprisingly, they are very good buddies in the knowledge with Sylvaneth Alarielle because of their zeal in
defending the kingdom of life (and the general sadism and hatred of enemies that Dreadwood Wargrove has), the fact that Sylvaneth is likely to make poor sacrifices to Kane with their absence blood (and their ability to make trees around you smash you and your city into pieces), and probably also their tendency to episodes of batshit madness. Idoneth
Deepkin 'edited' a new take on sea elves from early editions of Fantasy, sometimes referred to as Teclis' Sea-Monkeys. Teklys' attempt to recreate the elves from The-World-That-Was led to them going horribly wrong because they continued to have PTSD-style memories of their time with Slaapesh. Many were also bald, blind or both. Many of them even
have souls that are slowly losing their strength and thus have a very short life. The only way to fix this is to gather the souls of Eldar Druhari's other dark style. Teklis tried to find out what had happened to the aelves, but they resisted his attempts to investigate, and he eventually declared them a mistake. They fled, and when he decided to start killing them
with aleves renamed himself Idoneth Deepkin and decided to start a new life underwater (not knowing that Tyrion persuaded Teclis out of killing them). They move using Whirlways, Realmgates, which are underwater. So, between their dark attire, the thirst for the soul to replenish their own and living in a remote place with inter-dimensional travels, they are
like dark Eldar, but with tortured fetishes replaced by an oceanic motif, and they are not a society of sociopaths. They also basically regret that some of them must gather souls to survive and are not atheistic like almost every Dark Eldar bar of Indubi and Ynnari; it is fitting enough that many of them follow the Matlanne and soul-essences that they can conjure
up in battle often manifested as a dead sea god. Like The Daughters of Khaine, they are aligned with the order but are generally viewed with suspicion because of their raids on people, aelves, and occasionally Sylvaneth when they run low on showers. Unsurprisingly, this also makes them unpopular with Death, as Nagash hates anyone who tries to claim
the souls of the dead, except himself. In battle, they evoke a magical ocean called Ethersea, which allows them to deploy powerful aquatic creatures in battle and use their skills to fight underwater, even if they are hundreds of miles away from any body of water. Lumineth Realm Lords (edited) By Hish Aelph, shown on the inaugural 2020 LVO. They are
Teclis boys, and as more elaborate and noblebright as expected. Noblebright immediately gave way as it later emerged that they lose their emotions and personality over time, considered a worthy victim to avoid Slaanesh. Death edit THEY DON'T BELONG SIGMARU. SIGMAR IS A LIAR. SIGMAR THE BARBARIAN. SIGMAR IS A TRAITOR. WHICH
ALMOST COST THE IMMORTAL KING OF HIS KINGDOM. WHY DOES EVERYONE KEEP TRYING TO BREAK MY SHIT? ALL I've ever wanted to have been to kill everyone and make them my UNSY SUBJECTS the creepy side of things. Same as an order, but they do not play well, and their secondary purpose is to rule over the survivors of Chaos no.
In the war-torn Mortal Kingdoms, there are indeed many uncontested dead. Some have the right to associate the dead with their will, from the most pastoral corpses to the most royal ghosts. Their armies of retribution walk abroad in every kingdom, the graves cold blades breaking the warm flesh when their masters seek domination over the living. They all
come from the realm of Shy, formed from the afterlives of this setting and the wind of death. Shy is considered the most protected area after Azyr, because; Being the afterlife for this setting means that any mortal who dies and doesn't get taken by Sigmar or Chaos to go here because Shish is now every Netherworld that ever has been, or will be where the
winds of magic themselves die. Theoretically it gives them one of, if not, the largest army, with dead seven worlds plus their own. Undead don't need rest or food They can pop up anywhere at any time with necromance. Each of their enemy who dies is at least one more soldier for Shyish Bonus Points for being creepy. Three guesses who rules this faction...
there is no undead, and very few otherwise can rival Nagash, the Great Necromanc - even Sigmar himself has reason to fear his name. Nagash returned with the Wind of Death, took control of the Afterlife in a new setting, and formed the Shaish kingdom. He allows living mortals to remain in his kingdom, but they must worship him (probably to provide blood
for vampires to feed on too). This departure from his ... turn the whole world into a realm of death where no action would be taken, except when he started his plan suggested he might have learned something from all his experiences. However, Nagash talks a lot about the long game; he still wants his kingdom of the undead with Naggy himself as a supreme
god, he just changed his plans to make the dead in the army to kill all the mortals and daemons and gods of Chaos, and then make Sigmar and other gods bend their knees to me. Nagash also brought some of his Mortars; Arhan (obviously), Neferata and possibly Krell. Manfred was stripped of the title of Mortach and exiled to the place of permanent
disintegration due to Nagash's betrayal at the end of time. Nagash has no mercy or regret in him, and has less than none for Manfred; but strangely Mannfred still got to keep it Dread Abyssal (don't think Nagash gave severance pay packets) and then was promoted to Mortarch. He is not allowed in some parts of the kingdom of death as Arhan gives him a
warning before blowing it up when he tried to bring Sigmarines to a peaceful assembly. tl:dr; Nagash is Darkseid as a giant skeleton (it even has eye rays) and Shyish is Aplipokos plus the afterlife I find your lack of faith disturbing, Mr. Ousers. Ignoring his epiphany about teamwork from the End Times thank you thanks Archaon and Ceentchu, realizing that
they can not defeat a single Death and Order and slip stupid pills into his... Well, even that doesn't make sense... all they did to get him to go full brake, he fights the forces of Chaos alone, and eventually get defeated personally by the Archaon. Still unwilling to put up with defeat and too proud to take a seat in the power of order, he is now in a state in which
he always seems to be: about to gather power, about to return. Some things never change. Since then, Archaon has captured most of the Kingdom of Death, and is trapped by most of the souls of the dead in a giant cage that prevents Nagash from accessing them. Nagash still has the same old goals: to destroy all others, to rule those who want to worship
him. Eat Chaos, become the supreme god of the creepy. Because it worked so well the last time he tried. Despite his betrayal, he still allowed some undead to remain in the service of Sigmar. However Nagash is NOT LIKE what Sigmar does with Stormcast Eternal. Nagash sees these souls as that he and Nagash cannot prevent them from returning directly
to Sigmar to be reborn if Nagash does not personally kill them himself. Death has an excellent new special character he could also really share with the Order, technically only named man Banshee called The Silver Virgin of the kingdom of metal. In life she was Celemnis, Swordmaiden Argentine sorority. The daughter of a powerful Wizard and one of the
region's greatest heroes called Avrok, she used her own hair to create magic swords that could even harm intangible enemies such as spirits and Damons. When Centch's military armbands invaded, they killed the city's residents and led her to their leader, Ephrix. For refusing to fuck him, she was boiled alive in silver, causing her and many other spirits
wielding her swords to stay in the ruined city, causing suffering and death to those who did not belong. Spouoki. Then came the Sigmarines and their undead chaplain convinced her that they were the good guys and that it was payout time, so she proceeded to chop all the Tzeentchies down and show the Stormcasts where Ghal-Maraz was, swell gal. The
Neferata area of Nulahmia (no, seriously, New Lahmia) was besieged by Slaaneshi. Slaanes... all armies of Chaos... because apparently some kind of Chaos Lord wants to try a little Mortarch minge. It's quite a thing to sneak past kids, GW! Anyway, we last saw her taking relief from Stormcast Eternals looking to reconnect with the undead on behalf of
Sigmar, before Nagash himself drops the party as the attention slut he and agrees to hear Stormcast diplomats out. Remarkably, despite the absence of the non-Daemon souls escaping Nagash undead to be eternal now, the only characters from all over The Warhammer set-up to return are Nagash, Manfred, Arhan, and Neferata. All the other Mortarchi
Mortarchy gone, as their models were renamed common analogues (cue shouts outrage from all fans of Vlad and Krell). Finally, in an act that sent ripples of pain across the fans, the tombs of the kings faction and all their models were given the axe even without a suggestion to explain their absence at the age of Sigmar (even they died on the way to their
home planet would have been better than nothing). There has been a recent cry to the tombs of kings; a ghostly figure trying to get the soldier's help mentions that he was the deposed king and lost Nekhehara in his plea; which got a few fans excited about who it might be. So far Death is the smallest grand alliance with the fewest new models for it, the
fewest subfaxes, the fewest new books (yet only with the flesh of the Eater ships), and the least amount of attention from GW in terms of knowledge. He also seems to be portrayed as perhaps the weakest great alliance, having the only faction leader who has lost in one battle so far and seemingly the least influence in nine areas. I hope that will change over
time. They recently got a new set of rules which, although there are no new models (yet), there are a few new units, a special character and some nifty spells and magical items. Malignant Stents gave them star treatment, showing how Nagash plots behind the scenes to become the supreme power of the Mortal Kingdoms and almost succeeds. Silver
Maiden. In the story, she's cool with the dudes in gold. I am back! And this time, it's personal. Nagash and Mini-me/archen to malignant stents, this was all we saw in the kingdom of Shyish. To say that people were embarrassed would be an understatement. Legions of Nagash edit, except for flesh Eater ships. All of the following factions are also part of the
Nagash Legions, which can take all their units. Deathlords edit Nagash, Neferata, Arhan, and Manfred plus Morghasts. For more information about DEATHLORDS, see Soulblights (edit) Vampires here. Note that soulblight refers to the curse that turns them into vampires, people are still called vampires. There's loads of mansions and hold spent vampires
ruling their own little corner of the kingdom they inhabit, though most of them still bow to Skelepope. Their leader under the rule of Nagash is our girl Neferata, ruling her citystate ... Nukhlomiya. They also got a new special character called Prince Vhordrai, created with a set of zombie dragons; he tried to overthrow Nagash, but failed because he did not
realize how stupid the idea was. As a result, Vondrai is connected to Nagash with a large castle, which can appear in any kingdom as a springboard for military movement from Sysh, leading his blood knight's armies against Will. Deathmages (edit) Necromances and Mortis' engine. Deathwalkers edit zombies and corpse cart. Deathrattles (edited) Wights and
Shadespire Warband Tomb Guard. Courtyards of carnivorous (edit) Strigoi and ghouls. Note that if you want Strigoi Ghoul King, you should still buy a zombie dragon/Terrorgheist kit or search the web for a good pr ' Strigoi vampire. Fucking cheap sons'a ... There are also fun Vargulfs, and heroes to boot. In the new canon, ghouls and non-Strigoi began with
Ushoran all creatures who managed to survive the destruction of the old setting at the expense of anything vaguely resembling sanity and was imprisoned in what is called The Shroudcage of Nagash. He fled and created the realm of the monstrous undead because his madness was contagious, and gathered living beings from the Kingdom of Death to him.
As a result, most bodily vessels are actually still alive (The Ghouls are not undead, but starved by former peasants and soldiers who were infected by Ushoran's delusions after consuming the flesh from the feast of the hideous king of the drone, where the courts of foul powers gradually mutate them into crypt Ghouls, with their appearance deteriorating from
generation to generation). Instead of the cattle monsters marauding the desert like werewolves, the hideous Goo of the Kings are tragic figures like King Lear, who see the court of magnificent marble and silk wearing courtiers, but instead scarred and spoiled wearing rags. Also, the hideous Gul King grotesque appearance is explained by how they are created
from ghouls rather than ordinary humans, in a way why they look more primitive and repulsive, and that different strains of ghouls present in the flesh of the Eater ships are due to the hideous Gul King feeding their blood directly to certain members. Thus, creating more intellectual and/or more powerful followers, with some of these select few eventually being
given the true curse of vampires and being turned into new abhorant hum kings who may find new insane/glorious kingdoms of their own. Some are so delusional that some see Nagash as Sigmar, a benevolent golden deity. Some of them rebel against him, on the side of King Carrion. Some allies of Chaos or other factions. Unlike the Warhammer Fantasy
Strigoi, who run around naked and can only use semi-chewed bones and looted rusty guns as weapons, the flesh-eater courts have a more skaven-like degree of refinement, but without the crazy science. This is due to the fact that the kings of drones can impose their own unique brand of madness on their followers, changing their perception of reality; in
one story two ghouls growl and fight with claws over the insides of Ogre suddenly see each other as soldiers with arms, who turn to each other kindly and decide to share their looting as relatives as soon as their master (who they see as brilliant on a horse talking to another knight) passes them. Another sees himself as a knight who has lost his sword sword
forced to rely on the fists of a leading army of people dressed in bright livery who fight monsters, and completely ignores his own monstrous reflection in the eyes of his enemy as he tears to his neck that in fact the man asks for mercy. Thus, the courts of the flesh-eater can never be convinced that they are living in a lie, since their delusion can change
themselves to explain all possible situations that would otherwise reveal their true nature and appearance, and all members of the court owe the same general delusion. While there are rare few who shake off misconceptions when they realize what they have done they are so traumatized they go crazy and deluding to take over again. Some manage to
organize and even appear as somewhat pathetic trying to imitate what can be called Breton, but still only look like transferred creatures in rags. The courtyards of carnivores are the only living faction in Death, where most (with the exception of the abhorent gul kings, who are vampires, along with other wild vampires such as the Vargulfs who serve as
champions/muscles) are technically alive and the only faction not directly inherited by Nagash, since the King of Carrion became an outsalation and disappeared from the Kingdom of Death. All creatures are welcome among them, and those who are stupid enough not to play along with their distorted view of reality are likely to be seen as enemies, then
become food that ghouls drag back into any cave, ruin, or giant corpse monster their Gul King thinks it is his palace. They have now spread throughout Mortal Realms and can be found almost anywhere where they are recruited from starving, disadvantaged or already cannibals (cannibal cults or tribes make excellent grounds for recruiting flesh Eater ships)
part of the population. While technically part of the death, the flesh-eater courts are too batshit insane to be considered loyal to any Great Alliance- they scoop out all of them, ally with all of them, and fight all of them without rhyme or reason. The rest of the Death faction hunts for Ushoran, AKA Ushoran Beautiful, AKA King Carrion, AKA Rot-skinned King,
AKA Prince of Bloody Rose, AKA Sumeros Summerking, AKA whatever new name his followers gave him this time. He's been seen everywhere, he's never been caught. Any creature with information is expected to report sightings of Mortarchs that distribute the rewards accordingly. Nighthaunt edit Creepy Ghosts! Initially they had another mini 3-model
faction before GW decided to give them a huge lineup for the 2nd edition. In fact, when the mortal dies, their soul goes to Shayish, and if they commit a special offence against Nagash, their identity will be completely destroyed, and they will be included in the Procession of the Night Beginning. In front of the Ekrokwijk, the Nightly Sout... The ghosts were and
a little in between, occurring basically as excess of the Magic of Death and/or restless spirits who do not want to move on. Then there was the Nakrokwijk. The Tides of Death Magic are completely waterlogged worlds, causing a huge number of Nighthaunt spirits to rise from their graves, taking out their anger and for being dead to the living. The fact that they
are completely ethereal, can appear and disappear completely when selected, and look pretty damn scary for most mortal troops meant that these attacks were devastating. Around this time, Nagash hired Lady Olender, a particularly powerful ghost lady, to be the actual leader of these processions. Since then, they have viciously killed the living at every
opportunity, as most races in mortal worlds collectively begin to realize the magnitude of what Nagash has done. The newest creations of Ossiarch Boehner, Ossiarch Boneapers, serve as the avant-garde force of Death. Built of centuries-old bone and imbued with the soul of the animus of long-dead heroes, this army of skeletons has terrifying physical
prowess and experience of hundreds of lives. But his true threat comes from his leader Orpheon Catacros, Mortar necropolis and perhaps the greatest military strategist in all the Mortal Kingdoms. Destruction edit GET OFF me FAKKIN TOAD, ya TOM WANKERS! The force has no interest in beating Chaos, or more specifically, not caring about who it is that
they beat. Destruction is now more chaotic than Chaos, to the point that even Centh cannot predict or control them with any degree of certainty. Much of the destruction of the former orcs and goblins, led by Gorkamorka, is a two-headed unified form of the old gods Gork and Mork (or is it Mork and Gork?), which separates back into two when the green skins
fight each other. It is confirmed that Gork is a cruel one while Mork is a sneaky one, although this has been implied, if not explicitly stated for years with any consequence otherwise is a joke. At first he was interested in Sigmar's plans until he got bored, and brought the wild elements of the revived world to a massive reality spanning WAAAGH and finally
settle into his kingdom of Gura, the Wind of Beasts. Now they're predictably trying to get into as many fights as they can, and don't really give a fuck about who exactly is what they're fighting. The poster of Destruction is Gordrakk, the firstborn of Gorkamorka/Gorky and Mork (or it was Mork and Gork, because even Gordrakk is not quite sure) dubbed Fist
Mountain, and was the first grinskin in a new setting. All the creatures of Destruction bow to him as their absolute Warboss for being the ardest, absolute pinnacle of both cruelty and cunning at once. Gordrakk is directly related to his gods, who are present with him at all times. He sees them as more sentences of forms than forms himself, but powerful for
that that that who feud or cooperate in his presence and gently whisper their will and interests to him. He notices that all the other creatures of Destruction follow their mood, but only he knows why WAAAGH! can form from creatures that hate each other or turn on themselves out of nowhere. And gave 'it Boyz ork armor. Good. Orruk Varklans edited the
combined orruc factions. Ironjawz 'edit' Massive Orcs Orruks, literal 'ardest. They take the place of the black orcs who look at these superb green skins with envy as they peep the armor from the dead warriors of Chaos and pound it into shape with their fists in a gorgeous coating (see Worf Effect for explanation). Remind you of anyone else? Ironjawz are the
elite among all the destruction that do not even tolerate the existence of weak and smaller things than themselves. Comprised: Ardboys, who are ordinary Ironjawz. Not technically born of Ironjawz, Ardboys are just any orcs Orruks massive enough to be admitted among them (which the previous Warhammer would be Warbosses). The thought of being a silly
and eccentric lot is because of them wanting musicians when all the other Ironjawz see it as a waste of arms, holding hands, marching in disciplined ranks while the other Ironjawz individually focused on getting themselves into battle as soon as possible, and using the fabric to make banners differentiate themselves, which Ironjawz see as pointless (but the
smart ones recognize the advantage of a hard front) if only to keep the enemy to krump them). Most ardboys wear helmets. Brutus, the elite among Ironjawz. They are not stupid so much as ignorant on an unprecedented scale, they only understand the fighting. No war, no tactics, no fighting. They have only one goal; Break. When they run into a wall, they
smash it. When they collide with a tree, they break it. When they encounter things that move, they break it. When they go to the red light district to get it, they smash the i-don't wait for the grunt, mostly boars of the old setting with more muscle and spiky stuff. Dire Dire boars. Gore-grunts eat almost everything, and the metal they shit out is called Pig Iron and
is used to form Ironjawz weapons and armor. Megabosses. Megabosses are Ironjauz, who killed a lot. Like, the whole fucking fucking thing. You think you know murder; these guys wrote a book on it if they could write first. The more Ironjawz fights survives the more they grow up, and when no one else is more that Ironjaw is the new leader making
Megabosses the best of the best (sir, with honors!). Weirdnob Shamans. Orruki, almost in spite of his body, because of the madness needed to channel through them the magic of Destruction and its chaos of chaotic nature. They wriggle, spasm, drool, gibberish, and cause extremely random fucking shit to happen. Varchanters Varchanter basically think the
music is meaningless, but the Warchanters are percussion masters whose whole job is to take everything that can be held and hit anything else to create a loud noise like a drum beat that causes Flash mobs ironjawz similarly hitting random things in rhythm. Mo-crash giant Wyvern promising things. Use the Identity of the Brutus. Ridden by Megabosses.
Their physiology works on the same system of clapping their hands if you consider as 40k orks as they can fly, despite their wingspan being too small to lift their bulky, rotten physique; However the book suggests that they are so belligerent even gravity does not want to mess with them. Greenskinz edited all the models of Vanilla Orc who survived a great
cleaning of models in the release of the book of destruction. Orcs are the weakest and smallest (the old models are still in production), the Orruks are Boyz, they have Boarboys and Boar Chariots so far, Warboss, Shaman, and Warboss riding wyvern. They still represent the majority of orcs/orruks. They are the ones who will demolish and destroy the city to
nowhere, and they are disgusted by a bit of action when they are on the Waaagh, even for the more powerful factions available in the Sigmar era. Almost all of their models have now left the Games Workshop site, and are no longer available, either in stores or online. They are unlikely to ever be released, and can now be added to the list of squatter factions,
along with Brettonia and the Tomb Kings. Rest in peace (or war), you are gorgeous, Greenskinned bastards. You will no longer set fire to cities and destroy entire armies just because they were there. Bonesplitterz 'edit) Wild Orcs. Including wild orruks, wild boar orruks, shamans and warts. Shamans are technically called Ju-ju Doks now, and the orruks are
naturally no longer primitive, but have been mad with waaagh! With power. Either just blow a lightning bolt suffering from hallucinations due to infected wounds, or just staring at the sun for too long. They are led by the Wurrgog Prophets (aka not Wurrzags) plus their second-in-command of the Wardokks and their elite are called Maniaks. They go around
hunting monsters in the realm of beasts and use ju-ju to transfer the power of the killed monsters to their various bone weapons and charms. I'm starting the bones. Grim Gitz edit Night Goblins, Spiderfang Grottoes, Troggoths and Gargants joined forces under the worship of Da Bad Moon. Led by Skragrott Loonking and held together, taking too many
psychedelic mushrooms, they fight a mad crusade to somehow constantly keep yes Bad Moon in the sky to usher in an age of eternal darkness. Ogor Moutribes edited the united Ogor factions. Gutbusters' edit) Ogry, now called Ogors (ffs), with an even worse faction name. Leadbelchers, Butchers, Gorgers, Scraplaunchers, Ironblasters, ordinary ogres,
tyrants, and and which are now just grots with different models. Baba Bui. Beastclaw Raiders edit Wild Ogors Ogors. Stonehorns, Thundertusks, Yhetees (many fans were angry at these survivors while their favorites were squatting), Hunters, Mornfan Cavalry, Sabretusks. Now they are a tribe of nomadic snow cranks who bring winter wherever they go and
struggle to eat, and their appetites are still huge. Cue sticking words of the theme ALWAYS with icefall yhetees, ice skating hunters, frosty sabers, frostlords, frost hunters reaches for a gun shoot GW... Firebellies edit Firebelly as their own faction. Maneatra edit Maneaters, unchanged. The fimire edit the one-eyed wading creatures from WAY back. They
were known for breeding through rape, although this time they seem to have dropped the rape aspect in favor of laying eggs by their female leader. They are reptile creatures with birds like features and cyclops. Something worth noting is that they used to worship Chaos, although Chaos largely ignored them because they found them boring; that seems to
have finally broken in AoS. They are also known as the end-level unit of Norsca's Total War: Warhammer, where they act as heavy strike soldiers, leading to most units fleeing in fear after a brief stint in combat with them. In this setting, Fimir originated from Giran on an island called Peel and seems to be virtually the same outside of giving up pseudo-Celtic
names to his society. Instead of Maergh they follow Matriarch, who seems to follow exactly the same idea. They live on a shitty island and seem to have been completely abandoned by Chaos, again. Their survival in the new worlds meant that someone had to sow them again, though whether it was a pity to move the gods of Chaos or simply because they
wanted to watch them suffer in their eternal role as a red-haired stepson unknown. They threw themselves in with the Great Alliance of Destruction instead of joining chaos, perhaps either forgetting their origins or simply tired of playing second fiddle in the eyes of Chaos. Their models are exclusively Forge-World at the moment, although they were recently
removed from the store and a preview of the actual army for them was spotted some time ago, so they will probably make their way to the main store soon. Sons of Behemat edit the all-giant/gargant army. You're reading this right. They were viewed by Games Workshop, and according to knowledge, they are descendants of Godbeast Behemat, who created
them casually through magical asexual reproduction. Chaos edit TIME EVERCHOSEN BEFORE! Archaon Everchosen was tested once again by each of the gods of Chaos after the end of time, as they wanted him to to them, as their new supreme champion he again overcame their problems without feeling any loyalty to them, and and granted him new
powers until he was a demigod, and the embodiment of the chaos himself. The Great Horned Rat tried to give him a blessing by joining the pantheon, but The Archaon abandoned him and spat in his face. Demigod Archaon was given the title of Grand High Marshal of Chaos (so much for Chaos to be chaotic (think of him as a great khan)) and basically has a
free reign to do whatever he wants for whatever he wants for whatever reason (all Be'lakor wanted but never could). Interestingly, this creates a whole new position in the Chaos hierarchy without being clear whether the Archaon can command the Gods of Chaos, who are not part of the Great Game, if it has supreme power over all the princes of Damon, and
so on. As a hand note, Dhorgar changed from Daemon horse to $100 Daemon Dragonish Thing. Slaanesh ate on souls during the End Times until he was so bloated he was unable to move (just like these creepy comics you read about), and spent after the end of the times (before or after the second ascent of the Archaon is not clear) hiding in a cave while
digesting. Tzeentch manipulated Horne into attacking the army, defending him, allowing Aelfs Tyrion and Malerion to kidnap him, who removed him from the Great Game, allowing them to get all the souls of the elves killed at the end of time and perhaps even before that (some of them took advantage of an vague explanation of who exactly Aelfs should say
Eldar came to the Warhammer Fantasy setting). Slaanesh powers, which are justifiably freaking out that their god (dess) are missing, are currently invading Ulgu in search of Malerion for clues about where their god (dess) is. According to the white dwarf, FORCES FROM CHAOS HAVE ARRIVED ... BUT WHERE'S THE DARK PRINCE? The other Gods of
Chaos are actually happy that he/she/she has disappeared, but the Gods of Chaos have always hated each other, so this is to be expected. In fact Slaaesh is currently trapped between the kingdoms of Ulga and Hisch and slowed down by the drained Aelven souls he devours Malerion, Morati, Tyrion and Teklis. All was well until Morati double crossed the
other to pull a secret spell to steal more showers than originally was allocated to her (and perhaps to get a dig at the other four). Which inadvertently weakened his prison and allowed Slaanesh to send SOS in his place to his followers who are right to trace him. In addition this also relaxed the prison itself so its only a matter of time before it breaks free. After
the end of the old world and its ascent, The Archaon spent his time destroying many universes and killing kings and what not. He received a vision from his (apparently now un-broken) third eye, who predicted the events before the release of The Age of Sigmar, with the final vision of the archaon apparently killing Sigmar (although the order of fans who were
unamused with ANOTHER Chaos wins spoiler in this universe noted that in the vision of the Archaon, Slaanesh still was not). The Gods of Chaos sent the Champion (Centh, Nurgle, Horne, The Great Horned Rat) to kill the Archaon, but each was defeated, with Dhorgar feasting on their souls, bringing the head of Khornate, the head of Tzeentchian, nurglite
head, and two tails that the servants of the Great Horned Rat. After Chaos took 7/8 of the realms, with Sigmar as the sole hold, Horne basically shouted WILDCARD, BITCHES! and blitzed their way into the Garden of Nurgla and the Tzeentch Maze, allowing other factions to reclaim their lands (although Daemon-wrought damage now makes them look like
something out of the Legend of Brutal). The armies of Chaos of the Archaon were defeated only by The Sealion and Morata in the Kingdom of Shadows, a place that now fascinates him. Chaos continued his caricature on Saturday morning when Be'lakor was killed by Serafon, more specifically; Skins riding pterodactyls dropped stones on him until he popped
out. Although this happened in the White Dwarf Battle Report, and the Be'lakor model was only used to represent the general Daemon Prince, others defended it, saying that the White Dwarf had access to all Warhammer models and thus had no reason to use Be'lakor unless it was Be'lakor's narrative and a weaker model on the countertop for balance
reasons. Others suggested it was just a changeling, pulling the same trick he did in the End Times. Despite this, Serafon still managed to close the portal. See: Scoob. It was theorized by that almost single-minded obsession with Nurgla Silvanet in that he wanted to claim Alariel as his new wyfu. No word on whether that means he will keep her as is or make
her Poxfulcrum; which was retconned from Isha to Chalia at the End of Time and then secretly replaced by some elf master called Kalara in Aralit's Kingdom of Chaos excursions. The Great Horned Rat does very little on its own at first glance, mostly with the Pestilens clan working closely with Nurgle's forces in the realm of life. However it may be worth
noting that GHR is literally a race god who pretty much have a monopoly on backstabbing the guy above you and take their place, and with Slaanesh missing Nurgle is now the weakest of the classic gods of chaos. Based on this, there is some recurring theory that says that GHR has a backstabby-ulterior motive for getting so friendly with Nurgle. One of the
confirmed names of the tribe for the people of Chaos is Gjallervolk, obviously a direct replacement of old warriors the same old, the same old. So let's remind you: Horne's wages war with Sigmar, all the time. Blades represent most of them. Nurgle is obsessed with Alarielle, as she is a sexy wild Isha, and has grown to hate all death as well. Slaanesh is
absent, his powers divided among those who find him/her/him and those trying to replace it as your-Slaanesh, the main core for which the Keeper of Secrets named Luxscious and Archaon with Everchosen briefly touches most mortals and quite a few Daemon fans use it as a go-to figure for veneration. At the meta-level, a lot of people have somehow made
themselves believe that Slaanesh is now squatting altogether. Adepticon 2k19 reveal showed that it was a load of crap. Tzeentch is still fucking everywhere being annoying crap, but Games Workshop is finally letting it get the crap done; he orchestrated the capture of Slaanish and tricked Sigmar into losing Gal-Maraz (Sigmar got him back, but it's still
something). Funny stuff too, it also indirectly helps order sometimes. During the Realm of Life campaign, Tzeentch did its part to sabotage Nurgle's plans in the realm of life. He wanted Sigmar to start working in his cities to expand his influence and make more conspiracies in these new mortal bastions. He is the God of Chaos, most likely, in the direction of
the Order temporarily only to tinker with the plans of other gods. The Horned Rat is now the Great Horned Rat, the full-fledged God of Chaos. It does not change any opinion about him, to his chagrin. Archaon is the top dog in charge of all the Chaos, hated and hated/loved by everyone else oh and will kill that damn Rat thinking it's one of the gods. The
Archaon is both hated and loved by the mortal followers of Chaos; some find it to be all good, others hate it and find it too arrogant a prick that should just fuck off his precious All-Point. ... And Malal is still nowhere to be seen. It's Natch. Here is the theme song of all factions of Chaos. Beasts of Chaos edit beasts, monsters and giants gargants (re) merged
into a single faction after the 2nd edition came out. Originally divided into Brayherds (most beasts along with various Tzaangors), Warherds (more beasts, like minotaurs bullgors), Thunder (Dragon Ogre Goors), Chaos Gargants, Chaos Monsters (Cockatrices, Chimeras, Razorgors, Chaos Warhounds, Jabberslythes to be exact. Although not every monster in
the Chaos Monsters faction got the Beasts of Chaos key word for some reason) and Chaos Caviar when AoS is launched. As a singular faction, the tags Brayherd, Warherd, and Thunderscorn are treated the same way as Stormcast's eternal cameras, with some units counting as battleline with the right general. Fingers crossed for other scattered factions
(Skaven, Grots, etc.) to get the same recombination treatment. They now represent the mutated and brutal hordes of Chaos undivided. This includes everything from the Beast to the various chaos born monsters that they cause or enslave to use as war beasts. Contrary to what a lay man might think they don't necessarily fight for the four gods of chaos. It is
obvious that some of their numbers have sworn to one of the four gods of Chaos and now believers, but for the most part they they no real allegiance to any of the plans of the gods of chaos and fight simply to destroy and demolish civilization, like their very nature. They are one of the few forces in the Union of Chaos Grand, which can be said to be largely
independent of the gods of Chaos or horned rats and simply fighting and spreading chaos because they are creatures of pure chaos themselves, thus if their actions benefit the four gods (and the horned rat) than good for them. Some, on the other hand, revere their own god of the Morgoor family, the first beast. They want to continue his plan to plunge all
kingdoms into endless chaos, destroying all civilizations and erecting enough tombstones to change the reality itself. While others feel that worship of any god is in itself a form of the Order and does not follow anyone but themselves. Obviously they show respect and fear of the gods of chaos, but they look down on direct worship practiced by other forces of
chaos (e.g. slaves of darkness or Bloodbound. The origin of the various hordes of Beasts of Chaos is vague and there are several stories, but it is known that they were not created by any of the gods of Chaos directly (except for the Tsaangers, who were first created through the power of Tzcheench) and are said to have been generated from the raw,
aligned powers of chaos. Thus, they see themselves as true children of chaos unlike other followers who follow chaos only out of fear or for rewards from the gods themselves. For them chaos and destruction is literally in their DNA and for them the struggle and spread of chaos is as natural as eating or sleeping. Currently also share various Tzaangors with
Tzeench students. The Blades of the Horne Horne faction, made up of his mortal and loyal followers. Their blood warriors are like Worldeaters. Oddly enough, they were the only miniatures to get approval from Warhammer Fantasy fans, although many complained that the new Daemon resembled something out of 40k, with a hint of Alien, except for a skull in
his mouth. Said Daemons are Horgorates who are mortal people so imbued with the magic of Horne their skin becomes like a liquid of boiling blood with skulls bubbling inside, and over time they come to resemble Himself Horne not unlike how the Great Unclean of them resemble Nurgle. Some are cannibals, and consume the flesh of their enemies almost
exclusively (preferably while the food is still alive interesting enough as it goes against many common themes of Horne's killing on the battlefield). By doing so, they believe, fills them with horne's divine power. It actually makes sense if you know your shit about the spirituality of cannibalistic practices. In fact it's pretty similar to Turkic practice, which consisted
of drinking out the skulls of your enemies' enemies you devour their souls and gain their power. Horne's original army (in Akshi, one way or another) was led by a warlord named Hoole, who wanted to become The Prince of Damon and built a giant pyramid of skulls to earn the maximum possible position. He planned to limit him to Sigmarin's skull, although in
the battle with the Sigmarins, he was unable to protect the skull despite the murder of Sigmarin, while Sigmarin's skeleton ironically blew up the pyramid. He kicked the golden blankets of Vandus Hammerhand very well in Nick Kim's Storm War, so kudos to him for knocking the Sigmarines off their high perch, albeit temporarily. Arhaon in Balance of Power
made room on Vandus, practically cutting him in half and killing him straight, which he laughed about it later after the mass destruction of the rest of his stormhost Sigmar Hammers. Mortal people are known as bloodthirsty specially Khornate flavored supplement called Bloodreavers. It has been noted that bloodsuckers seem to have a mixed-race feel,
suggesting mortals are no longer only non-Bjork-Bjork and non-Mongols anymore. However, they have blond hair, vaguely Scandinavian-sounding names like Skargan, Hroth (which, depending on what you read, either means a mountain or glory in Old Scandinavia), Volundr, and use patronizing naming conventions, so they are basically norscans from the
Old World. However, some argue that the presence of black people in the ranks of Bloodreavers indicates that they are ethnically diverse. These people forget that WoC's original setting also had non-European people in their ranks - Mound and Hung - and that it didn't change the fact that the Warriors of Chaos were basically Death Metal stereotypes about
the Vikings. So most likely he will have as much bearing here as it was there. Also miniature for Exalted Deathbringer is an eight foot tall blonde bodybuilder with a massive Viking beard and death metal hair, so yes. The bearded miniature Blood Warrior (the one who uses the skull as a beard clasp) has been praised throughout the intrawebs as the best
miniature in the launch kit due to the fact that the largest beard of any mini GeeDubs has ever been put out, even compared to their dwarf models. Horn's new warriors have names, alluding to the blood fetish and beheading of their deity. Slaughterpriest Bloodsecrator Bloodstoker Skullgrinder Deathbringer Red Headsman Here's their theme song. Ceentch's
disciples edited Centch's mortal followers and Damon's followers. Unlike the roaming hordes of Horne and Nurgle, Tsinch prefers to act using cults that make them home in civilized cities, that is, while other gods decline as Sigmar brings civilization to the kingdom of Tzeentch flourishing. Their main troops are Kairic Acolytes, cultists who masquerade as
ordinary but during the war use magic magic their bodies into the muscular ideals of human form. In addition to the people of sorcerers, many cults also include covens Tzaangor beasts (many of which were former humans mutated by worshipping Tzeentch). Gaunt Summoners, although technically not part of these cults, are respected by them enough that
when one appears, they follow their orders. Since Slaanes was demoted, his faction is now all his damons and exceptional mortal followers. Note that Sigvald is now a common model of Lord Slaanesh's Chaos, without much rule. In short, the big four gods of Aelven (Malerion, Morata, Tyrion and Teklis) managed to capture Slaanes in a trap between the
kingdoms of light and shadow and slowly frees the soul of Aelven he devoured. While the trap is carried out Morata's attempt to steal more than her share of the shower has loosened the trap and Slaanesh slows down the release of herself and even sends distress signals to her followers. So yes, not like this trap will last long. Still.......... Most of his followers
are now still helping the Arhaon and lending their strength in the fight against the Order. They are called invaders and for the most part the faction is controlled by Slaanesh's Big Daemons, who have taken on basic pious duties (gifting good, giving gifts, answering prayers, etc..), while some have actually looked at the worship of Archaon as the new
Slaanesh. No, seriously. They think that The Archaon has a personality inside who wants to be a little girl in the depths of life. They call it placebo time (no, seriously, it's actual gw knowledge). The rest are divided between those who want to save Slaanesh, who are called Seekers and those who look at BE Slaanesh, who are called contenders and try to
impersonate Slaanesh reborn. Although now the Seekers seem to be progressing and are now right on Slaanesh's trail. So it is probably only a matter of time before they find him, and all those Great Daemons and Mortal Champions who have passed themselves on as NEXT Slaanesh are better hope that their god forgives when he returns. Maggotkin from
Nurgle 'edit' other guy who gets all new models also has its own faction, although it consists of Nurglite Chaos Warriors And Daemons. Appearing in the Black Library of the book Ghal-Maraz (which is actually two novels) tinkering with the kingdom of life, unfortunately for them they got most of their story of getting kicked by stormcasts, but again, at the end
of time these guys almost destroy the Empire all by themselves and at the beginning of the novel they had just conquered most of the area of life , besides, they put a big fight against Alarielle , forcing her to hide, so that in general they are not so incompetent. Slaves of Darkness all common Warriors of Chaos, as well as Daemon Prince. Prince. Pretty
tough, with the warriors able to take two bite wounds and can do some serious damage (2 attacks at 3/4, rolling out them to hit if you take a double weapon). The bargain price of this, however, is smaller bodies and has not actually wavered units. That being said, there are many quick attack options to swamp your enemy down, a fair amount of poop
(marauders) and a good number of wizards, so make sure you have at least two, one for Mystic Shield and the other for secret bolt attacks at the beginning of each turn, at least. Daemons Of Chaos edited by Furia, Soul Grinders, Daemon Princes, and Be'lakor. Were left as their own little unloved factio before being put down in STDs. Everchosen 'edited)
Archaon, Varanguard, who are chaos lords who abandoned their (insert faction of god) to be one of the Archaons chosen in the eternal service of him and him alone. Another proof that Archaon now feeds exclusively from ANIME. Games Workshop finally decided to give the often forgotten Tzeentch some love to throw Tzeentch dice with new models Gaunt
Summoner (which look like techni colors Hellraiser style Cenobites). According to GW; Coming from deep inside the kingdom of Chaos, Gaunt Summoners are powerful sorcerers of Damon Tzeentch. The Archaon exerts an iron grip on their souls - they are not only favored by Everchosen for their abilities, which are immense, but also for their helpless
devotion to the twisted whims of their masters. Capable of twisting reality with their fear of spells and engulfing entire armies in a deadly warp, Gaunt Summoners were responsible for some of the most horrific atrocities committed in an era of chaos. Only nine of these strange, faceless creatures exist at any given time, and it is an extremely rare event to see
more than one appear at any time. As for the Archaon itself? As the newfound meme points out, it is now exclusively fed by ANIME. He catches Azyr's lightning in his hand and presses her hand in a reluctance. His contempt is so strong that it destroys the ground under his feet. His and his people's acts of carnage and carnage caused lord change that
treated them to cry quicksilver tears of anguish. The ultimate goal of the Archaon is to destroy the gods of Chaos so far, and although he is their greatest servant, they are actually afraid that it can indeed happen. They constantly send their greatest warriors to kill him in random encounters, but as a JRPG character he only gets stronger. The Archaon intends
to claim all kingdoms in order to gain power to destroy all Chaos and rule the non-missless king, united by the Kingdom for eternity, but he must be careful in this. It cannot kill a creature that controls that wind (Nagash as death, for example) directly or Collapse. It will only be him if he holds them until he can somehow extract the former Incarnate from them.
He fights for freedom men, but also likes to kill and torture all creatures and to measure genocide against reality. tl;dr Archaon is Malal now. Or the emperor. They were rolled into slaves of darkness, which for all intents and purposes, it was to be separate from the beginning. Azog's legions edited the chaos of the dwarves. Tamara's horde edited almost
every Forgeworld Chaos model not in the Legions of Azgor. It is now a sub-factional party of Nurgle. Skaven-edit they still exist. They are still aligned with Chaos and are still backstabbing a little crap. The Great Horned Rat rose as God Blythe (no doubt annoying Nurgle, as it must be his job) and the fourth major God of Chaos after Slaanesh's
disappearance, but only Skaven worship him (although any rogue mad people who believe it is likely to be turned into Skaven, making it a self-fulfilling rule) and other gods (along with Archaon) look down on him rather than a true equal. He hopes to get more power, and Skaven do remain numerous, like all fuck. On the day the Horned Rat was accepted into
the FourSomes, Chaos drew Scavenblaite into itself as the fifth kingdom in the Damon-controlled strain that was renamed Blight City. In true Skaven fashion however, they dug their burrows too deep and accidentally sank Blight City halfway back into the plane. This turned out to be a blessing, as now Scaven can travel from deformation to the material plane
on his will and bring with him everything with which chaos is friends at the moment. Skaven has so far been seen only supporting Nurgle militarily. But the Great Horned Rat will rise; Considering that M.O. the Great Horned Rat is a scheming and betrayal, and that, with the Slaanesh MIA, Nurgle is the weakest of the original gods of Chaos, Nurgle getting
backstabbed could happen in the future. It is also possible that, given Scaveng's treacherous nature, they may struggle with other factions of chaos. Could this mean that the Great Horned Rat is an attempt by GW on the second Malal? Old Warhammer Fantasy Skaven clans are now clan types; what was once Eshin, now tens of thousands or more of clans,
like Eschin. Because there are as many elves as the plot requires. Skaven as a faction of only common characters, Skaven slaves, Thrott Unclean, Packmaster Skweel Gnawtooth, Tretch Craventail, Lord Skrolk, Creek Headtaker, Deathmaster Snikch, and Warlord Spinetail. Skaven Pestilens edit plague rats in the Pestilens clan. They are shown to work a lot
with nurgle rotbringers in taking the realm of life. Skaven Eshin'edit Ishahin is still a sneaky bastard. Previously, the Eshin clan. Skaven Moulder (edited) Clan Molder is still a monster of bodies. There are also the usual Roar Rats. Skaven Squire edited by the clan It's hard to rock the magician. Skaven Verminus (edited) The embodiment of the overwhelming
number of old World Skaven mentality, this new Great Clan clan old models of Clanrats, Stormvermin and Warlord. Skaven Masterklan edited by the former Grey Straiters. Mostly Scaven priesthood. NOT ON THE MASTERY OTHER CLANS, how much they would like to be. It's not a good idea to off the Grey Pro seer regardless. Realms 'edit' the secret pea
soup that is Sigmar's age. Realms are essentially a group of nine giant planes a la Planescape with a few extra sub-planes here and there, boppin' about in a magical, ethereal pea soup. Each kingdom has been created to a hoard of magic from each of the magical winds, leading to each of the realms being made more or less entirely of this type of magic (so
Aqshy is at best as hot as central Australia in the summer and at worst as a plasma oven). The areas are not endless, but they cover such a huge area that you would spend almost a hundred years to get from the center to the edge of the kingdom. These gates of the kingdom seem important now, don't they? The farther away from the center of the realm it
gets, the stranger it gets as well - take Aqshy again, the center is hot and kind of barren but hospitable, at least, but as you get to the edges in Realms, the shit gets weird. Here you get endless caves without the sky found in Chamonk or flying, burning volcanoes and rivers of magma and stuff where Sigmarines and Khornebois fought at the beginning of the
Sigmar era. However, if you get too far from the center, Energy Realm fucks you and changes you - it can make you into a tree, kills you and turns you into a reasonable bone, mutate you, you get the point. The central areas are becoming more and more livable and you will find cities and stuff here. There are mortals in all kingdoms, although some of them
absolutely suck to live like Shyish. Take Aides, combine it with Hel and make it five thousand times as dreary, and you have a brilliant summer day at Shyish. To get from one kingdom to another, you need to go through Realmgate. It should not be a gateway for word; Some mystical shit can allow you to travel through a cave or over the sea or sleep under a
tree some other nonsense. Azir (Heaven) edit the kingdom of Sigmar, associated with celestial bodies and lightning. Ulgu (Shadow) edit Gray and covered in fog and illusion. Inhabited by creatures known as Shadow, and red-eyed god. There are no words about the eternal pendulum, being there also... Ulgu and Hish fly around each other, and when Ulgu is
covered by Hisch, it is night in other kingdoms. How does it work in a place without direction? Who the fuck knows. Shy (Death) edit Shy: You're already dead. The kingdom of the dead, where the afterlife of mortal souls not dedicated to Chaos and the rule of Nagash. Because of the nature of the kingdom, if the beliefs of enough mortals in the kingdoms are
strong and numerous enough, it actual afterlife in part part Realm. So, for example, if civilization believes that when they die, they go to the paradise of abundant beauty, then it will form in Shyish and their soul will drift there, to rest, how long their soul lasts (yes another soul thing is not necessarily eternal, they end up being burned and dissipated on the air,
although it is implied that there is another existence on the air beyond mortal worlds that souls can go too, no one knows for sure, but means that Shyish is not necessarily the true end of the soul. Different afterlife can vary in appearance, but individual civilizations depict them. From the beautiful skies to the barbaric Valhala, where spirit warriors fight for all
eternity, in the hellish regions there were evil souls will suffer forever. However, these afterlife will not last forever if mortals lose faith in this afterlife and begin to believe in something other than the afterlife will gradually move to the edge of the kingdom, as faith in it disappears until it falls to the edge of the kingdom and is destroyed along with all the souls that
are in it. At some point in the core of Shyish, or only Nulahmia, there is the true end of everything, the whirlwind known as Mo Uncreation. It is essentially a supernatural black hole from Nothing from an infinite story that resembles a huge gray whirlpool and has only any texture and movement because it consumes part of reality. Mo will consume everything
that exists - even death itself - as the final end of absolute entropy. Few even knew the stories about it, and it was a legend even among mortarchs until Neferata discovered it. Although Nagash knew about Mo Uncreaction, he spoke about it rarely, and when he did it implied even Nagash was afraid of this thing. So Neferata revealed that she had HUEG balls
(metaphorically) by temporarily expanding Mo to consume part of Nulahmia and everything in it to get rid of rebellious nobles, the invasion of the Bloodbound Army and much of the city's population; Nagash himself was shocked/satisfied/impressed enough that he regained control of the city. This implies Nagash's non-crosswisk, protean before it, but it
doesn't pull you if you cross his event horizon and you can even climb or fly away from it (but past that point it's a game over mind, body and soul). This is not to say that everything that exists in Shyish is the undead. There are many undead, of course, but many mortals live in the kingdom as well as along with the dead. Although it is not as bad as you think



as many undead are benign and may even be deceased family members alive (so the village can be inhabited by mortals and their recently deceased living side by side) who resuscitate themselves because of the inherent magic of the kingdom. Although Shyish isn't exactly Ghyran it has many areas that are quite livable and actually even beautiful. For
example, many mortals actually live inside and settle into a different afterlife in the kingdom (although one would hope that they don't get dragged to the edge as the afterlife fades into relevance). Because of this there are many independent kingdoms in the kingdom ruled as living, dead or a combination of both. However, everyone respects the power of
Nagash, even if they do not directly rule them, because it claims to rule the whole kingdom (even if some areas are weaker than others). Shyish recently changed after Necroquake. Nagash's attempt to conquer the worlds backfired spectacularly thanks to Skaven sabotaging his great ritual (seriously he seemed like 0-3 against these guys). In any case,
because of the contaminated ritual, the magic and soul kingdoms now move to the center, not the edge. Now as the afterlife goes its course and no longer believed is now moving towards the center of the kingdom and being destroyed in a huge whirlwind of death magic rather than moving to the edges and collapsing. The whirlwind grinds back into pure
death magic in a giant swirling black hole. This has caused Nagash a lot of problems as he not only destroy his capital, but even he can not cope with the magic of death in the center completely because of the chaos tarnished in the ritual and can not use his full potential (he can only stay there for short periods to charge, but more, and even he begins to feel
the spoiled death of magic copying it from each other). Otherwise the kingdom still functions as usual for the most part (with the publication of endless spells and more Nighthaunts running around). Aqshy (Fire) Edit these casts just need to love to be on patrol in a kingdom literally as hot as Nevada summer in the coldest days. Fire. Home to fiery Fyreslayers.
Flaming fireterrain can range from akin to the sun's surface to being just volcanic, right down to a mix of Australia and California Phoenix country summers in the coldest regions. Although largely barren, life can flourish in this area (volcanic soil is extremely fertile). People here tend to be passionate but disrespectful to the elderly, partly because of how
dangerous life is here and partly because of the magic of Aqshy. Despite Azir, Sigmar sympathizes with them as a passionate man, but understands that when it comes to Chaos, great restraint is needed. This proved particularly evident when a large group of Horne fans came from Aksha, starting with the Korgosa Hula tribe. In the Age of Chaos, Realm's
drive broke, and now many float on the ether kingdom, requiring the airship or Realmgate to travel between them. Gur (Beasts) edit Gur, like any inhabited Deathworld, all wants to eat you. Lots of super-predators. Many plants are also properly carnivorous. The sea is trying to eat the earth, the Earth is trying to take bites from the sea. In the far north of Gura
is a series of ice mountains called the Ice Kingdoms of Gyolla, where people live in the Scandinavian theme. So did a lot of monsters, including Merwyrms, who are being sided with destruction (wtf?!). Very similar to the wild world in the style of Conan-Barbarian, with a small cover of heavy metal album. Despite the fact that he is the god of orcs, many other
races in Gura worship Gorkamorka as the god of animals and the embodiment of the kingdom. Hish (Light) Edit a kingdom full of light, yes. A place governed by symbolism, reason and order, where everything has more than one meaning and hidden symbolism. It was Tyrion and Teklys' crib until Archaon kicked their punk donkeys like an enraged host and
let Tzeentch get the first dibs. Ulgu and Hish fly around each other, and when Hish covers Ulga, it becomes a day in other worlds. Slaanes is imprisoned between two worlds. Shamon is a country of ever-changing landscapes, filled with many rare minerals and alchemical mysteries. There are also strange watch cyborgs and liquid metal rivers. Although not to
fear for its inhabitants, like all worlds (except Shyish now) it is much more livable to the center of the kingdom, but it gets crazy closer to the edges you go where the earth is constantly changing and strange land topography begins to occur. Tzeentch took this realm, as its secrets and shifting nature fit the chaos god like a glove - and unlike followers of the
chaos of Khorne or Nurgle, his efforts still support cities and governments with talk about agriculture and fishing and shit. Thanks to Ceentch's henchmen, not completely backward, this kingdom is still under the control of Chaos and has not yet seen devastating blows from other factions, as horne did in Akshi and Nurgle in Giran, outside of several key battles
during the Realmgate Wars. Haradron Overlords has some of its most important skyports in this area because of the abundance of Aethergold in the region. In addition many Duardin Disspossed do they hold in this realm as its rare metals and malleable nature dress them well. There is no god who rules the kingdom officially, although it can be argued that
the god Duardin Grungi is most connected with this sphere. Giran (life) Sig Sigmaru does not sniff the trees for being bigger and majestic than his tin boys. That explains the Black Seeds. Trees, trees and more trees. Alarielle and her tree-friends hang out here and do a bit of gardening. Very similar to the kingdom of beasts, with a great emphasis on life
(spirit) and nature over the sharply rocky canyons and and Contrary to popular belief, the kingdom of life is not an infinite forest, but actually contains all kinds of different land parcels. However, regardless of its regional location, any area of Girana is full of life. Thus, even the desert or rocky area in Giran will be filled with desert animals and plants and will be
much more abundant than a similar area in another kingdom. The kingdom was obviously very valuable as a source of crops and arable land, which are enjoyed by many civilizations. However, there is a need for a lot of attention in logging, as this can easily lead to conflict with the local communities of Silvaneta. The kingdom also contains many diverse and
fantastic creatures and landscapes, although not anywhere near as dangerous and wild as the creatures and lands of the Gur kingdom of beasts. Giran serves as Silvanet's main home, but almost every race has members who live in Giran (even the undead). Currently, much of The Giran is still corrupted by Nurgle and embroiled in a life war to reclaim the
kingdom by the forces of the Order from the forces of Nurgle. Nowadays Sigmars forces order have done a lot on the roads in Giran. Such as the creation of several new free cities and a free alliance between the forces of Sigmar and Allarielles. The war of life to claim the kingdom from Nurgle is far from over, but real successes have been made in the last
centuries after the Realmgate Wars. Giran has four major cities: Sigmar and his boys have created the youngest and largest of them, Hammerhal Gira, who has a realmgate leading straight to the realm of fire, with his own city, Hammerhal Aksha. The rest are called Seeds of Hope. Alariel in a few days sing in the living city, but mostly inhabited by all who are
not a tree. Grey Water Fast is a hard-working center, bringing smog and lung cancer into the realm of forests. Needless to say, the locals were not surprised what caused the violence and the great loss of life on both sides. Thanks to the intervention of Alarielas, the city is at least allowed to stay alive, instead of starving or serve as a reconstruction of the last
March Ents, but Alarielle also promised a future reckoning for the harm they caused. Finally, Phoenician is a proud city since the era of myths that were sealed in amber. You know, like Pompeii, but more like an insect, especially since Giran has volcanoes that spew molten juice instead of lava. When the city was reopened, two phoenixes sang and flew
around it, melting amber and allowing recolation. There is also subtle horrors in Ghyran, such as the way that life magic interacts with reproduction. Mention of the undulating island of Irridia, where even the soil itself is pregnant with a new life, while life-earthquakes can lead to spontaneous outbreaks conceptions -- not too bad in itself, but imagine that occur
when a couple living in poverty suddenly find themselves expecting triplets. And then there is what will happen if you dare to get too close to the end of the kingdom of Giran, a place where the boundary between Giran and the Kingdom of Chaos is particularly thin and thus the magical energies of super-concentrated life unhindered. Here people can sprout
foliage all over the body or turn into plants while women also run the risk of getting pregnant or getting pregnant and giving birth to different races or even species of their own. Chaos (Guess who) edit the same crap as before. Yet the eye of terror, still Kaldor Draigo and the crazy cartographer plus, perhaps Oxyotl are running around inside it. The former
underground city of Skavenblight is now a part of it, and thanks to Skaven somehow tunneling through quirky geometry into an endless void they have sunk themselves halfway to reality in some mindfuckey way, which adds a metric fuckload of issues that get handwaved as it's chaos, you can't explain the crap. Skaven can use it to tunnel through the reality
itself, except for Azyr now. This process is highly unrealizable and just as likely to lead to a volcano as a destination. Allpoints (edited) It's similar to the London Underground, if it was simultaneously connected to the New York and Chinese subway system. It is a station with gates leading to all worlds, including Chaos. This is where Sigmar and friends, using
the power of friendship (ha), held the forces of Chaos until Nagash, being the asshole he buggered off. In the era of chaos, Archaon built his huge house here, and this is where he controls his army EXbawkshueg. The forces of Chaos call it the Eight Points, and the ultimate fortress of Archaona Varanspire is built in the center of it, where the gates leading to
the kingdom of Chaos. Halosphere (edit) closed reality globe, created by Slann from the Tzeentch domain, provides access to the heart of the Crystal Tzeentch Labyrinth when the stars are right. The scenery is edited by Baleful Realmgates throughout Realms and mostly Stargate. Each of them has a twin, and based on table statistics many of them have
their twins so close they are on the same battlefield. Why exactly what only carries you a mile or so away is important is not entirely clear, but hey! Those bastards, your shit! Aside from that, those who enter it run the risk of being eaten by Daemons rather than transported (even the actual Daemon four army suffer from this, with ... interesting consequences),
it actually turns out this is because Slann has been redirecting them, and like the old Masters scenery can direct the magic out of it. Ophidian Archways are things that survived the previous world of Warhammer and they ... Mysterious. Apparently there are a bunch of them, each covered with images of Sigmar apparently, the new skull errywhere design), as
well as screaming make-up artists in horror (not actually found on the model). Any creature that passes beneath them, feeling fear, sucks out its soul, is added to the images. The same spirits sometimes hunt and attack those who pass under it. Once again, why fuck someone would want to control these unknowns, especially since it doesn't even enhance
the magic of wizards around it. GW advertises it as modular, meaning you can combine them. You can buy it. Or you can just buy a incense burner and paint it better. It's your choice. Numinous Occulums are special structures of Sigmar that are directly related to the Winds of Magic carved with sigmar symbols such as griffins and Mullus, as well as scenes
showing the destruction of the old Warhammer setting. They consist of a walkway leading to a gilded cage depicting celestial bodies, and it seems to have once been part of a large building. Wizards can rotate cell parts to gain access to the future and the past to change both (basically providing just any old asshole credentials belonging to Tzeentch). As a
result, they can be extremely FUCKING IMPORTANT. Dragonfate Dais is a magical place with a boiling pool... something surrounded by glowing wounds, with a staircase leading to a circle surrounded by three statues of Drakocian, topped with bowls of burning skulls. All of this is covered with symbols of members of the Sigmar pantheon, and creatures can
use them to try to connect and ask for help from any divine being from Tyrion to the Great Horned Rat. Chaos Dreadhold is a category of scenery, not an actual one set (no, seriously, it has its own category under Scenes on its website). Depending on how many components you have, it's either Malefic Dreadhold, Ironskull Bastion, Direstone Redoubt,
Mageban Wall, Skullcoven Forge, Octadic Dreadhold, Helgate Summoner, or Hell's Realmfort, each of which have different rules (for $20 paywall even know if you don't want to buy all the models). The complete fortress, called the Fortress of Grim Corruption, is a whopping $1,120 'murrican' and 680 pounds. Note that while this supposedly total Chaos
Fortress, every piece of advertising and fluff related directly to the model makes a hint of Horne only. Old edit Witchfate Tor: It's still around, with some magical updates meaning that the tower somehow survived the destruction of the old setting. Or Tardis, since GW can also steal that too at the moment. Still not production. Witchfate Tor is fed up with your
crap edgemaster. Morra Garden: Morr is now worshipped as an aspect of Nagash as he supposedly killed and consumed all his rival death gods back in the early days of the myth era. Absolutely beautiful part of the area that immediately Mood Shyish. Shyish. Most of the other old landscapes, the garden is actually still being made and is available for
purchase under the new name Sigmarita Mausoleum. Hotel Sylvania. Bring your Master/God-King and get a free free breakfast! Sylvanette Wildwood / Citadel Forest: Yes, it's the same old overpriced aquarium/rail trees at the base you came to... I know there is. Still in production, unfortunately. An integral part of Silvanet's game as their fidelity abilities allow
you to place some down. Photos only for illustrative purposes. The image may be different from the actual product. Age of Sigmar's role-playing game Age of Sigmar has been dubbed the Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay in the form of Warhammer: Age of Sigmar Roleplay: Soulbound, which is released in 2020. Gallery edit general OP pic for general threads
on /tg/. Stormfront Stormcasts have infiltrated your sculptures without peripheral vision, they can spend days like this without realizing that it is not their companion next to them. At least 75% of this work of art should be just Hornat and Sigmarines. GW may not even know there are other Gods of Chaos. Only true Stormmasters know that boop from the end
of the hammer handle does more damage than smash with the head. A minute's silence for all those who did not reach the Age of Sigmar. Army compatibility between Warhammer settings modern industrial organization carlton perloff pdf. modern industrial organization carlton pdf. carlton and perloff modern industrial organization 4th edition pdf. modern
industrial organization dennis carlton pdf. modern industrial organization carlton perloff free download
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